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Abstract
The main intention of this thesis is to calculate the Gauss-Bonnet integral on the 
moduli space of Yang-Mills instantons and in particular to test a conjecture of Dorey, 
Hollowood and Khoze which relates the D-instanton partition function (a quantity 
arising from string-theoretic considerations), and the Gauss-Bonnet integral on the 
resolved moduli space of instantons. We shall present two main results. Firstly 
we use the ADHM construction to determine the metric on the moduli space of a 
single SU(3) instanton. The result obtained agrees with the previous result of [20]. 
From this metric we calculate the spin connection and the curvature. Ultimately 
we were able to evaluate the Gauss-Bonnet integral over this resolved moduli space. 
This involved a nontrivial integral over an eight dimensional hyper-kahler space. The 
result obtained confirms the prediction of [17].
Secondly, I have also been able to verify explicitly that the D-instanton partition 
function derived from string theory reduces to the Gauss-Bonnet integral on the 
resolved instanton moduli space for the case of a single instanton in an arbitrary 
gauge group.
In the introductory chapter we discuss in general terms the motivation for the 
calculations presented in this thesis. In chapter two we discuss zero modes and col­
lective coordinates and introduce the notion of a moduli space. We also verify that 
the instanton moduli space is hyper-Kahler. Chapter three discusses the ADHM 
construction and we persue some of its consequences. Chapter 4 is devoted to ob­
taining the supersymmetric quantum mechanical sigma model on the moduli space 
of instantons and the elucidation of its geometrical significance. Chapter 5 is where
we illustrate the explicit implementation of the ADHM construction and calculate 
the Gauss-Bonnet integral in the single instanton SU(3) case. The results of this 
calculation are compared with those obtained by [17]. Their method is reviewed in 
chapter 6 . The results of both are in agreement.
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1.1 Solitons and instantons
Non-linear classical field theories generically possess extended solutions. If these 
solutions are stable field configurations with a well defined energy and are nowhere 
singular then they are termed solitons. Generally, the stability of these solutions 
arises from (topological) classifications of the boundary conditions to the equations 
of motion. In fact such solutions are typically characterized by topologically distinct 
mappings between group space and coordinate space. A common feature of these 
circumstances is the existence of degenerate vacuum states. The stability of the 
soliton naturally implies the existence of a conservation law. However, the conserved 
topological charge and its associated current do not follow from the invariance of the 
Lagrangian under a symmetry transformation. That is to say a topological current 
is not a Noether current-its divergencelessness is not a consequence of the equations 
of motion. Thus topological currents differ from other conserved quantities such as 
energy, momentum or electric charge. Topological charges arise due to boundary 
conditions on the fields, conserved due to the requirement of finite energy.
There have been numerous attempts to understand the origin of charge itself in
1
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terms of geometry. For example, J. A. Wheeler has suggested a model in which 
electric charge may be regarded as an artifact of the topology of space-time [7]. 
Although suffering from numerous drawbacks, such models hinted at the possible 
importance of topological concepts when considering fundamental physical questions 
such as the nature of charge. More recently, the discovery of magnetic monopole 
solutions in Yang-Mills theories by t ’Hooft and Polyakov has shown the essential 
part played by topological considerations in the construction of magnetically charged 
solutions. Furthermore, the existence of such solutions implies the existence of charge 
quantization. The topological considerations in this case arise not from the geometry 
of space-time but from the existence of topologically distinct classes of boundary 
conditions on Higgs fields with degenerate vacua.
More recently, the conjecture of Montonen and Olive [32] has led to the considera­
tion of electromagnetic duality as a property of some field theories. This is an exciting 
development, for it offers the possibility of understanding the previously intractable 
strong coupling behavior of a theory by performing weak-coupling calculations in a 
dual formulation of the theory. In going from a field theory to its dual, topological 
and Noether charges are exchanged. One theory thought to possess an exact electro­
magnetic duality is N  = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. Thus there has been 
considerable interest in attempting to understand the dynamics of this theory. In this 
thesis we will consider the properties of finite action solutions or instantons in such 
theories. Instantons represent yet another species of topological object in quantum 
field theory. The object central to our considerations will be the moduli space of 
these solutions. Following [12] we shall review its general properties.
The approach we shall follow will be to take our instantons of the 4-dimensional
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Euclidean gauge theory and embed them in a Minkowski space-time of (4 +  1)- 
dimensions. The instanton solution, which had finite action in 4-dimensions, will 
now become a soliton of finite energy for the 5-dimensional theory.
At very low energies the bosonic field theory in an instanton background reduces to 
quantum mechanics on the moduli space, similar to the analogous monopole case, [15]. 
The full supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory correspondingly yields a supersymmetric 
quantum mechanics on the moduli space.
In this thesis we shall be concerned with the calculation of the Gauss-Bonnet inte­
gral for non-compact hyper-Kahler spaces. Such spaces arise naturally as the moduli 
spaces of both instantons and monopoles in supersymmetric gauge field theory, (see 
chapter two and [33], [34]). The reason these quantities are of interest to physicists 
relates to currently fashionable notions of duality. For example, the electromagnetic 
duality conjecture of Montonen and Olive leads to predictions concerning the exis­
tence and properties of low energy monopole bound states. There exist similar duality 
conjectures involving instanton solutions. One test of such conjectures is to attempt 
to verify predictions for the number of bound states. Up to a sign, these are in 
fact counted by the Euler character on the moduli space. This contention will be 
elaborated later in this chapter.
The specific conjecture to which the calculation in this thesis is relevant is due 
to Seiberg, ([35], [36]). The claim is that 5-dimensional gauge theory is related to a 
theory in 6 -dimensions called (2,0) super-conformal theory. The idea is to compactify 
the 6 -dimensional theory on a circle whose radius is related to the 5-dimensional 
coupling constant, <75, like so
Re = 87r2g5 (1.1)
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Given such a 6 -dimensional theory one may Fourier expand the fields in the periodic 
direction:
</>(x, x6) = ^2 e~*?<fo(x) (1 .2 )
kez
where x is the 5-vector of position and x6 is the position coordinate in the compactified 
direction which has radius Rq. The free action then becomes
= | U l  +  d„<hP4>i (1.3)Uq
This indicates that the compactification of a 6 -dimensional theory yields a 5-dimensional 
theory in which the field </>* has acquired a mass. In fact there is a tower of these 
massive states, one for each value of the integer k with mass
k 8n2k
Mk = s -  = - o -  (1-4)
This represents the classical mass of an instanton when regarded as a soliton in six 
dimensions.
In chapter 5 we shall explore gauge theory in 5-dimensions. We shall write the 
gauge field as =  AM(x, Xi) where x 6  R4 and X{ represent the collective coordi­
nates of the instanton solution. Following [15] we shall develop an approximation in 
which we allow these collective coordinates to depend on time. We shall also examine 
supersymmetric gauge theory, so along-side the gauge field there will be scalar and 
fermion fields. We will find that the low energy effective action will take the form
877-2 JU I p ,
L = +  i  /  dxgtjX'X> + ■■■ (1.5)
9b 1 J
where gij is the metric on the moduli space of instantons, A4k- We have expanded 
the Lagrangian around its instanton solutions. In the context of our discussion of the 
compactified 6 -dimensional theory this is highly suggestive. The implication seems to
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be to identify the Kaluza-Klein modes of (1.4) with the Yang-Mills instanton (bound)
states of the 5-dimensional theory.
The Hamiltonian corresponding to the above Lagrangian defines a supersymmetric 
quantum mechanics on the moduli space,
the supersymmetric quantum mechanics on M.k. Seiberg’s conjecture requires that 
there exist a unique normalizable zero energy eigenstate of Hsusyqm for each value of 
k.
1.2 Supersymmetric quantum mechanics
Here we shall adumbrate the concept of a supersymmetric quantum mechanics men­
tioned above. The basic object of our attention will be supersymmetric quantum 
mechanics with 2N  supercharges Ql and Q*1 and Hamiltonian H. (For details see 
[19], [25]). The supersymmetry algebra in this case is
susy qm (1.6)
Thus we see that Sieberg’s conjecture of the existence of a set of (unique) states of
mass ^ r -  requires that there exist a unique (normalizable) zero-energy eigenstate of
(1.7)
{Qi,Q3} =  {O",Q*'} =  0 (1.8)
The supersymmetry charges map bosons into fermions and fermions into bosons. The 
fermion number operator (—1)F is defined by
( - l ) FQj =  -Q '( -1 )F (1.9)
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This operator commutes with all the bosonic fields of the theory and anti-commutes 
with all the fermion fields. For a system with only one set of supersymmetric charges 
we drop the index i. The supersymmetry generators represent the square root of the 
Hamiltonian. In fact, if we define the combination of generators S  as
S = ^ ( Q  +  Q*) (1 .1 0 )
Then we can write
S 2 = l ( Q Q  + QQ*+Q*Q + Q'Q') = H  (1.11)
We will label states by their energy eigenvalues E  and a label f  or b which will 
designate fermionic or bosonic states respectively. Since the supersymmetry charges 
commute with the Hamiltonian, the states S\E, f  > and <S'|E', b > will each have 
energy E. However, S \ E , f  > will have the opposite fermion number to \E , f  >. Let 
\E, b > be a normalized bosonic state of non-zero energy E. We may therefore define 
the normalized fermionic state |E , f  >= ^ S \ E , b > , i . e .
S \ E , b > = V E \ E , f  > (1.12)
operating with S  on both sides then yields
S \ E , f  >= V E \E ,b >  (1.13)
This establishes that all states with non zero energy appear in pairs exhibiting the 
opposite spin statistics. However, for the zero energy states the number of bosonic 
states may not necessarily equal the number of fermionic states. In this case the 
supersymmetry generator annihilates the | b > and | /  > states, so that they each 
separately form 1 dimensional representations and are therefore not paired as in the
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E  7^  0 case. Let the number of bosonic zero-energy eigenstates be denoted by n f =0 
and the fermionic ones be nF=°. Now cosider the effect of changing the parameters 
of the theory, such as the coupling constants or the masses. In general, for such 
transformations that also preserve supersymmetry, we would expect the energy levels 
to change, but of course the non zero energy states should still be arranged in bose 
fermi pairs. It may be possible, under such a variation of parameters, for a non-zero 
energy level to descend to a zero-energy eigenstate. Conversely, it may happen that 
a zero-energy state may become a state of non-zero energy. However, in this case, it 
is required that a supersymetric pair, one bose and one fermi state, must move up 
together. In each case, n f =0 changes by the same amount as n f =0, consequently the 
difference nF=0 — n f =0 remains constant. It is straightforward to demonstrate that 
n f =0 — n f =0 is a constant by evaluating T r(—l )Fe~^H, where the trace is taken over 
the Hilbert space of states, [25];
T r { - \ ) Fe~PH = <  x \ { - l ) Fe~PH\x > (1.14)
(The opperator Tr(—1)F ensures that the fermionic fields satisfy periodic boundary 
conditions in the path integral representation). Expanding in eigenfunctions of the 
Hamiltonian we have
T r ( - l ) Fe~PH =  Y ,  e~PEn <  ™l(- l)F |™ > (1.15)
n
we can split this sum into a trace over zero energy states and one over non-zero energy 
eigenstates. Since the states of non-zero energy come in bose-fermi pairs, we can split 
these into their bose and fermi constituents
Tr(—l)Fe~PH = ^2 < n \(~ l ) F ln >
n(E=0)
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+ e 0En (< n ,b \ ( - l )F\n,b > +  < n, f \ ( - l ) F\n, f  >) (1.16)
n(E^O)
= £  < n | ( - l ) F | n > = n f =0 - n f =0 (1.17)
n (£ = 0 )
Note that this is independent of the value of /3.
1.3 Supersymmetric quantum mechanics and dif­
ferential geom etry
Supersymmetric quantum mechanics has many points of contact with concepts of 
classical differential geometry. We now briefly elaborate these connections. Consider 
a compact Riemannian manifold M  of dimension 2n with coordinates X 1. We denote 
the exterior derivative by d and its adjoint by d*.
We expect bosonic wave-functions to resemble functions on the manifold.
f ( X )  |0 > (1.18)
We introduce the supersymmetric fermionic partners, ip, to the bosonic coordinates. 
These will have the canonical commutation relations,
W‘, ^ t} =  9y (1-19)
The ip^  therefore act as creation operators and we have the spectrum of states
|0 > (1.20)
Since the ip’s anti-commute, the must be antisymmetric in its indices. So it would 
seem natural to identify fermion states with antisymmetric tensors on M. Now recall
that the action of the exterior derivative d on forms maps r forms to r + 1  forms. One
can also define the adjoint exterior derivative d* that maps r forms to r  — 1 forms.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 9
This resembles the action of the supersymmetry charges, which change the fermion
number of a state by ±1. Pursuing this analogy, let us define the combination of
derivatives Qi and Q2 by
Q i = d  + <T (1.21)
Q2 = i ( d - d *) (1 .2 2 )
Since the Qi are to be identified as the supersymmetry charges, we know from their 
algebra that the Hamiltonian is given by
Q\ = Q\ = H  (1.23)
Substituting the forms for the Qi s given above, we see that the Hamiltonian is actu­
ally the Laplacian on M.  For details on differential geometry see [3] and [30].
Q2l = Ql = dd* + d’d = H  (1.24)
This is entirely consistent, for using the nilpotent property of the exterior derivatives 
yields the remaining part of the supersymmetry algebra,
Q 1Q2 ~ Q2 Q 1 = 0  (1.25)
We are to regard the p-forms on M  as bosonic or fermionic, depending upon whether 
p is even or odd.
A zero energy eigenfunction is therefore a solution of Laplace’s equation on the 
manifold, otherwise known as a harmonic differential form. By Hodge’s theorem, 
the number of such harmonic forms of degree r on a compact, smooth manifold is 
equal to the dimension of the rth cohomology group [3], [11]. But these are the Betti 
numbers, so the number of linearly independent harmonic forms of degree r on a
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 10
compact manifold is given by the rth Betti number, br. The Euler character can be 
represented in terms of these quantities as
X(M) =  £ ( - l ) V  (1.26)
Thus in some sense, the Euler character can be said to count the number of zero 
energy states in the supersymmetric quantum mechanics defined on a manifold. In the 
supersymetric quantum mechanics r represents the fermion number of a wavefunction. 
The Witten index of a supersymmetric quantum mechanics is therefore a topological 
invariant of the moduli space and is in fact equal to the Euler character on M .
1.4 Evaluating the W itten index
Our expression for the regularized trace of (—1)F has a path integral representation, 
[26],
Tr(—l)Fe~^H = [  d4(t)dtl){t)e-SB^  (1.27)
J p b c
where the fields are taken to satisfy periodic boundary conditions with period 0 and 
Se is the euclidean action.
As discussed in section 1 .1  the effective action of a gauge theory instanton reduces 
to a supersymmetric quantum mechanical sigma model on the instanton moduli space. 
A generic feature of such supersymmetric sigma models is the appearance of the 
curvature tensor in the fermionic part of the action. We now discus how we may 
manipulate such models to yield an expression for the Gauss-Bonnet integral, which 
as discussed above yields the Euler character of a compact space.
The archetypal bosonic a model is defined by the Lagrangian
L = ¥  =  Jt ¥  (1.28)
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where ) is to be considered as a map from R  or S 1 onto a manifold M  and g is 
the metric on M  which is of dimension d = 2n. The supersymmetric extension of this 
Lagrangian (corresponding to the Hamiltonian of (1.24) can be written as [26]
L = \ g i M W V  +  -  l i W V ’W  (1-29)
where
v *  =  (1-3°)
In the path integral, (1.27), we impose periodic boundary conditions on both the 
bosons and fermions. As discussed previously, this is independent of p. Thus we are 
free to take the limit ft —> 0. The first stage is to Fourier expand the fields
«/■(<) =  E ^ ‘)e“  (1.31)
k
Taking time derivatives yields exponential terms with coefficients proportional to 
In the limit f} —» 0 these may be discarded so we need only retain the Fourier-zero 
mode quantities 0°. Thus when we come to evaluate the path integral, we may 
drop all the time derivative terms in the exponential and we are left with just the 
fermion-field curvature term. Rescaling the fermions by a factor of we get
T r { - l ) Fe~0H = jd(Vol)Y[d'iptndiprne x p ^  1 dt
Consider the functional integral above. This gives the Gauss-Bonnet formula for
the (volume contribution) to the Euler character, as we now show. Expanding the
exponential gives
1 « ° ° /  1 \ r / 1 \ r 1
T r { - l Y e - W  =  ^ / d(Vol)'[[drmd^m ' £  ( T )  ( ^ )  ^  ( J W V W )
(1-32)
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Note that the terms in the exponential series bring down 2 r powers of the fermionic 
Grassmann fields r/j. Thus to saturate the d Grassmann integrations we should only 
retain the r = n term. This leaves us with
T r { - l ) Fe-»H = J d (V o l ) Y [ d r md4>m ( ^ ) ”
=  J l 1}” ), / lhklh...RinjriMn =  x(M)  (1.33)
Thus we have arrived at a statement of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem which gives an 
integral representation of the Euler character of a compact Reimannian manifold.
1.5 The ADHM  construction
To calculate the Gauss-Bonnet integral it would seem that one requires knowledge 
of the metric on .M*. Fortunately there exists a general procedure for determining 
the metric on the moduli space of k instantons in any gauge group. This is the 
ADHM procedure and will be outlined in chapter three. Starting with some initial 
information, called the ADHM data, and a Euclidean space called the mother space, 
one imposes certain constraints that restrict one to the moduli space of instantons 
realized as a subspace of the mother space. In principle this procedure will yield the 
metric on the moduli space. (However, note that it is not in general possible to solve 
the ADHM constraints). Given the metric it is straightforward, if tedious, to compute 
directly the curvature tensor and thence the Gauss-Bonnet integral, (1.33). This is 
precisely what we shall do for the case of a single SU(3) instanton. In this case the
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moduli space is an eight dimensional hyper-Kahler manifold. In chapter five we shall 
use the ADHM construction to determine the metric on the resolved moduli space, 
(5.102). The result obtained agrees with the result of Gibbons et al, (5.39), derived 
in [2 0 ] using a different method.
From there on we use Cartan’s structure equations (appendix B) to calculate the 
spin connection and then the curvature two-form. The calculation is cumbrous and 
in order to simplify it to a manageable extent we shall change to a more convenient 
coordinate system, (called the symplectic basis), in which we can then evaluate the 
Gauss-Bonnet Integral.
Our aim will then be to compare this result with one obtained by the indirect, 
conjectural but much more general method of [17].
1.6 Non-compact manifolds and singularities
The moduli space of instantons is non-compact. This reflects the fact that the col­
lective coordinate describing the instanton’s separation may take an arbitrarily large 
value. Likewise, the collective coordinate corresponding to the instanton’s size may 
vary in a range unbounded from above. This imposes certain amendments upon the 
analysis above. Firstly note that the Witten index counts (up to a sign) the number 
of supersymmetric ground states. Thus it counts the number of normalizable (i.e. 
square integrable) solutions to Laplace’s equation. This is termed the L2 index of the 
Laplacian, Ind^2(A). In general this is not equal to the Euler character,
X ^ I n d v i  A) (1.34)
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In fact, in this case one may regard the Euler character as being composed of a bulk 
term, I  Bulk, and a boundary term. The bulk term is given by the familiar Gauss- 
Bonnet integral and corresponds to the integral over the entire moduli space of an 
index density. The boundary term represents an integral over a surface at infinity, 
and therefore is not sensitive to the detailed interactions between instantons. This 
thesis will concentrate on evaluating the bulk term I  Bulk, for details on the boundary 
term see [36].
A further technical point should be discussed. The instanton moduli space actually 
possesses a singular point at which the instanton size shrinks to zero. This fact has 
the potential to render invalid the arguments constructed above. However, it proves 
possible to resolve this singularity by introducing a so-called non-commutativity pa­
rameter C The practical difference that this will make to the calculations in this 
thesis is that we shall amend the ADHM constraint equations to
r ^ (  A d) =  T^(<A>d +  a'$aa'a&) =  C  (1.35)
(Strictly, the ADHM constraints, as outlined in chapter three, should be written with 
f  =  0). With £ in place we shall calculate the metric on the 1-instanton SU(3) moduli 
space and we will find that it depends on £. However, both the curvature and the 
Gauss-Bonnet integral will prove to be independent of £. Thus naively we may take 
the limit (  —► 0 to arrive at a quantity pertaining to the true ADHM moduli space.
1.7 The D-instanton partition function
Except for certain cases, the ADHM constraints are prohibitively difficult to solve 
so we cannot in general obtain the metric on A4k- Despite this difficulty, Dorey, 
Hollowood and Khoze, [17], have proposed a means of calculating the Gauss-Bonnet
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integral for arbitrary instanton number in any gauge group. Their method does not 
require knowledge of the metric since the ADHM constraints need not be explicitly 
solved. Their contention is that the Gauss-Bonnet integral is equal to an entity derived 
from string theoretic considerations called the D-instanton partition function, defined 
thus;
Z[,N =  2 - 2" - 17T- 6A' - 9 f  d2N0j d2Nu  & x  d3D d,iN p diNp dsA 
exp  [-w “x2Wud -  iD C(TCa0Q^ Ulu& -  C )  +  2\/2Kip,*XABtlu +
(1.36)
We shall evaluate this quantity in chapter six. These integrations may be evaluated 
in a certain order to give an explicit numerical result, which in the 1-instanton sector 
is
2 r  ( W + i )
Z, 'N = r(|) r (N)  = lBu,k (1-37)
The values obtained from this formula can be compared with known results for the 
cases N  = 1 and N  =  2. For N  = 1 the moduli space is simply a point, giving x  = 1- 
For N  = 2 the resolved moduli space corresponds to the Eguchi-Hanson manifold. 
The Gauss-Bonnet integral in this case yields the value | ,  [30], again in agreement 
with (1.37). Our direct calculation of the Gauss-Bonnet integral on the resolved 
SU(3 ) single instanton moduli space, (chapter five), provides a further test of (1.37) 
for a non-trivial case in which the moduli space is an eight-dimensional hyper-Kahler 
manifold. In this case (1.37) yields the value y .  The values calculated by these two 
methods are in agreement, offering some support for the validity of the approach of 
[17].
We can test (1.37) in another way. We can evaluate the integrations in (1.36) in 
a different order. We integrate first over x  and then over the Lagrange multipliers
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D and A. We then obtain delta functions with the bosonic and fermionic ADHM 
constraints as their arguments.
f d3D = (27r)35 ^  (1>38j
f d8X =  (2)8,5 + Qiurf) (1.39)
In chapter six we show that the integration over \  provides the correct Jacobian, 
which along with the delta functions, restricts us to the instanton moduli space. 
Likewise, the fermionic integrations are restricted to the symplectic tangent space.
If we can solve the ADHM constraints then we may implement a change of vari­
ables to a coordinate system in which the delta function constraints are trivial. There 
will of course be another Jacobian associated with this transformation. The remain­
ing integrations will then run over the coordinates on the moduli space and yield the 
Gauss-Bonnet formula (1.33) as we demonstrate in section 6 .6 .
Chapter 2 
Zero m odes and collective  
coordinates
In this chapter we introduce several related concepts which are key to understanding 
the instanton literature. These are the notions of a moduli space, collective coordi­
nates and zero modes. The moduli space of a system is simply the space of inequiv­
alent solutions of equal action to the equations of motion. The coordinates on this 
space parameterise the different solutions and are called the collective coordinates of 
a solution. When speaking of instantons, the most obvious classifcation of solutions 
is provided by the instanton number k. This is a discrete quantity and so may not be 
continuously deformed. Furthermore, A; is a gauge invariant quantity. This suggests 
that there is a separate moduli space for each such topological charge, and these 
spaces are denoted by Aik- Within each such space the collective coordinates will be 
denoted by and the gauge fields can be labeled by their collective coordinates: 
An{x', X). To labour the point, the label X  in the argument of the gauge field refers to 
the specification of a particular solution to the self-dual Yang-Mills equations. Since 
instantons are essentially localized objects, there will exist collective coordinates that 
designate the position of the instanton centre. Thus these solutions must necessarily
17
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break the translational symmetry of the gauge theory. Solutions with centre points at 
different locations can then be obtained by acting on a given solution with the group 
elements of the broken translational symmetry. More generally this example illus­
trates that one should normally expect to find a collective coordinate corresponding 
to each symmetry of the gauge theory that is broken by a particular solution to the 
equations of motion. However, there are also likely to be other collective coordinates 
that do not directly arise from the breaking of a symmetry. Varying the collective 
coordinates of a solution does not affect the value of the action, so such variations are 
termed the zero modes of our system. Zero modes are conceived to be small changes 
in the fields that leave the value of the action unaltered. Since an infinitesimal dis­
placement on a manifold roughly corresponds to a tangent vector, one should regard 
the zero modes of our system as tangent vectors to the moduli space.
In this chapter we shall first explore the properties of fermionic fields propagating 
in an instanton background. Next we shall verify that the moduli space of instantons 
constitutes a hyper-Kahler manifold.
2.1 Deformations of the self-dual Yang-Mills sys­
tem
Instantons in SU(N) Yang-Mills theory are finite action configurations whose field 
strength tensors are self-dual, [40], [8 ],
Enm — ^-nmklE — *Eam (2*1)
Let An be a solution of the self-dual Yang-Mills equations. We may consider small 
variations away from this solution, An —>• A'n = An +  6An, such that the new field 
is also a solution of the self dual equations. To linear order the constraint upon the
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field fluctuations is derived by substituting A'n into the self-dual condition
Dm8An DnSAm = EmnkiDjcSAi (2*2)
(See appendix H for details on the conventions employed here). We will now show 
how (2.2) may be re-cast in quaternionic form. Multiplying throughout by amn and 
using its anti-duality property gives
&mn p ( D m f iA n D n S A m )  — d ’mn mnk i D k 8 A i  =  2aM  p D k S A i  (2 -3 )
=» (0m<Tnaa ~ a)Dm8An = 0 (2.4)
Multiplying throughout by the Pauli matrices,
Ta$ ^ t anaaDmSAn = T&^ a5Aaa = 0 (2.5)
where we have defined the usefull quaternionic quantities
pPa = d laDn, p aa =  <JnaaDn, SAQa = (?naaSAn, 8A = a^a5An (2.6)
Now consider a variation in the gauge field due to an infinitessimal gauge trasfor- 
mation
8An = DnQ (2.7)
Substituting this into the above we see that (2 .2 ) is trivially satisfied. Thus it would 
seem that any gauge transformation of our solution will yield a zero mode of the 
system. However, gauge transformations do not represent physically distinct field 
configurations and so are not to be regarded as true zero modes. We must there­
fore make a choice of gauge so that we may systematicaly elliminate non-physical 
variations of the instanton solution. In the instanton literature this is conventionally 
achieved by imposing the so-called covariant background gauge, which is defined thus
D*6An(z\X ) = 0 (2.8)
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With this choice of gauge the quantum fluctuations SAn(x;X)  are functionally or­
thogonal to gauge transformations. To see this we convolute (2.8) with an arbitrary 
Lie algebra valued function S7(x),
f  d ° x T r  [H(x)D*6An(x; X)] =  0 (2.9)
Integrating by parts gives
[ dPxTr  [M „(x;X )£)'‘Q(x)] =  0 (2.10)
as required.
In quaternionic form the background gauge condition becomes
P ^a6Aaa =  0 (2.11)
Equations (2.5) and (2.11) may be combined into the single equation
=  0 (2 .12)
The quaternionic notation affords more than an elegant concision. This is a useful 
point of view for we can now recognize that these conditions amount to a covariant 
Weyl equation for the spinor xpa = 8Aap in an instanton background. The free index 
P indicates that each gauge field zero mode corresponds to two independent solutions 
of the Weyl equation. Furthermore, the problem of counting the number of bosonic 
collective coordinates is now seen to be closely related to that of determining the 
index of the Dirac opperator. This is defined by
Ind(p) = Dim{kerp} — Dim{ker1fy (2.13)
From the Atiyah-Singer index theorem one can show that this index has the value
2kN. Furthermore, it can be shown (see appendix E) that in the presence of an
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instanton there are no solutions to pX  = 0. Thus the Atiyah-Singer index theorem 
[3] gives the number of solutions to pX  =  0. Therefore the number of solutions to
(2.12) is 4kN, (see for example [22]).
Zero modes are related to collective coordinates since the derivative of the gauge 
field with respect to a collective coordinate is certain to satisfy the zero mode equation 
(2 .2 ). Any general solution of (2 .2 ) can therfore be written as
M » (* )  =  (2-14)
Since we are dealing with a gauge theory we should be free to gauge transform this 
solution to obtain another physically acceptable configuration. As discussed above, 
an infinitesimal gauge transformation can be effected by adding a covariant derivative 
term like so
M » (* )  =  ~ Dn^  (2' 15)
However, to ensure that this is a physical zero mode we must impose the gauge 
condition (2.8). Thus we require
DnS„ M x)  =  0 =S- A , ( dAngx l X ) )  = d 2 q » (2.1.6)
2.2 The moduli space as a hyper-Kahler manifold
We begin this section by outlining some concepts of the differential geometry of
complex manifolds, (for details see [3]). On a complex manifold of complex dimension 
m  each coordinate neighbourhood is homeomorhic to complex Euclidean space Cm. 
The transition functions from one coordinate system to another are analytic. An 
almost complex structure, / ,  is a linear map of the tangent space onto itself such that 
I 2 = —1 . Thus acting on a tangent vector with the complex structure corresponds
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roughly to multiplication by i. A complex manifold necessarily has real dimension 
2m.
We say that we have a complex structure if I  is integrable. The condition for 
integrability is given by the Newlander-Nirenberg theorem which states that I  is a 
complex structure if the Nijenhuis tensor Nj vanishes, [3], [16],
Nr(X, Y) = I[IX, IY] +  [X, IY] +  [IX, Y] -  I[X , Y] = 0 (2.17)
Where X, Y  are tangent vectors.
A holomorphic coordinate basis is one that diagonalizes the complex structure. 
The complex structure partitions the tangent space into two disjoint vector spaces 
called the holomorphic and the anti-holomorphic vector spaces. The holomorphic 
vectors are eigenvectors of I  with eigenvalue i. The anti-holomorphic vectors are 
eigenvectors of I  with eigenvalue —%. Indices of the anti-holomorphic space are written 
with a bar (e.g. p), to distinguish them from indices of the holomorphic variety 
(written g).
A metric is said to be Hermitian if
g (IX ,IY )  = g (X ,Y )  (2.18)
For a Hermitian metric, g ^  = g ^  = 0 and so the metric takes the form
9 = gupdz*1 <S> dzv +  g^dz^  ® dzv (2.19)
where z ,z  are the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic coordinate functions respec­
tively.
A complex manifold is said to be a Kahler manifold if the complex structure is 
covariantly constant;
VMJ =  0 (2.20)
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Given a complex structure I  and a hermitian metric g we can define a 2-form lj as 
follows.
lj(X ,Y )  = g ( X J Y )  (2.21)
lj is called the Kahler form. For a Kahler manifold the Kahler form is closed,
duo = 0 (2.22)
A further property of Kahler manifolds is that the metric may be obtained by differ­
entiating a scalar function called the Kahler potential \
9l*  =  !& d ¥  (223)
Conversely, if the metric on a manifold can be written in the above form, then the 
space is Kahler with a globally defined complex structure [11].
A hyper-Kahler space admits three independent complex structures, I^c\  c =  
1 , 2 ,3 that satisfy the quaternion algebra
I cI d = - S cd +  ecd6I e (2.24)
The metric is Hermitian with respect to all three complex structures.
In the rest of this chapter we aim to show that the moduli space of instantons is
in fact a hyper-Kahler manifold. The approach we take is perhaps a little indirect,
focussing on the construction of a hyper-Kahler potential function, [37]. This section
is necessarily abstract and follows closely the treatment of [1 2 ].
A4k is a space of dimension 4kN. It is a Riemannian manifold endowed with a 
natural metric defined as the functional inner product of the zero modes (in singular 
gauge).
=  - 2 g2 J  dAx TrN6flAn(x'1 X)SuAn(x\ X )  (2.25)
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We shall show that Aik  is a hyper-Kahler space. Euclidean space is itself hyper- 
Kahler. The three complex structures on R 4 can be chosen to be
~1mnr  =  - f tmn lr
where f)^n are the t ’Hooft 77-symbols. In the quaternionic basis we have
(ICx)aa = iXa0T°^a (2.26)
and
(/C^)da =  Tca.^$a ^
These complex structures on R 4 decend to give complex structures on A ik’ First
note that in the zero mode equation, (2.12), /? is a free index. Thus if S^Aaa is a zero
mode then so is S ^A ^  G^a for any constant matrix G,
^ { S . A ^ G i )  =  ( r - 5 , A ^ ) G {  = 0 
In particular we could have,
( r S ^ A ) ^  = i5„Aa^ 6 (2.28)
Since the zero modes form a complete set of vectors on the moduli space, the RHS 
must be some linear combination of zero modes, so there must exist a matrix 
such that
(.I % A ) at4 =  SvAa&I a'li (2.29)
Comparing equations (2.28) and (2.28) gives
i ^ A ^ a  =  S,Aa&I cvtt (2.30)
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This is an intertwining relation; the algebraic relations obeyed by the I ^  will also 
be satisfied by the I ^ uAt. This includes equation (2.24). At this stage, the 7^%  
remain almost complex structures. To show that they are indeed complex structures 
we shall examine an explicit construction for the hyper-kahler potential on Aik- The 
expression for the potential given in [37], [12] is
2
X = - j f d ix x 2 TrN(FmnF mn) (2.31)
We will not derive this expression, but simply confirm that it is the correct hyper- 
Kahler potential for our manifold. To show this we first choose one of the complex 
structures I ^  of R 4, say I ^ \  We will also need to choose holomorphic coordinates. 
The holomorphic coordinates with respect to I^> are
z1 = ix3 +  x4 ; z2 = ix1 — x2
We can confirm that these are indeed the holomorphic coordinates for I^3\  Recall 
the definition of the coordinates in quaternionic language,
ix3 + x4 ix1 +  x2 \  I z 1 —z 1
ix1 —  x2 — ix3 + xA J  \  z2 z2
The action of the complex structure on these coordinates is
, v or I iz1 iz1
( / ( 'a:),* =  IX^T  =
\  lZz —izz
thus we may write
/(^ (z1) =  iz1 
/<3>(«2) =  iz2 
/<3)(—z1) =  jz1 => / 3(«l ) =  —iz1
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I ^ \ z 2) — —iz2
as is required for a complex structure acting on its holomorphic coordinates. The com­
plex structure 1 ^  can be associated to a complex structure on Aik  with a matching
set of holomorphic coordinates ( Z \ Z l), with i = 1 , 2 , ^dim(Mk)  for which the 
complex structure on the moduli space is
From our previous discussion we know that the derivative of An with respect to a col-
equation, (although such derivatives do not in general satisfy the gauge condition). 
However, we will demonstrate that when we work in a holomorphic basis the deriva­
tives of the gauge fields are in fact zero modes without the need for a compensating 
gauge transformation. With an eye on this result, we first concentrate on the zero 
modes, SiAn, generated by differentiating the gauge fields,
Likewise, differentiating with respect to the anti-holomorphic coordinates yields
lective coordinate automatically provides a zero mode and so satisfies the zero mode
(2.32)
and substitute these into the zero mode equation, (2.5)
=  0 (2.33)
(2.34)
Equation (2.29) then implies that
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=  0 
=  0
f) A ■ B A  a • (  9An  dAl2
u ^ a a  _  Z l _ N I T ZP . =  I dZ' d Z i
d Z l d Z l Q I dA2i _  9A2?\  dzi dz*
This gives the following two relations
dA\2 dA\2 dA\2  
dZ* = ~~dZr  ^  dZi 
B A 22 B A 22 B A 22 
dZ' =  "  dZ' ^  dZ'
These can be combined into
d A a2 _  
d Z i
Simmilarly, the anti-holomorphic coordinates yield
3/j   ^-^ad ^Aai__
dZi T & ~  ~ dZ i dZ i
Using this information we will write out the zero mode equations in full
ld j J ° d A a i _ ^  (  0 1 \ ( p U P 2 \ (  s- &  0 \
T “^  d Z * ~ T r \ i  o A f  f 1 0
- r | | f = o
The equation for c = 2 reproduces that above. For c =  3 we have
piadAai = Q 
r  d Z *
The zero mode equations for the anti-holomorphic coordinates are
r § f = 0  
? w = °
We now analyse the gauge conditions, (2.11), which under the above 
become
idnM oo _  mia 9Aaj _
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and
p a a d A v a  =  p ^ d A ^  =
*  dZ' dZ ' K ’
Here we see that the the gauge conditions are automatically satisfied by the zero 
modes for they correspond to a subset of the zero mode equations themselves. Conse­
quently, the derivatives with respect to the holomorphic coordinates are zero modes 
directly without the need for compensating gauge transformations.
Equations (2.35) and (2.36) imply that the mixed derivative of the gauge field 
must vanish,
aM n - =  0 (2.43)dZidZi
We will marshal this information to calculate the mixed derivative of the proposed 
hyper-Kahler potential %• Since the derivative only acts on the moduli space variables 
contained in the specification of the A  fields and has no effect on the space coordinates 
x , we get
. —2±__ = [  (fix x2  -- -=-Tr*i(F  F mn)
dZ*dZi 4 J dZ 'dZi N mn ’
Taking into account the cyclic nature of the trace, the derivative in the integrand 
becomes
t>„ / za Tpmn\ _  (dF mndFmn d2Frnn \: l r N{ tmnt  ) — rN : +  ]?„
dZtdZi * ’iV 7nn~ '  "V  d z j  d z i  ' ‘ mn d & d Z i)  
Recalling the form of Fmn we may calculate the various derivatives required,
Fmn = dmAn dnAm -|- An]
dF
Qgi =  dnSiAm g[5iAm, A^\ +  g[Ami
=  DmSiAn Dn6iAm =  CmnkiD/iSiAi
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Q Fmn - - - -
— ^m8j An dnSj Am -J- Q [dj Ami An ] +  s [4  mi SjAn]
d2F -
d z 4 = 9 [5i Am’ SiAn1 +  9 [h A m, SjAn]
Using these equations we get,
1 q2
-  Qz id Z i TTn(^mn^ mn) =  Trn ]pmhAndm&iAn -  OmSjAndnSiAm +  gdm8jAn[SiAm, An\ 
FQdmSjAn[Am, <5j-An] dnSjAmdm6^ An +  dnSjAmdnSiAm
9&n8jAmM mi An ] -  gdnSjAm [-d-m j “1“ 9\^jA mi An }dmStAn
- g [ 6 j A  mi An \OnSiAm “I- g  [<5jy4 mi A n ][^ m j^ n ] “I" 9[Am^jAn]dm8iAn 
8jAn\dn8iAm +  g [.Am? j^A.n][$jA mi An 1 + f l A  mi 5jAn}[Ami M n ]
'I~9^mAn\8jAmi8%An\ +  An] (7C?nAm[(5jAm, (!)jA.n]
8jAn\ +  9 [^mi »^A»] "h 9 [A^j An][<JjAm, <5jAn]J
The constraint that we must impose is
DmSAn =  0 dmSAn — p[Am, <5An]
Taking derivatives
dm@m8An =  g\8An, “I- *7[^ m^ AnAm]
^n^m^An == g\8An, c?nAm] 4- g\dnS An, Am]
Using the above together with the trace property and re-labelling dummy indices 
gives
1 q2
2 d Z ^ TrNFrnnFmn = 29TrN [(dmAn ~ dnAnJlSiAmJjAn]
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AQ^iAfm An] g\SiAm, An][<5jA.n, .Am]J
= 2gTrN ^pmdm{&iAn&jAn^ ) 25m9n(5t./4.m<5ji4.n)J
Where the last line follows by expanding it out and using the same relations as 
previously. This result will allow us to calculate the mixed derivative of x
= _ y  / dAx x 2TrN [(dmdmtfiAnSjAn) -  2dmdn{5iAm8j An)\
We wish to integrate by parts, so consider the following
TrNdm [x2 [dmtfiAnSjAn) -  2dn(6iAm6jAn)y)
x T rN d^mdm(SiAnSjAn) 29m5n((5ji4m<5ji4n)J =
TT^fdm ^x d^m{8iAn$jAn) 2^n(Jjylm5ji^ 4n)J ^  2xmT rn c^?m(5iA.n(5jA.n) 2dn(SiAmSjAn
Upon integration over all space we may ignore the total divergence, for by Gauss’ 
theorem this gives a surface integral at infinity and zero modes decay as 0 (x 3). 
Likewise, we integrate by parts again, using the identity
^ ttiL tn An)j ^KtiL tn =
dmTvN ^Xn^iAnSj-Amj ^SiAmSjAm
Again we dispose of the total divergence, leaving us with
=  - 2 g2 1  d4x Tr„(StAmSj AM)
Observe that the above expression is a component of the metric on the space of zero 
modes;
d2x  • -
g(X) = —r ^ d Z ' d Z 3 J dZ ldZJ
This proves that x  18 the Kahler potential for the complex structure I ^ . Evidently x  
does not depend on the choice of index c =  1,2,3. Therefore it serves as a potential 
function for each of the three complex structures, so M .* is a hyper-Kahler space.
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2.3 Summary
We have discussed the meaning of the terms zero mode and collective coordinate. 
The moduli space of solutions was also introduced. We have been able to relate the 
number of zero modes of the instanton solution to the index of the Dirac operator 
on the moduli space. Finally, we verified that the instanton moduli space is a hyper- 
Kahler manifold.
Chapter 3 
The A DH M  construction of  
instantons
The ADHM construction ([38], [12]), provides a general method by which one may 
construct the multi-instanton moduli space in terms of an over-complete set of vari­
ables and a set of constraints placed thereon. We shall briefly review this construction, 
obtaining the ADHM constraint equations and demonstrating that they do indeed 
yield field configurations with self-dual field strength tensors. We shall determine the 
asymptotic form of the ADHM gauge field in the so-called singular gauge and recover 
the well known expression for the gauge field of a single instanton and briefly discuss 
some simplifications that occur for the one instanton case. We will then briefly review 
the connection between the ADHM construction and the hyper-Kahler quotient. Fi­
nally we shall explore some properties of the ADHM moduli space that will be needed 
later, namely its Killing vector fields.
3.1 The ADHM  field strength
The ADHM construction starts with the definition of the matrices A and A
A^qC^e) =  (l\ia +  b\i'En&aa (^*1)
32
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Af A =  af A 4- b ix na ^  (3.2)
where A =  1, . . . ,  N  +  2 k , i = 1 , . . . ,  k and as usual a  is a spinor index covering the 
values 1 and 2. Note that A is linear in xn. Conjugation is defined to raise both the 
spinor and ADHM indices, but does not change a  to a. Since A has N  fewer rows 
than columns, its null space is at least N  dimensional. It is useful to arrange these 
(N  +  2k) dimensional N  vectors into a matrix U\u, u =  1 , . . . ,  N. This matrix will 
then be annihilated by the A :
A f \ U Xu =  0 =  U^.Axuc (3.3)
We can orthonormalize these matrices:
U^.Uxv =  Suv (3.4)
We now propose to write the gauge field of a multi-instanton solution as a general­
ization of the pure gauge form of the one instanton solution.
(An)m = -U^dnUxv (3.5)
Note, An is an (N  x N) matrix as required. Note also that in the case k =  0, U 
is also an (N  x N) matrix, and we have the usual pure gauge solution. We shall 
demonstrate that for the case of non-zero k the ADHM ansatz for the gauge field still 
gives a self-dual field tensor and therefore an instanton solution. However, to make 
this true we shall also require the following, sometimes called the ADHM condition,
A f \ A x0 = & % f - %  (3.6)
Where we can take /  to be an arbitrary z-dependent k x k Hermitian matrix. This 
relation is required to ensure that the field-strength tensor F^  is self-dual and from
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this equation we shall obtain the ADHM constraint equations. One can show that 
the above considerations lead to the following completeness relation:
PA " =  UXu.UZ =  SZ -  AAjd/ y A f  (3.7)
Using all this information we may now find an expression for the field strength tensor 
and confirm that it is self dual and therefore an instanton.
(E m n)uv ~  @ m {An)uv ^n{-^m )uv  4“ Q [A m  , A n]ui; (3*8)
=  -  (dm{U*dnUXv) -  d„(UidmUXv) +  U ^ U ^ . U ^ U ^  -  U^dnUXw.UpwdmU^)
= -  ( ^  -  UXwuCj -  dnUidnUrv)
9
= h& xuk fif i? )-(dmUi.dnUpv -  
Differentiating the null space conditions, (3.3), gives
=> dmU*.Axia = -U^dmAxia & A ^xdmUXu =  - d mA?x.Uxu 
Applying these relations to the Fmn (3.1) gives
(Fm„)„„ =  V „ AamAAt(i./,J,a nA f.c/,„  -  c7uAanAA,(i./I r amA“',.^/^) (3 .9 )
Recalling the definitions of A and A and differentiating we have,
@ m ^ \ia  =  b Xi&m ad
d A aA   -  da lAm ^ i  =  ° m ia
Substituting all these results into (3.9) we obtain our final result,
(FmnU -  (3.10)
The self duality of the field strength is thus manifest due to the self duality of amn.
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3.2 The ADHM  constraint equations
We will next analyze the restrictions that the ADHM condition (3.6) imposes on the 
A’s. We can substitute in the given form of A (3.1, 3.2) into (3.6) to get
=  (a"  + x&abl).(axji  +
= + x iab^yxjx ^  (3.11)
We can now Taylor expand ( / -1)y around xn =  0:
( /  1)y =  Aij +  B*jXn -f c ™ x nxm +  . . .
Where A, B  and C are constants. We can then equate coefficients on each side of 
(3.11). For the constant term we get
axj$ ~  fipAij (3.12)
Taking the trace over the spinor indices:
Aij = 2 aXjct
Substituting this expression for A  back into equation (4.97) yields
&i Xa\j0 =  (3-13)
This is the first of the so-called ADHM equations. Equating coefficients for the linear 
and quadratic terms gives two further equations:
a f %  = b?xa% (3.14)
bxaibexj = \  (bb,3) Si (3.15)
These are the ADHM constraint equations.
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3.3 Symmetries of the ADHM  variables
We will now show that the ADHM field strength admits the following symmetries.
Aa id —>• Aa UXu ->■ f t} -> ~C,kfki~fl3 (3.16)
With A G U(N  +  2k) and T G Gl(k,C). Suppressing indices, the field strength 
becomes
Fmn -> 4g_1CrAtA6T_1(jm„ T /T t (T_1),6A,At/
=  4g bcjjnnfbU — Fmn
as required. These symmetries are convenient for they allow us to write b in a simple 
canonical form. By splitting the index A in the following fashion, A =  u +  ia, we may 
write
Hi = l%+ia) = ( 0 Z$*ii ) (3.i8)
We then decompose the content of the a variables in the same way:
aXja — a(u+ia)ja ( ; J (3.19)
lflQQ )ij
“?A =  a f u+ia) = ( ufu (a'a% i )  (3.20)
Having written b in this form, the third ADHM constraint, (3.15) is immediately 
satisfied. We now show what the other two constraint equations become. Multiplying
(3.13) by the Pauli matrices gives
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Turning our attention to the second ADHM equation and using the above decompo­
sition of the ADHM variables we have, (setting A =  u +  kj),
“? %  =  ( a t  ) (  2  )  =  (« * %
Similarly we have
Let us now define a quaternionic expansion for the (a^ )y ,
(aap)ij = anij<7a0 (3.21)
=* (a'a»)' =  a'4“ =
Inputting this into (3.14) gives
afnaa/3 = e^a ea^ ana nap =  ana ^
=>• a. ^  =  on (3.22)
We can now find the form of the ADHM matrix / :
( f - % 6 ^  =  A? aAa (3.23)
=» = A f xA Xj«
= (a“A +  xaatya)(a\ja +  b^jXpa)
=  & iu ^ u ja  +  ( (® n )*^ (^ m )^ j ^ n ^ m 8  j)& n  ad
Now recall the identity =  Snm, using this gives
2 ( f  ) i j  =  ^ iu ^ u ja  “I" (®n)*fc(®n)fcj d“ ‘^ ‘{pjn )ij% n  T  X n 8  j
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=* /  =  2(u&u& +  K  +  xnl kxk)2) - 1 (3.24)
We now show that the canonical form for b is preserved by a U(k) subgroup of the 
U(N  +  2k) x Gl(k,c) symmetry group. The specific group transformations involved 
are
A =  I W  „ °  I ,T  =  S, S € U ( k )
0 ,=■ 12x2
Recall the transformation law for b,
b% -► A /ifcT *1 (3-25)
With b in its canonical form, the above quantity becomes (setting A =  u +  l{3 and
p  =  v  +  & 7 ) ,
ba ( 5uv 0 \ (  0 \  (2- i j  = f  0 \  = ba
V 0 V Elk )  V S°5kj )  V StiS$ j
Thus this transformation leaves b in its canonical form as claimed. This U(k) trans­
formation acts on the remaining variables thus:
^uia  ^^uja^ji
(aaa)ij i^ ) ik{aaa)kl=‘lj (3.26)
As stated before, restricting b to take its canonical form renders the an Hermitian. 
We shall define the k x k matrices to be Hermitian from the outset. This leaves the 
first ADHM constraint still to be satisfied. Written in terms of the variables u  and 
a' this becomes
^ a &) = {rc)a friQ&Ui, + a '^ a 'd) =  0 (3.27)
This is the equation that we will later refer to as the ADHM constraint.
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3.4 The instanton number k
A Yang-Mills instanton is a solution to the euclidean equations of motion of the pure 
gauge theory with finite action. Such solutions should have zero action at infinity 
which requires that the field strength also tend to zero. However, this does not imply 
that the gauge field tend to zero. Rather the gauge field is required to approach a 
pure gauge configuration,
An U~ldnU
Fields which satisfy this boundary condition may be classified according to their 
Pontryagin class which assigns each sector an integer number as follows
k = ~ i h  I  d ixT r" F™ Fmn
we would like to calculate this quantity for the generalized field strength arising from 
the ADHM construction. In this we are greatly aided by Osborn’s identity, H.33,
T rNFmnF mn =  - g 2(d2)2Trklog(f) (3.28)
Using this we can write
- — ^ 3  J d tx T r NFmnF mn = j  ^ x ( ^ ) 2Trklog(f) =  j ~  J  d4x  (d2)2log[det(f )]
(3.29)
To proceed we shall require an expression for the /  matrix, (3.23). This equation 
involves the product of A and A. Asymptotically, as x  —>• oo this becomes,
A ? A xjf  -» xnx ma iaameJ>ibPxj
With b in its canonical form we have
A?AA Aj/j -> xnxma%aampa6&ij =  2xnxmSij
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Therefore we can find an expression for /  by substituting into (3.6),
f ~ l -* xnxn6ij => f  -»•* rpll rp */
=> Trklog(f) = log[det(f)\ - klog(xnxn)
Returning to equation (3.29), applying Gauss’ theorem, taking the surface integral 
over a sphere whose radius is large, and then substituting in the above asymptotic 
form yields
k j> d<jmdmdldllog(xnxn)167r2
Where dam is the element of surface area. Carrying out the differentiations gives
<f dermxm 1 27T2 J  (xnxn)2ij
The vector element of area is perpendicular to the surface over which we integrate, 
therefore we can write
rpTYl rpTtX
dam = — r da = —==d(j 
\xm\ y / X lXi
Using this gives
±  f  = ^ r 3 f  da
Where r = y/xnxn is the radius of the 3-sphere over whose surface we are integrating. 
The volume of a 3-sphere is a standard result and is given by 27r2r 3. Thus our final 
result is
/ d ixT r" F™ Fmn = k 
So the ADHM field-strength reproduces the conventional instanton number, as re­
quired.
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3.5 The shape of the moduli space
One may use single SU(2 ) instantons to obtain instantons of SU(N).  This is achieved 
by simply embedding the SU(2 ) solution in one of the SU( 2 ) subgroups of SU(N).  
One such embedding we could choose is
Taubes has shown that all SU(N)  single instantons may be obtained in this way [41] 
One can act on this solution with a global gauge transformation like so:
a different embedded solution. However, one can show that our embedded solution 
possesses a stability group, a subgroup of SU(N)  under which (3.30) is invariant.
In terms of the ADHM variables, the SU(N)  gauge group of our theory acts 
only on the u)Uia, since only these carry an SU(N)  index, u. One can envisage these 
quantities as constituting a set of 2k complex AT-vectors. If we have N  > 2k then there 
will exist a subgroup of SU(N)  that will not affect the instanton solution. We shall 
embed the k instanton solution in an SU(2k)  subgroup of the gauge group. Essential 
to this argument is the fact that we may always choose to arrange the N  x 2k matrix
A S U (N ) (3.30)
(3.31)
In general, such an action could act non-trivially on the embedded A^u(2\  yielding
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lj in upper-triangular form;
= u.
 ^ £ l l  Cl2 
0 2^2
0 0





0 0 ••• 0
The Ca6 are complex except for those on the diagonal. Note that all elements in the 
lower (N  — 2k) x (N — 2k) corner of the SU(N)  matrix leave £ unchanged. Thus at 
least schematically we have
U e
SU(N) (3.33)SU( N  -  2k)
In quaternionic language where the vector xn is represented as a 2 x 2 matrix, the 
action of the conformal group can be written as
x x' = (Ax -1- B)(Cx  +  D) -1 (3.34)
where A, B, C and D are quaternions. There are 15 variables in this transformation, 
corresponding to the dimension of the conformal group. Acting on the ADHM variable 
A(x) with the conformal group we get
A(x; a, b) »->• A'(:r; a, b) (3.35)
=  a +  bx’ = A(x; aD +  bB, aC +  bA)(Cx +  D)~l (3.36)
The gauge field depends on the matrices U and £7, defined in (3.3). Thus we may
ignore the factor (Cx  +  D)~l and write the action of the conformal group on the
ADHM variables as
cl 1—y clD  +  bB , b 1—y clC  H- bA (3.37)
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However, it may be necessary in general to return the quantities so obtained to their 
canonical forms. This is achieved using the symmetries of (3.16). Specifically, for b 
we require the existence of transformations such that
A&'T" 1 = A (aC +  bA) T " 1 =  b (3.38)
where b has been placed back in the canonical form (3.17). The corresponding
transformation on a then takes the form
a A(aD +  bB)T _1 (3.39)
We shall examine the effect of space-time translations;
X n  ^xn +  £n =>■ X a q. I—> X a6t = Xa(j, £aa (3.40)
Thus the effect on A is as follows,
A(x; a, b) \-» a +  b(x +  f) =  A(:r; a -I- , b) (3.41)
i.e. A (x  4- £; a, b) ^  A(x; a + &£, 6). Including the index structure, we have
a(u+ia)ja = a(u+ia)ja T b^u+ia)j£fia (3.42)
Recalling that b is in its canonical form, we can write
a ' )  (3.43)
\  \aaa)ij d" ^ijSad /
bJuja ^ujai iaaa)ij ^  iaaa)ij d- $ij£ad (3*44)
Prom equation (3.21) we can put
an an +  f  Ifcx/fe (3.45)
This looks likes the transformation of the coordinates themselves and allows us to
identify the components of the an’s proportional to the identity matrix as representing
the coordinates of the instanton centre.
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3.6 fc-instantons in singular gauge
In the usual 1-instanton calculations it often proves fruitful to define the so-called 
singular gauge. The main advantage to this viewpoint comes from the fact that the 
gauge fields decrease swiftly with distance from the instanton centre so that they 
asymptotically approach zero as x -* oo.
It is possible to define the singular gauge for the generalized fc-instanton gauge 
field of the ADHM construction. We begin by defining the following decompositions 
of the ADHM variables;
Thus in this basis we have, for the LHS of the completeness relation, (3.7);
U \ v  — U(u+ia)v (3.46)
Ui = Uvu+ia = ( Vvu (f7'“)„i ) (3.47)
(u+ia)ja
\  (^ad)u /





'u ia j i j
Comparing first entries in the above gives the equation
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If V  is real then we can write
V  =  (Inxn ~ Waf&a) 2 (3.50)
Having determined V  we can then calculate U’ using
( K ) lvVVv, = ~ ( K a  (3-51)
Having found U' we may proceed to the gauge field via (3.5). Using these results we 
may calculate the asymptotic form of the ADHM quantities in the singular gauge.
Aaw -»• b%xQa ; AfA -> x™ bl  (3.52)
fij  ^ (3.53)
X “
~aa
(U'a)w ~~xTUJi*' ; - ~ - p u Via (since a f =  a) (3.54)
1 xm _
A-nuv  ^ T^uia^mn A (3.55)
9 x*
Taylor expanding (3.50) and retaining the next-to-leading order term, we have
Vuv  ^&uv 2 — ^uv 2,X^  (3.56)
For completeness and ease of reference we also write down the asymptotic form of the
ADHM matrices U\u and
Ux. =  * )  (3.57)
X*
Ui = U^u+ta) ( svu -  2^2Uiv&wfu ) (3.58)
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3.7 Recovery of the t ’Hooft expression for k = 1
We use the canonical form of (3.17), (3.18), (3.19) and (3.20). Setting k = 1 we 
may omit the i, j  indices. Thus the a'n becomes a 4-vector. From the discussion of 
the moduli-space we know that we should identify this vector with the centre of the 
instanton.
(in X n
We now examine the form of the ADHM constraint equation, (3.27), in this case. 




r n . Tca^ uUJuia +  d d'aot) = 0
T ' iTS' p
+ S ' X ,  -  =  0 (3.59)
Consider the third term above. Decomposing this in terms of the Pauli matrices gives
S ! i‘‘ a 'aS =
Let n ,m  ^  4, then,
abacrbA),aTca-5 =  abac(6bc6Ji +  ebcdTdyj) =
If n = m  =  4 then we get
0,4 0 ,4 8  ^^
If m = 4, n 7^  4 then we have
iaba4TaAfj
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Whilst n = 4, m  /  4 gives
Putting these results together,
-zaba4r a7(j
Now we consider the fourth term in equation (3.59)
If n, m 7^  4, then the above becomes,
~ a bacTr{TbTc)&'1 £ =  - a 6a657^
If m =  n =  4 then
- i a 4a4Tr(l2x2MJ =  - a 4a4(Pj
Whilst if m = 4, n ^  4 or n =  4, m ^  4 then
- i a 4a6T r(r6)<57  ^ =  0 
Thus altogether the fourth term becomes
Q>nQ,n& S
Using these results in the ADHM equations we notice that the an variables cancel 
out so the k =  1 ADHM constraint becomes
<*£W«/S =  =  pW f,
Where we have defined the quantity p2 = kut°ojn^ .
(3.60)
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For the 1-instanton case we solve this constraint by writing
WUa =  PUnxN (
\  0(AT-2)x2
For k = 1, /  is a scalar given by (3.24) as
f  =  2^ . ( ~  _  V «  (3'61)P "I- \%n X n)
(where we have made a minor simplification to the standard form of /) . We now 
follow the procedure outlined above, calculating first V  via (3.50), which will allow 
us to find U using (3.51).
Vuv = \6UV  -----^UJua^v ) (3-62)\  p2 +  (xn -  X n)2 )
Let us define V  by an expansion in u.
VyV   A6uy “1“ BOJotyDy
Squaring and using (3.59) gives
(V2)uv = A25uv +  2ABuJauU% +  B 2UaUuZupwG)P
=  A2SUV +  (2AB  +  B 2p2>j CdauL)y 
Comparing this with equation (3.62) we have
A2 = 1
2 AS +  B y  = i? + (xn - x ny  
The solution to this quadratic equation is given by
g  ^  i   ^ X n\
P2 P2 yjf? +  ( X  -  X f
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So our result for V  is
vm = A5uv + \ ( - A ±  |ln  ~ * nl I (3.63)
p  V \ ]P2 +  ( x - X ) 2 .
If we want the ’positive square root’ of the matrix V 2 then we can set A =  + 1  to give
K,„ =  <U + 4  ( , 7 Xnl -  1 I (3.64)
P \ ^  + {x - X f  )
Turning now to equation (3.51) for U, we have, (with a and b in thier canonical 
forms),
^ a d  =  a a a  X <*a =  (^ n  — ■ ^ n ) ^ a a
Therefore we have
 a /  y.-.d _  ( ■ ^ T i)  n  - a
L^ aaJUJu ~  p2 a<* «
To complete the expression for U we must find V~l . Recall that V 2 = F  => V  =
F V ~1(= V2F _1). Since we now know both V 2 and V  we can find V -1, which we
shall write in the form
Vuv =  C5UV +  DUau
Therefore we have,
K „  =  C S UV +  (r >  -  f  +  ( x _  X y  -  p2 +  ( / _ X ) 2 )  “W #
Comparing coefficients with equation (3.64) gives <7 =  1 and
i /  j p + i x - x ?  ;
|(* -A -) |
Substituting these results into equation (3.51) yields an expression for t/',
2 p2 + (x —
TT, (X n - x n) _ t 1 f  t yJp2 +  ( x - X ) 2 ^  a
ua ~  o^ 2 i ( „  - g y V n a a W v  I Svu + ^  I ±  ^  ^ 1 J UJav^u
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“F /-------------------------{Xn ^ n )^ n a a ^ u
| x - x |  ^ ( x - x y  + f t
Finally we wish to calculate the gauge field. Using 3.5
(An)uv — VwudnVuv 4- U'“dnU'av
  2(7mn(xm X m )  _ (j
_  (x -  X ) 2((x -  X ) 2 +  pi)Wu6‘ul'>
3.8 The ADHM  construction for k = 1
Note from (3.60) that the an variables cancel out of the ADHM constraint equations. 
Since the ADHM equations thus have nothing to say about these quantities, we can 
drop them altogether and consider the moduli space metric to be
g =  2dCj*du)Ua (3.65)
In this case our coordinates on the moduli space become
^ d = |  /  (3.66)
Ju$ J
and so the moduli space has dimension 4(N  — 1).
3.9 The ADHM  construction and the hyper-Kahler 
quotient
In the previous chapter we demonstrated that the instanton moduli space is an exam­
ple of a hyper-Kahler manifold. So far in this chapter we have developed the ADHM 
construction. We now discuss how the ADHM construction is an example of a more 
general procedure called the hyper-Kahler quotient construction [39]. We start with
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some larger dimensional hyper-Kahler manifold called the mother space, A4, the met­
ric and complex structure of which are preserved by a group of isometries G. The 
hyper-Kahler quotient procedure then yields another hyper-Kahler space called the 
daughter space A4. The fact that G preserves g and I  is written as the vanishing of 
the Lie derivatives
Lxag =  LXaI  =  0 (3.67)
This further implies that the Lie derivative of the Kahler form w must also vanish. 
This can be written as
Lxaw =  (dixa +  ixad)w =  0
Because we have du = 0 (closed), the condition Lxaw =  0 is equivalent to the 1-form 
ixa1^  being closed. We shall assume that this form is also exact, so that there exists 
a function /ia such that
— dfjiQ
(This would be true if M. were simply connected and had a trivial first cohomology 
group or if g were semi-simple). Such a function is called a Hamiltonian function and 
allows us to define the so-called moment mapping, /i : M. —¥ g*.
H = 'E n a T a (3.68)
a
where the T a are the generators of the group G. On a hyper-Kahler space there 
are three such moment maps, one for each of the complex structures. The quotient 
manifold is then
M  = (3.69)
Thus the daughter space is the subspace of M. on which the moment map /i vanishes, 
quotiented by the group G.
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3.9.1 M oment maps of the A DH M  construction
We shall consider the one-instanton moduli space (k =  1). The metric in this case is 
given as
g = 2du^duu&
Thus the mother space M. is Euclidean. The three Kahler forms are
uj° = i(rc)apdujua A du*
Now consider a U(l) symmetry acting on the coordinates of the manifold. Such an 
action is evidently an isometry ( symmetry of the metric)
Unn, *  ^C UJnty
u?. !-> e
For infinitesimal transformations we then have
SuiUa — iOiiJnQi
6u% = -i6u«
Thus the required Killing vector is
d • d
X =   w.a
duJr
We can now find the contraction of the Kahler form with this vector,
ix ^ c =  (i(rc)apduJua A duty
duvi du — u?
d
v'y dujy
= (dUua ,  duJu -  ( d u t »  u 2 -^ -z \ duSdujy 7 V dUJv duV'y duv
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= i{rc)a p8uv8a puv^ duj^u +  i(Tc)a^8uv8^Lj^dujUa 
=  i { T c) a pU)Uadu)P  +  i ( r c) a pCjPduJua 
= d (i(rc)apU)u6lu i)
This in turn yields the moment maps
Thus we have reproduced the ADHM constraint equation, (3.27). The group G by 
which we quotient the level set is then the U( 1) symmetry group of the canonical 
ADHM variables.
3.10 The ADHM  construction and the metric on 
M k
The mother space Ad* is the Euclidean space R*k(k+N\  With coordinates a\j& the 
metric g on M. can be written as
g = (2dti*udL)uia +  d{d,aa)i:id{aU )..) -  2Trk (dua +  da'nda!^j (3.70)
We can realize a symplectic structure on M.k by introducing the coordinates zta,i —
1,..., 2k(N +  k). We choose the real set of coordinates;
/  _* \  /  _ A \
ICtZ =
(a-1)i} (3.71)
Where for convenience and clarity we sometimes use u uip = HaW& and A* =  
Using this notation we can write the metric as
g = Qrje&$dzu dz#  (3.72)
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0 0 $il$uv 0
0 0 0
&il &uv 0 0 0
0 0 0
(3.73)
The indices i and j  take the values {iu, ij, ui, ij}  and {lv ,lm ,v l,lm }  respectively.
3.10.1 Killing vector fields
Here we develop some results involving the Killing vector fields on Aik  for use in the 
next chapter. A tensor field T is invariant under a vector field V  if its Lie derivative 
vanishes, L yT  — 0. A Killing vector field is one under which the metric remains 
invariant. Let X  be a vector field on a manifold A i. If an infinitesimal displacement, 
£X  generates an isometry of the metric then A is a Killing vector field. Under such a 
displacement the coordinates become x* i-> xP +  £X/4. For an isometry we must then 
have
d(xK +  f X K) d(xx +  {X x)
9k\ ( x “b £-^0 — 9vv(x ) (3.74)dxv dxv
If the group parameters do not depend on the coordinates (i.e. the symmetry is not 
gauged) then we get
( 5  +  e f ^ )  ( 5  +  ? f j £ )  9«x(x + (X )  = g„{x) (3.75)
Expanding to first order in £,
X xd g ^  a x *  ax «dxx dxv mA dxp KV (3.76)
All the Killing vectors of a manifold form a Lie algebra of the symmetric operations 
on the manifold. Consider now a group action on the coordinates of a manifold. The
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coordinates transform as,
x'n =
«  (6* +
Comparing with the above we see that we have r Killing vectors, X r , one for each 
generator of the group, and their components are
X rfi = iTr»vxv (3.77)
Since the group generators are not functions of the coordinates we have the Killing 
equation
T rK\x xdKgilv +  T rXvg^\ 4- T rKtlgKV =  0 
And the Killing vector fields are
r\
X r = i T \ x u^ — (3.78)
dx* K 1
For a complex manifold there are two types of coordinate, z* and z For the real
coordinates we proceed as before to get
A r =  iT r*vzv (3.79)
whilst the complex conjugate coordinate transforms as
z'" =  z"[(e-i(T' ) f f  (3.80)
« ?({; -  i& r^y)
=*> X T“ -  - i z ‘/(Tr',„)* (3.81)
Where we have assumed that the group parameters £ are real. For Hermitian gener­
ators we get
X r* = - i z vT TS  (3.82)
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In this case the Killing vector fields become
r\ r\
x r = +  X rti-
dz*1 dz*1
=  (3-83)
3.10.2 SU( N)  Killing vector fields on M k
Since the mother space is Euclidean we need maintain no distinction between upper 
and lower indices. Thus we may re-write (3.83) as
x ' - ' r - { ‘ ' £ ; - s ' £ = )
Using the normalization of the generators we can multiply throughout by the group 
generator, giving an object independent of the Lie algebra label r.
X rT l, = i ( -  zv— >
V dz" dzlt)
The SU(N)  gauge symmetry of the theory acts as a global symmetry on (part 
of) the moduli space. The lj variables carry an SU(N)  index and transform under 
infinitesimal transformations as follows,
^uia = T- iZTuv)0Jvi» => X u =  iTuvUJvia
uC =  uii(6uv ~ => X ru =  - iw J X .
The Killing vectors associated with these SU  (N ) transformations are therefore
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3.10.3 U(k)  Killing vector fields on M k
There are also Killing vector fields on M k  corresponding to the U(k) subgroup of 
Gl(k, C) that leaves invariant the canonical form of the ADHM quantity b. Up to an 
infinitesimal factor, the action of a Killing vector X r is defined by
In the case of the ADHM U(k) group we will then have
Xk =  + + 5r(-a'ni^ , /nij
The group action on these variables was given in equation (3.26). Writing this group 
element in terms of the exponentiated generators, we have
= .
'—‘tj  Vc  ) l j
For infinitesimal parameters 9r we can approximate the exponential by the first term 
in its power series expansion.
^ u i a  =  ^ u j a i c  )jz ~  ^ u j a ( $ j i  ~  T j j )
=> SuJuia =  -iFujuj&Tji (3.85)
Taking the Hermitian conjugate of the above equation gives
S u i = i9TT\fi%  (3.86)
Where we have used the fact that the generators are hermitian and we have assumed
that the group parameters 9r are real. Finally, we consider how the a'nij transform
under an infinitesimal group transformation.
< n  =
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^ { 8 ik + i9rTlk)alnkl{8l j - i e TTlj )
=*6a'nij = ier[Tr,a'n]ij (3.87)
Removing the infinitesimal factor of 6r , the Killing vector field associated to the rth 
U(k) generator is
x r =  +  *1^’a'^ijd d ~  3^'88^vn i]
Note that this expression is not written in terms of the coordinate basis of To 
do this we must express the derivatives in above in terms of derivatives with respect 
to the coordinate functions. Let
W$ =  =*■ tyaWZi =
Therefore




Next we wish to express in terms of the coordinate basis for the tangent vectors, 
and ^ r .  To do this we introduce
ij
4  =  (3-90)
Since a/Ql and Afj each have an index set equal to 1, they each account for half 
of the degrees of freedom in a!n. Our particular choice of coordinates ensures that 
the coordinates and the associated tangent vector basis are real. Evaluating the 
derivative;
d da'ff- d dA ^ d
da'nij da'nij daft1 da'nt] dA%+ (3.91)
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Where
^ /d l   J  - d l  yyy*kl
akl — amkl°m ^  o /
{j
and from (3.90)
da' i1 r c - d i  
= SkiSljPn
Substituting this into (3.91) gives
ij
d = ? p > - L  +  A  —  
" 9a'?1 nl/sad?,9 < y d [f
Using these results the Killing vector becomes
(3.92)
ij
X T =  O fr & J x -  -  ^  (3.93)
written in the standard form
ij iudw i
For later use we shall also require the Killing vector
xr = m, (zhAr'i ( dz%a (3.94)
It is a simple matter to re-write X r in this form:
+i{rasjm - rmj&a) (aSfg^r) + <(*!«*» ~ W i  (<«$k




W u v  0











0 THSjm -  T^Su
Where as before, the indices i and j  take on the values {iu , i j , ui, ij}  and {Iv, Zra, vl, lm} 
respectively.
Chapter 4 
Supersym m etric instanton branes
4.1 Introduction
Classical Yang-Mils instantons are field configurations of finite action which solve the 
self-dual Yang-Mills equation. Here we develop the approximation discussed in the 
introduction whereby we allow the collective coordinates of our solution to depend 
on other variables, such as time. In fact a useful trick inspired by string theory is to 
embed these objects in a Minkowski space-time of higher dimension. The instanton 
can then be allowed to live on any four-dimensional Euclidean subspace. We intend 
to examine the status of such solutions in supersymmetric field theory. This will 
necessitate the introduction of additional terms into the action to include fermionic 
fields. Therefore the equations of motion will themselves be altered to accommodate 
these new fields. We will find that the pure gauge instanton solution will cease 
to be an exact solution of the fully coupled equations of motion. However, it will 
remain an approximate solution at lowest order in the coupling constant g. We 
then obtain a refinement of this solution by pursuing an expansion in powers of 
the coupling constant. The effective action we obtain will resemble (1.29). The 
terminology developed to describe these cases is part of the language of branes. For
60
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an instanton embedded in a D-dimensional Minkowski space, the solution will have 
no dependence on D — 5 of the space-time coordinates, (one of them being the time 
coordinate). Thus it will represent an object which is extended in those (D  — 5) 
directions. These are called (D — 5)-branes.
This chapter follows the analysis of [12].
4.2 Pure gauge instanton branes
We now intend to embed four dimensional instanton solutions in gauge theories of 
higher dimensions. For simplicity our first consideration will be pure gauge theory.
Consider a gauge theory in a D dimensional Minkowski space. Let the space-time 
coordinates be denoted by yN, N  = 0,1,..., D — 1. The pure gauge action is,
S = 2h , I dDy T tn{f m nFm n)
To achieve the embedding we shall break up the D-dimensional Minkowski space 
into two parts. Firstly we will require a four-dimensional Euclidean space in which 
the conventional instanton solution must live. The remaining sub-space will be a 
(D — 4) dimensional Minkowski space. We denote this decomposition with an index 
deconstruction as follows, let yM =  (f°, xm) where ra =  1,2,3,4, and a =  0, ...,p with 
p = D — 5. We can then write the D-dimensional gauge field as
AM(y) = (Aa,A m(x;X))  (4.1)
The Euler-Lagrange equations for this system are D m Fmn  =  0;
DmFmn +  DaFan =  0 =» DmFmn +  Da(daAn -  DnAa) = 0 (4.2)
DnFna + DbFba = 0. =4- Dn(DnAa - d IIAn) + DbFba = 0 (4.3)
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To embed the four-dimensional instanton in this space we set A a = 0 and let Am be 
given by the usual instanton solution in Euclidean space. In this case the field tensor 
becomes,
Emn = dmAn dnAm -f- [Am, An]. 
Fam = Fab = 0, a,6 =  0 ,1 , . . . ,D - 5.
Thus the D-dimensional field tensor collapses to its 4-dimensional part. The equations 
of motion also reduce to the 4-dimensional equations DmFmn =  0. Since Am is already 
assumed to satisfy these equations it is obvious that (0, A m) will satisfy the Euler- 
Lagrange equations on R}'p. Since this solution contains no dependence on the 
coordinates, it represents an object which is static and extended in the remaining 
p-dimensional (Minkowski) space-time.
4.3 The moduli space approximation
The pure gauge instantons are static solutions to the equations of motion. However, 
we may consider instantons that move extremely slowly. In this case, provided the 
motion starts out tangent to the moduli space we may construct an approximate de­
scription of slow moving instantons in terms of trajectories on the instanton moduli 
space. Any oscillations transverse to the moduli space will therefore be suppressed 
and motion is effectively constrained to the moduli space of static solutions. That is 
to say that at each instant we may envisage our slowly moving instanton to closely 
resemble a static solution, and time evolution simply picks out a series of static instan­
tons. Furthermore, such motion along the moduli space can usually be shown to be 
geodesic [15]. The time evolution of slowly moving instantons is therefore represented 
by (geodesic) curves on the moduli space where time provides the parameterization
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along these curves. The points along these curves have (collective) coordinates on the 
moduli space, and as time progresses, we move along these curves and so the mod­
uli space coordinates of our solution change. Thus we have effectively allowed the 
collective coordinates of the slow moving solution to depend on the time coordinate, 
f°. We can generalize this approach further and investigate the effect of allowing the 
collective coordinates to depend upon several additional variables which we identify 
as coordinates in an enlarged space-time.
We then allow the collective coordinates of the instanton solution to have a depen­
dence on these extra space-time coordinates f a, i.e. we shall investigate the properties 
of a solution of the form
A N{Aa, Am{x-, *(£))), A . ~ 0  f A )  .
Of course this new object will not in general solve the Euler-Lagrange equations 
for the system. Our task at the moment is to determine the form of Aa that will 
compensate for the extra space-time dependence of the collective coordinates such 
that A n is still an approximate solution to the full equations of motion. In fact, if the 
derivatives of X(£)  are sufficiently small then this expression will be an approximate 
solution to the equations of motion. We can regard this type of approximation as 
an expansion in powers of the derivatives of the extra space-time coordinates. We 
substitute this expression into the equations of motion, proceeding to linear order 
in derivatives with respect to f a. Recalling that DmFmn =  0, the first equation of 
motion, (4.2) becomes,
Da(daAn -  DnAa) =  0 (4.4)
To linear order in the derivatives with respect to f  we may ignore this expression.
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For the same reason we may neglect Fab in equation (4.3), which now becomes
D"(ifeiF_£’"'4‘) =0 ,45)
Recall the background gauge condition for an instanton zero mode given in (2.8). 
This comparison suggests that we should set
Aa = (4.6)
where DnQ,^  is the compensating gauge transformation associated to the collective 
coordinate X^. Making this substitution yields
Dn -  A . (% eax ^  =  0
(c” (Sfe) “ D n D ^ )  d‘ x * = 0
where we have used D ^daX^) =  dn(daX fi) =  0. The case daX M =  0 would correspond 
to A a =  0, which we have already considered, so it is safe to ignore this solution and 
our solution to the equations of motion to first order in daX M is
a n = (% dax»{  o ,  M * ;  * (£))) (4.7)
We can now substitute these results into the action obtaining a result valid up to 
quadratic order in derivatives.
5  =  S<°> +  S (2) =  A r f d Dy T rN(FmnF mn) +  \  f  dDy  T r„(F maF"“ )
* 9 d  J  9 d  J
Using equation (4.6) we get
dAms<2> = -LI dp+1Zd4x daX ltdaX ‘/Trn dmPL^Pty -  2 8 ^ ^ d X v
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F)A f)Am F)A
+ 2 nj -  2^ [ ^ m n„] + [^ m, ^ P m, nj 
= A f dp+1f  rf4®
= 2Z  /  d?+lZ9»»daX>‘&‘x ‘' (4.8)
where we have first used the cyclic property of the trace and then the equation defining 
the metric on the moduli space,
=  - 2  J  d*xTrN[5pAm(x\X(t))8vAm(x',X(£)))
Note the absence of the factor of g2 at the front of this equation. This is due to our 
normalization of the ^4-fields in this section. S ^  has the form of an integral over a 
(pH-1)-dimensional Minkowski space of a Lagrangian density L =  gtlvdaX pdaX u. We 
can investigate the consequences of regarding the X ^ s  as (dynamical) fields in R 1,p. 
The Euler-Lagrange equations for these fields are:
dL n /  dL \  n 
-  da =  0dX* a \d(daX p)
Thus we have;
2gli„dad“X>‘ +  ^ F X > d aX °  =  0
=> daPX* + \ g ^  d- ^ i f X < ‘d0,X a =  0 
For p = 0, these equations describe a (D — 5) brane and we recover the geodesic 
equation on Aik-
4.4 Supersymmetric instanton branes
The action for theories with N  = 1 supersymmetry in D =  6 and D = 10 dimensions 
may be written in a unified notation as [12]
S  = ^ J d Dy T rN (^ F m nF mn -  W r MDMy )  (4.9)
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(For supersymmetry refferences see [9] and [16]). The supersymmetry transformations 
are (see appendix H for details about Gamma matrices),
8 A n =
55- =  iVMNEFMN 
In both cases we can decompose the gamma matrices as
TiV = {ra <8> 7 5 ,1  ®  7 n }  =  {r'a, 7n>
and in both cases we can write the ra’s in terms of the E matrices;
'  0  E fl \
( 4 .1 0 )
( 4 .1 1 )
( 4 .1 2 )
r« = ( 4 .1 3 )
We may also write the Weyl spinors as
'  1 \
0
\ aaa ( 4 .1 4 )
Adopting a 4 x 4 matrix notation in which each element is a square matrix of the 
same dimension as the E’s the Weyl spinors become
( x * \
0 
0
\ ^ A  J
(4 .1 5 )
And the T’s are
Fa =  Fa ® 75 =
0 Ea 
Ea 0
h  0 




0 0 - £ a 0
( 4 .1 6 )
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r n = rn 0  75 = 1 0 
0 1
0 - i a n 
ion 0
\
0 %on 0 0
icn 0 0 0
0 0 0 —2(7,
0 0 i(Tn 0
(4.17)
/
We now wish to assemble all the parts of the fermiomic action but to do this we need 
an expression for
( 0 So AB 0 0
^ 0  AB 0 0 0
0 0 0 “ So AB




=  ( 0  (A ^ E oab -(A 2)fE„AB 0 )
However, in both cases, the Weyl spinors satisfy the following,
(\} )t =  SMBA“,,) (Ai)t =  EMBAiB
(For N  =  2 this equation amounts to a pseudo reality condition in D =  6. In the 
D = 10 case this equation represents the Majorana condition. For further details see 
[12]). Using this result gives
* = ( o  tPAC\ aCXoAB - e m caqCe mb o )
Following the matrix multiplication through we get
- i * r aD„4' =  - i  (£% A“ DEo AflSo BcDa\ ca +  E° adK d%  abE„ BCDa\%) (4.20)
We would like to remove the awkward factors of EoEo- From appendix F we know 
that £o and £ 0 take the following forms,
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We can use this information to remove the factors of EoSo appearing in (4.20)
Y^a d ^ o a b  =  ( ~ i 2 )V a d Va b
3
=  E  Va d V3a b  +  v I d v I b
A= 1
3
= eSAD^ 3AB + ^3D^3B 
A= 1
=  $33$DB ~  ^3B^3D +  ^3D^3B 
— $DB
So we can write xjj as
—i^r^D a ^  = —iXaAEo a b D X  ~ ^aA^aABDaX%
Similarly, the other part of the fermionic action is
- i ^ r nDn<Sf = 2DnX ^ n \ QA 
Assembling all these pieces, we may re-write the action, (4.9), as 
s = \  [  dPyTrN \ f m n F mn  + 2 Dn\ iAanXaA -  i \ aAt 0ABD X  -  iXAAY,aABDa X%
9d J
(4.21)
The equations of motion are;
DmFmn +  D“Fan =  2<t*“{A;J, A“ } (4.22)
a™DnXA = -iT ,aABDaX% (4.23)
< W  DnX\ =  -it? ABDaXB (4.24)
DnFna + DbFba = it,aABXaAXB +  iXABX&AX% (4.25)
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Previously for the pure gauge theory we described the moduli space dynamics with 
an expansion in £a derivatives. However, in the supersymmetric version of the instan­
ton action one is compelled to introduce fermion fields. To these will be associated 
Grassmann collective coordinates, which we shall also take to have an £a dependence. 
The moduli space approximation then becomes an expansion in n — rid + ^ rif. Where 
rif is the number of Grassmann collective coordinates. Such an expansion correctly 
takes into account the powers of the coupling constant that might otherwize appear
in front of the fermion fields. We have already determined the lowest order solution,
n = 0, during our discussion of the pure gauge case. We require the action to order 
n =  2, so we must solve the equations of motion to order n =  1. To this order, the 
fermionic equations of motion are
DmFmn = 0 (4.26)
o°°Dn\A  =  0 (4.27)
<7ac.Dn\ &A = 0 (4.28)
DnFna = - i t aAB\ aA\ B +  i?,*bK a\% (4.29)
Equations (4.27) and (4.28) are the covariant Weyl equations encountered previously. 
In chapter two we demonstrated that in the self-dual instanton background we have 
the solution AA = 0, so we need only consider the A field. To order n — 1 equation 
(4.29) becomes
D"
We have already found the complementary function for this linear differential equa­
tion, (4.7). To proceed we note that this equation is linear in Aa. The particular
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integral will be denoted by i(f)a and is therefore a solution of
D2<Pa = t aAB\ aA\ ^  (4.30)
This gauge-covariant Laplace equation has been solved elsewhere, [12]. Note that i(f>a 
must be a Hermitian field since multiplied by i it is part of the (anti-Hermitian) gauge 
field Aa, and we have
Aa (x; X ( 0 ,  M A({)) = (x; X( f ) )daX » ( 0  +  i^a(x; * (£ ). M A((.)) (4.31)
This is our solution to the fully coupled supersymmetric equations of motion for the 
gauge field up to order one in the derivative expansion.
4.5 Grassmann collective coordinates and symplec- 
tic tangent vectors
Here we consider how fermionic fields behave when a (bosonic) instanton is present. 
To the lowest non-trivial order in our approximation, the fermions satisfy the gauge- 
covariant Weyl equations, (4.27), (4.28), where the gauge field takes its classical 
instanton value. We will show that the fermionic collective coordinates may be as­
sembled into a Grassmann-valued symplectic tangent vector to the moduli space Mk- 
The solution to the linear differential equation =  0 is given by, [12]
Xcuv = A a(M)„„ =  (UMf bJJ  -  Vbaf M U ) m (4.32)
Since A represents a fermion field this is a Grassmann quantity. The quantities M\i 
and M* are constant matrices of Grassmann collective coordinates, of dimensions 
(N  +  2A;) x k and k x (N  +  2k) respectively. Note that the spinnor index a  is not
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attached to the Grassmann collective coordinates. If the Grassmann matrices are to 
parameterize solutions of the Weyl equation then they must be constrained thus
A dM + MAd =  0 (4.33)
Recalling the form for A and A given earlier we may write the more explicit expression
a\ja = - a^ M x j  (4.34)
= - b ? M xj (4.35)
Writing the ADHM index as A =  (u +  ia) we decompose the Grassmann matrices as
Mxj =  M(u+ia)j =  ( ^  j (4.36)
\   ^ a i j  J
M} =  Mj[a+ia) =  ( pju ) (4.37)
If we assume that b has been placed in its canonical form (3.17) then (4.35) becomes
( liiu { M % k ) (  5a^ k )  =  ( 0 e°% k ) (  ^  j
=> JW£ = e ^ M '^  =  M $  (4.38)
We use this information to re-write equation (4.34) as,
( fiiu M 'i ) (  )  =  -  ( (a '/) ik )
\  \aPa)kj J
Tuj
(M'p )kj
^  l^iu^uja P i^aufJ'uj d~ [M , — 0 (4.39)
Therefore the fermion fields are described by the collective coordinates {fi, /x, M'a}. 
These number k(N  + 2k) + kN  = 2k(N-\-k). However, (4.39) contains the free indices 
a, i and j  and so represents 2k2 equations. Thus the number of independent zero 
modes is 2kN.
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4.5.1 Relation to the hyper-Kahler quotient construction
M l = (4.40)
Recall our definition of the symplectic variables zta, (3.71). We may write the Grass­
mann collective coordinates in an analogous form
 ^ fJ'iu ^
( M ' %
l^ ui
\  M h  /
Where i =  {iu, i j , ui, ij}. Unlike the (bosonic) coordinates on the moduli space, these 
objects only have a single index, i. In this form the Grassmann collective coordinates 
resemble symplectic tangent vectors to the mother space. We will now show that 
the fermionic ADHM constraints given above are equivalent to the condition that 
the M l indeed be symplectic tangent vectors to the quotient space. Since a basis of 
vectors orthogonal to the quotient space is given by the Killing vectors X r , it will be 
sufficient to prove that the X r are orthogonal to the M % with respect to the metric 
on the mother space, (3.70). Thus it will suffice to show that




Setting i =  {iu, ik, ui, ik) and j  = {jv, jl, v j , j l )  we have,
T
( r.. \  { o 0 Suv8tJ 0 '
0 0 0 8tj8kl
0 0 0




i T  ? u.Pj m m v
< [r,ay « 8 S l
~ iT!nj
\  *P’r> dnlli^nl/S6 /  
=  i ( - » vjT?mu t  -  +  {M '% [T ,a:n](i<rnl^ )
Now recall that
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and
Ma = e^M *  => M2 =  M 1
Using these results gives
M 'QXj* =  - i  (T ^ u ^ f iy j  +  Tjmp,rnvujyj +  (M[)j i[Tr, +  (M'2)jl[Tr,
= +  TjmP’mvWyj +  [Tr, a!a^}lj{M^)j^
Finally, we may use the cyclic property of the trace to alter the commutator term, 
producing
M H lX ?  =  - iT jm + [(M<), a '^ U )  (4.42)
Thus the condition that the M % be symplectic tangent vectors to the quotient space
(4.41) is equivalent to the fermionic ADHM constraints (4.39). In summary here 
we have shown that the Grassmann collective coordinates may be assembled into 
Grassmann-valued symplectic tangent vectors to the moduli space.
One can define a functional inner product of fermionic zero modes. The relevant 
formula is given in an appendix as (H.42)
2
j  d4x TrNh.(M)\(N)  =  - j T r k [m (Pm +  1)JV +  N(PX + 1 )m] (4.43)
Using equations (3.73) and (4.40) we can show that
f  d*x TrNh(M) \ (N)  =  -7T2f2(M, N)  (4.44)
Thus the functional inner of fermionic zero modes coincides with the inner product 
of symplectic tangent vectors on AA.
We now define Grassmann valued symplectic tangent vectors to the moduli space 
Firstly we must solve the fermionic ADHM constraints, (4.39), obtaining a
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solution M  = M(ip,X).  Just as the X's  represent intrinsic coordinates on the moduli 
space, so are the tp1, i = 1, • • •, 2kN  to represent intrinsic Grassmann coordinates. 
The symplectic tensor on the mother space, induces a symplectic tensor on the 
moduli space, denoted fijj, in terms of which the symplectic inner product of fermionic 
zero modes can be written as
X),  N(0, X))  = (4.45)
4.6 Effective action
Having solved the equations of motion to order n =  1 we can write down the action 
to order n =  2,
s m = \  j  dDy TrN [FnaF™ -  i \ aAt \ BDa\ f \  (4.46)
9  D
Consider the first term in the above, it includes Fna where
QA 
Fna = D„Aa -  daA„ = DniQpdaX’' + i<j>a) -  Q ^ ^ X *
Recalling the gauge condition,
6»An = W ~ » -  ^
we can write
Fna = * A A  ~  (4.47)
Therefore
F„aFna =  - D n<t>aDn<f>a + SnAn8,,AndaXlidaX ‘' -  2iDn4>‘‘S^AndaX>‘ (4.48)
We can integrate the last term by parts using the identity
dnirSnAndaX^) = d n ^ A n d a X "  +  P ^ S ^ d a X *  (4.49)
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Therefore
I dPy Dn^SnAndaX* = — J dPy =  0 (4.50)
since DnStiAn = 0, giving
j  dPy TrNFnaF na = J dPy T rN{ -D n<t>«Dn<t>a +  8liAnSl/AndaX>‘daX'') (4.51)
Turning to the fermionic term,
d X  =  £>X + K ,  Af ]
d \ B dX*
=  Aa(daM B) + ~  Aa(daM B) + [Aa, XB]
=  A a(daM B) + _  Ao ( j l p J  +  [fi„, A*]) daX> + i[p ,  Af] (4.52)
Putting all this together gives
S(2) =  4 -  [ dPyTrN [-£ > > “ A A  + 6llAn5vAndaX l‘driX v -  iXaAZ“AB\ a(daM B)
On J L
- i \ aAEa ~ (  -  A]<AB ( d X ^  ~  A a  \ d X ^ )  +  [^ ’ A ° ] J  ^  +  A  E ^ * ’ A « 1




We now concentrate on the third term, using the formula for the fermionic inner 
product, (H.42),
4- f dPyTrN [-iAQAt , \ BAa(daM B)] = \  f dDy T r N \ - iK a(M A)t,aABk a(daMB)\
On J On J
. 2
=  W D J 1*i ^ AB f t ' AX(P°° +  +  +  1)am« 2 ] (4 -55)
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with A =  (u +  ka) and /j l =  (v + j{3) we have
-2 '  1 2SITT*
W d J ^ ^ A B  ( « i  M>£°)
0 9a ft}
+  (a .A g  daM g a )
o M 2  J  V d«M»%
2SUV 0 lla -Pvt
0 SjkSi J V Mfo
17T
W d
I  d"+1e ZaAB(2fi?vdafiB +  2 5 ^ , 4  +  M ifadaM ^  + daM ’f aM'a%) (4.56)
Using the fact that M' =  M ' and the fact that M' is Grassmann and changing the
positions of the a ’s we can re-write the last term above to get;
,2ITT
9 d
By Gauss we have
f  dT+'t &ABUi£,d.i& + dafigfiA + M ’AadaMgJt) (4.57)
J  df+1^  a«(/ifo/i^) =  o
=> J  dp+1(, dapgl^ = -  J  d?+l£ dating  (4.58)
Using this result with the antisymmetry of f^AB and the Grassmann property gives
f dp+1£ (2m2t:aABfj,fvdaiig +  i ^ A s M ' ^ d a M ^ )  (4.59)
9 d  j
The fourth term in the action can be re-written with the aid of an identity ((H.43) 
and H.44)) as
J  <F+1£ dAx T rN\ Aaana&Dneg (4.60)
Since crnaaDn\ Aa =  0 w can write,
\ A o l -  pm - U    \ A a 7iB \A G n a a D  Qfi — G n a a U  (A J\7l B (4.61)
giving
J d4x T rNonaaDn( \ Aaeg) = f  d4x T rNonaAdn( \ Aaeg) (4.62)
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since
J d Ax TrN[An, \ Aag%] =  0 (4.63)
i.e. Tr[A,B] = Tr(AB  — BA) = Tr(AB) — Tr(BA) = 0. Equation (4.62) can be 
written as a surface integral at infinity and therefore vanishes due to the asymptotic 
forms of A and g.
In the interests of clarity we shall gather all our results so far. The second order 
contribution to the effective action is now given by
5<2> =  ^ + i /  dP+lf +  2in2T,‘ABfi ld atiB +  *7r2E“ BM 'f d aM(fJl)
(4.64)
where S  is given by
S  = \  [  dDy T rn  \ - D nP D n<j>a +  Xa At aAB[<j>a, Af]l (4.65)
9d j
We now wish to evaluate S. Recall that (f)a satisfies an inhomogeneous gauge covariant 
Laplace equation, (4.30). Since Dn is a linear derivation, we have
Dn((j>aDn<pa) = Dn4>aDn4,a + p D 2p  = Dn<f>aDn<t>a + p t , aABXaA Af (4.66)
We now investigate the behavior of this term under the trace.
TrN[Dn(<j>aD M \  =  TrN{dnP d n<t>a + P d 2<t>a 
+dn<j>a[An, <j>a] + <j>a[d„An, <j>a] + <f>a[A„, dn(pa] +  [An, <t>ad„<j>„] +  [An, <j>a[An,
=  TrN (dn4>adn<i>a + <t>ad2<t>«) =  P T r  N ( P  Dn<f>a)
=> - T r N{Dnp D nP )  = T tn [ p 2 aABXaAX^ -  dn(P D np )}  (4.67)
Next we treat the second term above in (4.66),
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= T rN ( ^ “£„.4bA“AAB + ^ aZaBA>.aB\ a )
= T tn i^ -4>at,aAB( \aA\ Ba -  aoBa a ))
=  \ t t n (Y,aAB( \ aA\ B<t>a + A ^ aA“ B))
=  | TrN ( t aAB{\aA\ B4>a -  A “ A 0 “ A B ) )  
=  \ T r N (2 aABXaA[XB, r } )2
Where we have used the cyclic property of the trace together with the fact that the 
A’s are Grassmann quantities. (Recall the behavior of Grassmann quantities under a 
trace, Tr(AB) = AijBji =  —BjiAij = —Tr(BA)  ). Assembling these results gives
S = A  f  dPyTrN [ - d - O T A A )  +  h a ABXaAir ,  A f ]Qn J L Z (4.68)9 d
The first term is a total derivative. By Gauss’ theorem, it may be written as a surface 
integral over the 4-dimensional sphere at infinity. Recall Gauss’ theorem applied to 
a spherical surface,
f  dnMn d4x = [  Mn dsn =  f  — Mn dS  
Jn Jdn Jdn x
Where dS is the surface element on the sphere and ^  is a unit vector normal to this 
surface.
We evaluate this gauge invariant quantity in the singular gauge. The asymptotic 
formulae for this gauge are given in chapter three, and <£ is defined by, [1 2 ]
4>auv = -~Xo,ABU tM Af >]M f l,Uin + UZ \ a^st ° \u„  (4.69)4 V 0 ¥>«
where the compound indices A, /?,,// and v are given by (s 4 - k/3), (t A  /17), (s +  ia ), 
and (t+j/3) respectively. We shall evaluate this to leading order in x. (Note that this
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will require that we consider the expansion of V  in (3.56) to next to leading order). 
Substituting in the asymptotic forms for U and /  gives
0  a uv  ^ ^ ~ ‘Q>AB f t  ui f t  iv  d-  $ a u v  2j?2
~2x2(^ ausL°is°l^ }™ aAXmXP^paP^uiaPaij&jv  (4-70)
Taking the derivative gives
1 x^ 00^
dnfiauv ^ ~ ^ - taABP‘Uiftiv d~ ~A^iu6t&is(l)asv d" ~^(f>aus^isa^iv 
Z X  X  X
xn 1 1
—'4 —  X m Xp(Tm  Crp a pLOuia ( p a i j & j v  d~ ~~±X P®n a p a ^ u i a S P a i j ^ j v  d" ~ T x m ^ m  ® n a ^ u i a ^ a  i j ^ j v  X X X
Multiplying by ^  ;
xn 1 / 1 -  • 2 • a \
dnfiauv [ ' ^ ‘aAB^uiftiv  d" ^iua^ is^ aav  d~ fiaus^isa& iv 2 X ^  ^na^^iua^Paij^ jv)
X  X  \  Z X  J
Recalling the identity +  &na(7ma$ =  ^m n^ap we can transform the last term
to give
xn 1 / I  - • \
~^~dn(f)auv — \ —T ia ABP'uiftiV d“ ^ iu a^ is^ asv  d“ ^aus^isGt&iv ~  ^ ^ iu a^ P aij^ jvj (4*71)
Since the asymptotic form of the gauge field is An —> xmamn we must have
AnXn  ^^n^m^mn — 0 (4.72)
due to the antisymmetry of the amn. Thus we must also have,
xnDn(j)a -> xndn(j)a (4.73)
Multiplying by 0°  ^ and taking the trace over the U(k) indices t and v gives
-—T rN(<j>0aDn<j>a) - f
X
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?  “  2<t>v>i™<PaijU% +  <i>v>iu«U?A*v +  <t>°vMus“ i s * < )  (4-74)
Using the antisymmetry of EaAB and the fact that A is a grassmann quantity yields,
~^-Trn(<t>°aD„4>a) - >  ^  ~  2</>^U>iuaf>aij^jv +  „»“ «<»)
(4.75)
The volume element on the sphere S'3 of radius R in polar coordinates is
dS = R 3dr d(j> sinQi d0\ sin2Q2 d#2? 0 < R < oo, 0 < <f) < 2n, 0 < Qi < n 
Therefore
<f dS" — TrN(<j>0aD„ij>a) -» 4*‘
J 00 - £  aAB^iv<t>  vu V u i  +  vu f i a u s ^ i s a  $ v u  ^ iu a^P a  i j ^ j v
(4.76)
We now go back to the expression for S  and consider how we may manipulate the 
second term in (4.65).
\ I  d"+1? /  ^ T r Nt,aAB\ aA[<j>aX } = 1-  f  dp+1£ J  d4x T r NAa(M A) ( 0 aA + Aa(NA))
(4.77)
Where we have used an identity.
ZaABtya, Aa(M B)} = p<paA + Aa(NA) (4.78)
We know that the equations of motion to order n — 1 give pXA =  0. Thus we have 
°naaDn\ aA =  0 => e ^ a n&aDn (eali\ f )  =  0 (4.79)
Recall that e^Qe^adVida =  . Using this gives
-< xf A , Xf = 0 (4.80)
I
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i.e p \ aA = 0 => p \ A =  0. Using the cyclic property of the trace we may go on to 
show that
T rNp ai (AaAi,&A) = ona&dn TrN ( \ aAi,iA) (4.81)
Thus the first term in (4.77) has reduced to a total divergence and may be evaluated
on the sphere at infinity. Due to the asymptotic forms of $  and A this surface integral
vanishes. The second term in (4.77) may be evaluated with recourse to the fermionic 
inner product formula, (H.42),
i  I  d 'x  TrNKa(MA)Ka{NA) =  j T r k [m ax(Px  +  1 ) / ^  +  N f x{Px  +  1)a“M ^ }
(4.82)
=  - t t 2£ aABTrk [tJ,A<t>yB -  M AM BVa] (4.83)
Assembling both pieces, (4.83) and (4.76) gives:
5  =  - 4 n2J  <F+1S T rk ( | S aj4fl/i'4^ / i B +  ~  O V lW a  -  \ t aABM AM B<pa^
(4.84)
The definition of L((pa) is, (H.39), [12]
LWa) =  \ t , aABM AM B +W°<t>0au &
=> (pa =  L 1 
we can recast the above as
^Y ,aABM AM B +^4*1 OJa (4.85)
“  (H<Pa))<PaS = -47r2 J <F+1£ T rk
= -4 tt2/  d”+^ T r k 
( i t aABM AM B +  w-VJum) L - 1 Q g £ DM c M D +  t f t y  “w*) (4.86)
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For the d = 6 case, the E matrices are simply
S i  A B  ~  — if-A B  5 ^ 2 A B  =  €AS
^  ^AB^aCD = £ABeCD((—i)2 +  l 2) =  0
Thus for the d = 6 case, when the fields (jPa vanish then so does S. That is to say 
that in the d = 10 case there is a four fermion interaction whilst in the d = 6 case 
this interaction is absent. However, for d = 10 we have
^ A B ^ a C D  =  Z tA B C D  (4-87)
Thus even when =  0 there is a non-vanishing 5;
s  = Y  f  <F+1i i ABCDTrk[{MAM B) { L - \ M c M D))] (4.88)
4.7 Geometric interpretation
From now on we shall only consider the case in which the vev’s vanish. We will show 
that the expression for 5, (4.88), is actually related to the symplectic curvature of 
Atjfc, which is given by (see [12]).
*km  = 2 E  [ ( f t r W m kl+ ( n r  f c i - 1 ( f i r )-jk +  ( f t r ) a i - 1 (nr*)*] (4.89)
rs
(For the definition of the symplectic curvature please see appendix B, specifically 
equation(B.12) ). Therefore, using the fact that the M*’s are Grassman quantities,
R\ykiM 'AM 3 B M kc M lD =  2 Y , [ M iA(n T r)VjM~iB L;,1M i c ( n T ‘)-kiM lD
rs
+ M lA(Q V)liMiDL ^ M iB ( U T \ kM i c  -  M lA(QTr)-kM k c L ^ M 'iB { m '‘)TlM iD]
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=» eABCDRi-jM M ^M ^M ^M 10 = ^ Y . eABCDMlA{^T r)rjM~jB L;}M~kC{nT8)klM lD
rs
(4.90)
Using some results developed in the appendices to this chapter, (4.99) we have;
H k - i l J j M f  =  - T kl{ M f xM*k -  M,baM £) (4.91)
Substituting (4.91) into (4.90);
f-A B C D  Rr]kiM‘A BMic  Ml D =
3e A B C D  -  t t f ' M * ) ]
= U cabcdM ^ M B l ^ M ^ M B
= 12 tABCD(MAM BL - 1(M c M D)) (4.92)
Where L~^ = ^Tmn^nm ,pqRqp- Thus our final result for S  for the case of Nd  =  6 
supersymmetric Yang-Mills with vanishing (f) fields is,
S  = Ya S  ^ i ^ B C D R i j k i M ^ W B M k c M 1d (4.93)
Substituting this result into the expression for the effective action (4.64) yields
s (2) = j J  dP+li  ( ~ \ g ^ ( X ) d a X ^ X ' '  +
~ tABCDRWkiM ' AM lB M i‘ CM lD\  (4.94)
We should like to write the entire effective action in terms of variables that are
intrinsic to the moduli space. To this end we introduce the intrinsic Grassmann-
valued symplectic tangent vectors to M.k. These are denoted iptA , z — 1,2,-**, 2kN.
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The quadratic fermionic term may be written in terms of quantities intrinsic to 
the moduli space. We shall not need this term in what follows so we shall not follow 
its development explicitly. This term may be re-written as (see [12]),
-  A  /  d?+1(. Z aABn ij(X )i,iA(da8ik +  u S kdaX “)ipkB (4.95)
Thus the second order contribution to the effective action becomes
S (2) =  — A  J  d ? + 1 t  { ^ g ^ ( X ) d a X ^ X v + %- t \ B U i j ( X W A { d a 8 \  +  ^ k d a X i ‘ ) ^ k B
+ ^ e ABCDRijkiMu M~iBM i c M iDj  (4.96)
This result represents the specialization of (1.29) to the hyper-Kahler case. Note 
the appearance of the metric tensor defined as the functional inner product of zero 
modes. We should sound a note of caution regarding the notation employed. In 
the equation above the tensor Rijki represents the symplectic curvature tensor on 
our hyper-Kahler manifold. However, the Rijki of (1.29) refers to the conventional 
curvature tensor on the moduli space.
4.8 Summary
A conventional instanton is a finite action configuration in four dimensional Euclidean 
space. We may embed these solutions in a five dimensional gauge theory in Minkowski 
space by introducing a time coordinate of which the instanton solution is indepen­
dent. These instantons then represent static finite energy configurations of the five 
dimensional theory. They are therefore particle like solitons in the higher dimensional 
theory. Taking this hint we proceeded to embed the instanton solution in gauge theo­
ries of even higher dimensions. Thus we introduced the instanton as a (D — 5)-brane.
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Following the idea of Manton’s moduli space approximation, [15], we allowed the in­
stanton solution to depend on the extra space-time coordinates. We also introduce 
the supersymmetric extension of pure gauge theory. The field configurations so ob­
tained are only approximate solutions to the full equations of motion and we proceed 
order by order in the coupling constant. After a lengthy analysis we arrive at a su­
persymmetric quantum mechanical sigma model on the moduli space. The terms in 
the action have natural interpretations in terms of intrinsic geometric quantities on 
the moduli space. When the vev’s vanish, in the case of N  = 4, there is a non-trivial 
contribution to the action involving the curvature on the moduli space. This is the 
most important term for us and we shall return to consider it in chapter six.
4.9 Appendices
4.9.1 M atrix maps
Consider a map of vectors onto vectors. These linear transformations may be effected 
by matrix multiplication;
M  : V  -> V'\V' = M V
Or in components
VI = MijVj
Likewise we may define a map of matrices onto matrices. Consider such a map, L
m  = 0!
i.e.
=  ( m h
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We can write the action of L as follows,
=  Lij ,kiO>ik
What is the inverse, L~l ? Consider
(L 1.L(r2))jj =  Q>ij
^  kiLityik = kiLik frnnO,nm = Qjj 
^  L^ klLik , m n  — fiinfijm
Likewise,
L i j  , k lL ik mn — SinSjm
4.9.2 Lie algebras
The generators of U(k) form a complete set of k x k matrices. Thus any matrix, A 
say, can be written as
Al3 = £  \ aT “
a
Where the Aa,s are a set of numerical parameters and T a are the U(k) generators. 
Using the orthogonality of the generators,
\ a  _  A..'T>a
A  —  s± tj  1  j i
Aij = 25 (4-97)
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If we choose A to be the matrix whose elements are all zero with the exception of one 
element. Apq whose value is unity;
( o . . .  0 ••• 0 ^
A = •  0
i.e.
y 0 ••• 0 ••• 0 j
Aij — &ip&jq
Substituting the matrix into (4.97)
fi. A. = Ta T aVtpVjq — 2 1 q p 1 i ]  
a
We can use this result to determine the inverse of the operator Lrs in the following 
way. Recall the definition of Lrs
Lrs =  2 Trk(TrL T s)
  rtrpr T rps
We can use these relations to show that L~} is given by
t — l   _^rrr r — 1 hps
^ r s  2 i j  j iJk M
4.9.3 Calculation of M A{U T)M B
(4.98)




Recalling equations (3.73) and (3.96 ) we can calculate PIT
1 n o -T fk6m  0 ^
0 0 T^Skm -  T^Sni
0 0 0
o T^ nk^ nl ~  0 0\
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Where the indices i , j  and k are given by {m, i j t m, ij}, {Iv, /m, u/, Zra} and {fcu;, kn, wk , /cn} 
respectively. Recall the forms for the Grassmann collective coordinates M;
Pkw ^
fJ'wk 
K K i n  )




\  Ml fra J
Using these we have
ir / t-.A , rB n /f i l1 A  , **11' A jijfiB - B  . .A riA Ti/rll' B  ti/r t l '  B  -k/tiA \
B  A */rA (4.99)
Where we have made use of the Grassmann nature of the M’s and we have used the 
property,
Mi =  M 2 and M2 = - M 1
Chapter 5 
The S U ( 3)-l instanton m oduli space
The specific case we shall pursue is that of 1-instanton in the gauge group SU(3). 
We know from general considerations that the angular variables on the moduli space 
should correspond to the group manifold of SU(S)/U(1). We first discuss the group 
space, defining its left invariant 1-forms and using the Maurer-Cartan equation to 
obtain their exterior derivatives. We calculate these for the general case of SU(N  + 
2)/SU(N) and then specialize to N  =  3 using the method outlined by [20]. We will 
then have in place the necessary notation to quote the result of [20] for the metric 
on the SU(3) single instanton moduli space. Our next step will be to derive the 
metric on the moduli space using the ADHM procedure. Again, this will be given 
in terms of the left-invariant 1-forms on the moduli space, facilitating comparison 
with the result of [20]. Having obtained the metric, we will then attempt to calculate 
the associated spin-connection. It should now be straight forward in principle to 
calculate the curvature two form going via the spin-connection and Cartan’s equations 
of structure. Thence we should be able to proceed to the Gauss-Bonnet integral using 
(B.3). However, the scale of this computation proved prohibitively large, even for 
Mathematica. To negotiate this impasse we made use of the simplification afforded by
89
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the hyper-Kahler nature of the moduli space. We were able to identify the coordinate 
transformation to the so-called symplectic basis. In this basis our task is reduced to 
manipulating the symplectic curvature. Since this object is only four-dimensional, 
the problem simplifies to the extent that we are able to compute the Gauss-Bonnet 
integral by hand.
5.1 The left invariant 1-forms of S U (3 )/U (1 )
5.1.1 The metric on a Lie group
We define a metric for raising and lowering the indices on the generators of the lie- 
algebra of SU(N). Consider a Lie algebra with generators T°,
[T°, T b] = i f abcT c (5.1)
The metric for raising indices is
g°b =  T r (T aT b) (5.2)
We wish to change to a basis in which the generators correspond to matrices with a 
single non-zero unit element in the (A, B) position. To achieve this it will be necessary 
to label the generators with two indices, so we have T a —> Tab . Here we are changing 
the way in which we choose to label the generators. We exchange the label a which 
runs from 1 to i V 2  — 1, to the index pair (A, B) each of which runs separately from 
1 to AT but upon which we place a tracelessness constraint so that the total number 
of generators is again i V 2  — 1. The generators are traceless, so this unit element is 
prohibited from lying on the diagonal, which implies Taa =  0. We will also have 
(Tab Y = Tba . The metric for raising and lowering the generator indices is now.
3“* -> 9 a b ,c d  = Tr(TABTc D) (5.3)
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This metric actually has the effect of swapping the position of the two indices, i.e.
TaB9ab ,cd  =  T DC (5.4)
Likewise there will be a metric for the reverse swap,
T a B 9 A b ,C d  =  T CD (5.5)
Where
9 A b ,c d  =  T r(T ABT c D) (5.6)
In our new basis the components of the generators are
(TAB)ij =  5Ai5Bj (5.7)
Using this we write the metric as
9a b , c d  =  Tr(TABTc D) = SAi 6 B j 6 c j S D i =  6 A D SB C (5.8)
We shall also require the inverse metric which we get as follows
9 a b \ c d ' = T r(T A'B'T a D') (5.9)
=  Tr{TAB T c d ) g AB ,A'B' 9 c d ,c , d ' (5.10)
=  9 A b C d  Sb' 6b 6°' 8°, = gB'a 1,D‘a  (5.11)
i.e.
9AB,cD = gBA Dc  = 8 °6 B (5.12)
Turning to the Lie algebra commutation relation;
[Ta b , Tc d ] = Ta b Tcd -  Tc d Ta b (5.13)
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=>• [Tab , T c n \ik = {TAB)ij{TcD)jk -  {TcD)a{TAB)jk (5.14)
=  SAi s f  &a 6? -  Sa 6? SAj s f  (5.15)
= 6%(TAD)ik -  SA(TcB)ik 
=* [Tab , Tc d] = SB Tad -  6da Tc b (5 .1 6 )
But we must also have
[Ta b , TCD] =  i f A B , c D 'E F  Te f (5.17)
Comparison of these two expressions yields
J a B ,c D 'E f  =  —i { b c & A E b D F ~  &a  Sc e $ B F ) (5 .1 8 )
We wish to know how the Maurer-Cartan structure equation looks in this basis.
Recall that in terms of the left-invariant 1-forms £  on a manifold the Maurer-Cartan 
structure equation is [3],
d C A =  \ } A b c C b  A C c  (5 .1 9 )
This now goes to
<ICaB =  - fA B,CD,BF £ c D A CeF (5.20)
Comparison with the form of the structure constants given above shows that we must
act on the middle pair of indices with the metric to get them in the required form,
i.e.
fAB,CD,EF = f  aB,c,D ,Ef  9° Df,CD  (5.21)
=  -*(<$ Sae 6d'f -  6% 5aE 5BF) 5%, 5% (5.22)
=  -USE 5ae 5fc -  5ca 5ed 5b f ) (5.23)
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Substituting this into (5.20) gives
cICa B =  —^ ( ^ d ^a e ^FC ~  S ^ S e d S b f ) C c D A C e F ( 5 .2 4 )
=  —~{CcB A C a C — C a D A C d B )
=  iCAC A Cc B ( 5 .2 5 )
Like the generators, the left-invariant 1-forms are traceless and Hermitian.
5.1.2 Com putation of the left-invariant 1-forms
We shall follow closely the discussion in [20]. We shall examine the case of SU(n +  
2)/U(n). We divide the SU(n +  2) group indices A  as follows, A  =  {1,2, a:}. We 
require
J 2 C a a  =  0  , Tr(CAA) =  0  ( 5 .2 6 )
A
This leads us to write the 1-forms as
( C A %  =  5Ai5 A -  — Sij  ( 5 .2 7 )
where there is no summation over the repeated index A. This satisfies both our 
conditions since
Tr(CAA) =  SAiSA -  — Su ( 5 .2 8 )n + 1
=  5 % - 1  =  0  ( 5 .2 9 )
And
Y .  & a A — A 1 +  H - ... =  S { j  T~o (n  =  0  ( 5 .3 0 )
a  n  + 1
We define the SU(n) generators
C j  =  C j  + - Q 6 \  ( 5 .3 1 )n
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Where Q is the U( 1) generator




/ l f  1 \
0 1
n +  2
1
V 0 J V i ;
( 0 \ ( l \
1 1
n +  2
1




n +  2 • .
I
Taking C\l as an example we have, using (5.27), (5.31) and (5.32),
(  0 \















This is an SU(n) generator with the trace subtracted. The orthogonal linear combi­
nation gives another U( 1) generator called A.
(  1 N
-1
0A = A 1 -  A2 = (5.35)
V 0 7
Note that A is real. The generators of the coset will then be the complement of Ca  ^
and Q, i.e. A and the following
(5.36)
Note that we have broken the left-invariant 1-form L into its components as follows
,4 ............ <C1"+2 \
4
C =
f A 1 A2 A3 C
A 1 A2 A 3 C
A 1 A2 A 3 c
A "+2
A n+2
\  ^ n + 2  £ n+2 r 3*-'n+ 2 r**'71+2
 ^ 2 (Q + A) V a 1 (72
V* i w - A ) E1 E2
i * 1) ' (E1)* A 3 A 4
V (*")* (En)* r  3*-'71+2 r 4**'71+2
(5.37)




r  n+2 *~n+2 /
(5.38)
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In terms of these quantities the metric on the SU(3) 1-instanton moduli space 
may be written as [20]
ds2 =  h2dr2 +  a2(crl +  a\) + b2( +  E2) +  c2(i/f +  z/f) +  f 2 A2 (5.39)
where a, b, c, h and /  are functions of r (the instanton scale size) only, given by
“2 =  \ ^ 2 ~  ^  (5-40)
ft2 =  ^(r2 +  1) (5-41)
c2 =  r 2 (5.42)
f  =  i r 2(l -  r “4) (5.43)
h2 =  (1 -  r " 4)"1 (5.44)
Later when we come to use Cartan’s equations we will require the exterior derivatives 
of these 1-forms. These are calculated using the Maurer-Cartan equation (5.19).
dCia+2 =  doa =  iCS  A £ ca+2 (5.45)
=  i { C r l A £ i a+2 +  C i 2 A C 2a+2 +  C i p+2 A C p +2a+2) (5.46)
=  i f(Q  +  A) A <jq +  v  A E“ +  a *  A ( C p a -  (5-47)
=  ^A A <t“ +  iv A S “ +  ia^  A C p a +  ^  ( l  +  —\  Q A a a  (5.48)
Z Z \  Tt /
Similarly we calculate the other exterior derivatives to be
dSa =  — A A E“ +  iv A <7“  +  \  ( l  +  - )  Q A £ “ +  A (5.49)
Z Z \  Tl /
dv = iX A i/ +  i<ja A Ea (5.50)
dA = 2iv A PH- icrQ A aa — iEQ A Ea (5.51)
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dQ =  iaa A aa 4- zEQ A EQ (5.52)
=  idp +  «Ea A E^ — — fa7 A a 7 +  E7 A E7) +  z£a7 A £ 7  ^ (5.53)71
Specializing to the case AT =  3 the coset space becomes the desired SU(3)/U(1).
Furthermore, the traceless SU( 1) generators £</ vanish. We will also define real
one-forms;
a = cr3 = 013 +  ia23 (5.54)
E =  E3 =  Ex +  zE2 (5.55)
v = vx + iv2 (5.56)
Following these changes through, the exterior derivatives become;
1 3do\ =  - - A  A cr2 — z'i A E2 -  ^2 A Ei — -Q  A cr2 (5.57)Z Z
1 3do2 =  -A A Ji +  A Ei -  i/2 A E2 +  -Q  A cti (5.58)z z
1 3dEi =  -A A E2 — V\ A cr2 +  v2 A <7i — -Q  A E2 (5.59)z z
1 3dE2 = —~A A Ei V\ t\ o\ v2 t\ (j2 -4- ~zQ A Ei (5.60)Z 4^
dzq =  —A A z/2 — cr2 A Ei +  (Ti A E2 (5.61)
dz/2 =  A A iq +  G\ A Ei +  (t2 A E2 (5.62)
dX = 2o\ A (j2 — 2Ei A E2 4- 4i/i A ^2 (5.63)
dQ = 2o\ A cr2 +  2Ei A E2 (5.64)
This brief summary contains the results that we shall need to implement the Cartan
equations of structure, but first we must obtain the metric on M .
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5.2 Calculation of the metric using the ADHM  
procedure
In terms of the uj variables introduced in the ADHM construction, the metric on the 
1-instanton moduli space is given by
g = 2du)au.dujl (5.65)
Where
U) u — a)
These variables are to be subject to the ADHM constraints:
(5.66)
TCa^ .UPuU I = C (5.67)
(Note the introduction of the non-commutativity parameter as discussed in the intro­
duction). This constraint can be satisfied for £ along the 3-direction, (setting C =  C3 
in what follows), by writing u  in the form,






Where U is an TV x N  unitary matrix. To shorten the notation we introduce
p + = \ r + 2 ’ p- = w ~ 2
(5.69)
Under a U( 1) transformation, the uiUa ’s behave thus:
=  e*U.S (5.70)
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We must also impose the so-called gauge condition. In terms of the quotient con­
struction this amounts to the requirement that one take a section to the level set 
which is orthogonal to the integral curves generated by the Killing vector of the U( 1) 
group on M.. That is to say, the implementation of the gauge condition implements 
the U( 1) quotient part of the ADHM construction. The components of the Killing 
vector are given by
d  ,_d d
X Killing =  ^ l t d ^  u q - a  (5.72)diJua d(jJau
The requirement of orthogonality on tangent vectors is arrived at by using the metric:
9 { X ,  XKi l l in g)  — 9 (5.73)
This can be converted to a condition on the one-forms by writing:
9 ( - ,X Killing) = 0 (5.74)
(dw„g,u)u i- ^ — } -  i (dQ^ ,u)au- A r  \  = 0 (5.75)
Which yields the required gauge condition,
d c u ' jjWuq t o ' itduJuct — 9 (5.76)
We now differentiate (5.70) to give
d J  =  e^idU.S + U.dS + id<j> U.S)
=  e**















'* ■  0 ^  
0 P- 
0 0
Similarly we define the conjugate quantity :
(5.77)
(5.78)
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Differentiating gives
=  e -*0  I I p+
0 0 \ . / p+ 0 0 \ „Ti I p+ 0 0
Xfldp +  .dC/t -id</>
0 £  0 )  \  0 p_ 0 /  \ 0  p l 0
(5.80)
(5.81)
We can now calculate the parts of the expression for the gauge fixing condition. 
Firstly we have:
duaucjUa = Tr(du.uj) (5.82)
=  Tr 0 * /  p+ 0 0 \  +"+ Utdp+ \dU i
0 ^ 0 /  V o p-  0 )
(  p+ 0 0 \  4
- » #  .t/f
I  o p_ 0 /
( p + 0 )
u 0 P- >
0 0 J 4
(5.83)
=  2pdp — 2ip2 ,d<f> — Tr
>2 +  § 0 0 






Where we have made use of the cyclic property of the trace and the identity dW.U = 
—UKdU, which derives from the unitary condition on U, W .U  = 1. Likewise, for the 
other part we get
u)“du)ua = Tr(u.du) (5.85)

















V o p- o j P -I 0 0 1 I 0 0 ) ° 0 J
=  2 pdp + 2 id(j) p2 +  Tr
1 + \  0 0 ^
0 p2 -  I 0 
0 0 0
iPdU (5.86)
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Inputing these results to (5.76) yields an equation for the parameter (f> appearing in 
the U( 1) transformation.
\
2ip2 d(f) + Tr 0 
0
0 0
p 2 U*dU =  0 (5.87)
0 0 







This expression for (j) is not in its most useful form for our purposes. Ultimately 
we should like to compare the metric derived by this quotient construction to that 
deduced in [20]. To achieve this we shall need to give our expressions in terms of the 
left invariant one-forms on the coset space SU(S)/U(1). Fortunately this is relatively 
straight forward to do. We shall make use of the expression
UldU = iC (5.89)
Where C is the matrix of left-invariant 1-forms given in the notation of [20] as
/  i n  . ^  _ \
C =





As described in [20], Q is the (7(1) generator which lies outside the coset. The question 
mark denotes other 1-forms that lie outside the coset. We can now substitute this 
into our expression for d(j> :
d* =  ^ T r
( 0
0 p2 - §
0 0
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(5.92)
We can now substitute (5.92) back into (5.78) and (5.81). This represents the imple­
mentation of the U( 1) quotient.
(  O n \
djrf =  dU
f  p+ 0 ^
0  P- 
0 0
+ Udp




i n  n NP+ 0
“  v (A( +  V e ) c /
\
0  p .
0  0
(5.93)
du/ = £■ 0 0 ) [ / t + ( ^  0 0 \ dUi + J _ {X(: + 2p>Q)( P+ ° ° | t / t
0 ^ 0  \  0  p -  0  I V  I 0  0p~
(5.94)
The above are still not in a convenient form to calculate the metric. Ideally we should 
like to pull out a pre-factor of U in dujUa and a post factor of t/t from du)ui*. This 
would be convenient for then the unitary matrices will multiply to give the identity 
and so remove themselves from our consideration. Taking the first term in (5.93) and 
using the fact that U is unitary we may write
dU








KQ + A) v f P+ 0 >
iU «/* | ( 0  -  A) E • 0 P- (5.96)
 ^ <7* E* ? J I 0 0 J
( 2P+(Q +  A) P-.V \
= iU p - (Q ~ A ) (5.97)
 ^ P+°* p- E*
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Therefore duo,,,* becomes:
^ p + p i x  -  j ^ p d p  P - V
dui' =  ie'^U. p+ 1/* - ^ p _ pI \ - j - p d p
p+a* p_£*






P - v "  j z p d p  ~  ^ P - p 2+ \  p - £
Note that the 1-form outside the coset, Q, has obligingly canceled out of this expres­
sion and so it will not appear in the metric on the moduli space. Everything is now 
set up in a convenient form to allow calculation of the metric.
g =  2Tr(duj'.duj') =  2 Tr(d(jj.du)
- i ^  +  4 p V  + 2 ^  +  | j ^  +  2 ^ - | ] E 2 +  (p2 - ^ ] A 2 (5.101)2 f  *P v 1- ^ I P f  I V 2 +  2 (p2 ~  E2 +  ( p2 ~ Jj?
Comparing the coefficients of the 1-forms with those given in [20] leads to;
d sl =  h2dr2 4- a2(a l +  cr%) +  b2(Yj\ +  E j)  +  +  i^ )  +  f 2^2
1 ) .  2 ( , ‘ + 1 )
62 =  I ( r 2 +  1 ) = 2 f ^ _ £ '
<? =  r2 =  4p2
f  =  7 ^ (1  -  r~*) = { p2 ~ T ^i p 2
=  (1 -  r - 4)"1 =
P4 -  ( l ) :
(5.100)
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and
r 2 =  4 p2 (5.109)
Thus from here on we shall set £ = — However, note that there is nothing physically 
significant about the value of C- it merely depends upon the choice of scale for the 
radial variable, rescalinig p will also rescale the value of £. We can hereby write down 
the volume form for the 1-instanton moduli space,
d(Vol) =  ; ^ r 3(r2 +  l) ( r2 — 1) dr A (Ji A ct2 A Hi A E 2  A A z/ 2  A A (5.110)
= 25ps p2+p 2_ dp A <j\ A (J2 A Hi A E2 A V\ A v2 A A (5.111)
In summary, we have seen how to arrive at an explicit form for the metric on the 
moduli space of a single SU(3) instanton by means of the A.D.H.M. construction.
5.3 Com putation o f the spin-connection and cur­
vature 2-form
5.3.1 The spin-connection
We will use Cartan’s first structure equation to compute the spin-connection on the 
moduli space. We will choose the obvious veilbien basis for the metric (5.102), namely
e° =  dt, e1 =  acri, e2 =  a<72, e3 =  6E1, e4 =  6E2, e5 =  ciq, e6 =  cu2 , e7 =  /A,
(5.112)
We will assume that the torsion tensor vanishes. One proceeds by writing out the 
spin connection with undetermined coefficients and using the Cartan equation to give 
a set of simultaneous equations which will fix these coefficients. The spin connection 
is a matrix-valued 1-form that we shall write in the following manner:
lj*j = A 'jd t  T  +  C > 2 “I- T>*jEi -f- E*jYj2 T F*jVi H- G*jis2 H- “I- J*jQ  (5.113)
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where i=0,l,...,8. Note the inclusion of the one-form Q in the spin connection. This 
is because the exterior derivatives of some of the el’s include Q, so Q must necessarily
appear in the spin connection. Due to the antisymmetry of the spin-connection we
must have u li =  0, (no summation over i). The detailed computation is presented in
the appendix. The results of the analysis are as follows;
—up \ — uP § =  up § — up 7 =  ~(J\ (5.114)r
Up 2 =  UJ17 =  Up 5 =  — (J46 =  — -cr2 (5.115)
r
=  Up § =  — Up 5 — Up 1 =  — Hi (5.116)
r
uPi =  uP§ =  up q =  —uP 7 =  — - E 2 (5.117)r
—cj°5 =  uP 7 =  V l  — r~Av i (5.118)
o;°6 =  uP7 = V l — r~Au2 (5.119)
-w °7 =  m56 =  h i  +  r~*)\ (5.120)
^  = - ^ x + { l - si ) Q (5-122)
5.3.2 The curvature 2-form
We use the spin connection to calculate the curvature 2-form from Cartan’s second 
structure equation;
K j  = duPj +  u j \  A u)kj  (5.123)
In the appendix we will proceed to calculate explicitly a sample of the linearly inde­
pendent components of the curvature. The results of this analysis are summarized
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below;
R i =  — - t ( —e° A e1 +  e2 A e7 +  e3 A e6 + e4 A e5) 
r
(5.124)
R% =  —~r(—e° A e2 — e1 A e7 — e3 A e5 +  e4 A e6) 
r
(5.125)
R% =  — 7 (e° A e3 +  e1 A e6 — e2 A e5 +  e4 A e7) 
r (5.126)
R 4 =  — “ 4 (e° A e4 +  e1 A e5 +  e2 A e6 — e3 A e7) (5.127)
i?o =  - l ( e° A e 5 - e 6 A e7) (5.128)
.Rg =  — ^ r(e° A e6 +  e5 A e7) (5.129)
i ?7 =  ^ (e °  A e7 — e5 A e6) +  “ [(e1 A e2 +  e3 A e4) (5.130)
=  “j ( e° A e7 — e5 A e6) + "^(e1 A e2 +  e3 A e4) (5.131)
= — — (e1 A e3 — e2 A e4) (5.132)
Rj =  — ^ ( e 1 A4 + e2 A e3) (5.133)
Rj =  —-r(e° A e4 +  e1 A e5 +  e2 A e6 — e3 A e7) r (5.134)
Rl = — \  (e° A e3 +  e1 A e6 — e2 A e5 +  e4 A e7)T (5.135)
R\ = -r(c° A e2 +  e1 A e7 +  e3 A e5 — e4 A e6)T (5.136)
R2 = —-7j (e1 A e4 +  e2 A e3) (5.137)
R2 = —-^(e2 A e4 — e1 A e3) (5.138)
=  —t ( —e° A e3 — e1 A e6 +  e2 A e5 — e4 A e7) r4 (5.139)
=  — ^(e° A e4 +  e1 A e5 +  e2 A e6 — e3 A e7) r4 (5.140)
il? =  - j ( —e° A e1 +  e2 A e7 +  e3 A e6 +  e4 A e5) (5.141)
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R\ = ~^(e° A e7 — e5 A e6) + -^(e1 A e2 +  e3 A e4) (5.142)
Rl = -^(e0 A e2 + e1 A e7 +  e3 A e5 — e4 A e6) (5.143)
Rl = — -r(e° A e1 — e2 A e7 — e3 A e6 — e4 A e5) r (5.144)
Rj =  -r(e° A e4 + e1 A e5 +  e2 A e6 — e3 A e7)V (5.145)
R \ — - t ( —e° A e1 + e2 A e7 + e3 A e6 +  e4 A e5) r (5.146)
= —\ ( e° A e2 +  e1 A e7 +  e3 A e5 — e4 A e6) r (5.147)
R j = — - r (e 0 A e3 + e1 A e6 — e2 A e5 +  e4 A e7) r (5.148)
R\ =  A e2 + e3 A e4) — ~^{e° A e7 — e5 A e6) (5.149)
Rj = — A e6 +  e5 A e7) (5.150)
R% = e° A e5 — e6 A e7) (5.151)
Fortunately, unlike the spin connection, the curvature has no component propor­
tional to the 1-form Q.
We are now in a position to calculate the Gauss-Bonnet integral according to (B.3) 
Unfortunately, the number of terms involved made the calculation of this integrand 
prohibitively large, even for Mathematica. To make further progress a profound 
simplification would have to be sought.
5.4 The sym plectic curvature.
Having reached an impasse with the direct calculation of the Gauss-Bonnet integral 
using the above calculated curvature 2-forms, it was realized that an important sim­
plification might result if we could obtain the coordinate change to a system in which
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the symplectic nature of the curvature tensor was explicitly realized. This should 
always be possible for a hyper-Kahler manifold. To start with, we note that on a 
hyper-Kahler manifold one can write the three complex structures as follows:
(5.152)
Where rj$ =  and r ^ p  are the usual (components of) the Pauli matrices.
And the curvature tensor in this basis may be expressed as
Ri 1 *2 jl 32 eQil OC2 tPlPi
We will look for a basis in which f h a s  the simple form
(5.153)
( 0 1 0  0
- 1 0  0 0
0 0 0 1 
0 0 - 1 0
\
(5.154)
We can then expand out the three complex structures as
a; 1 =  2i (h 12 A h22 +  h™ A hA2 -  h li A h2i -  h3i A h4i)
lj2 = 2 (hl{ A h2i +  h12 A H22 +  h32 A h4 2 + h3i A h4i) 




Fortunately for us, the work of finding the three complex structures on our space has 
already been done and can be found in [20]. Next we form the two linear combinations
u)+ and lj~
u + = uj1 +  iuj2 (5.158)
= 4i(h12 A h22 +  h32 A h42) (5.159)
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u~ = cj1 — iu 2 (5.160)
=  - 4 A h2i +  h3i A fc4i) (5.161)
We shall then compare these with the combinations, K+ and K -  given by [20] and 
attempt to identify terms.
K + =  e° A e# +  ie“ A e“ (5.162)
A'_ =  e°A£# - i e a Ae4 (5.163)
Where the t's  are given by
e° =  e° +  ie7 (5.164)
e* = e5 +  ie6 (5.165)
e“ =  e1 +  ie2 (5.166)
ea =  e3 -  ie4 (5.167)
Setting w+ equal to twice gives
4* (h12 A h22 +  ft32 A h42) =  2 (e° A e* + ie“ A «a) (5.168)
We now make the following identifications,
4i h 12 A h2 2  = 2e° A e* (5.169)
4i ft32 A h42 =  2«e“ A ea (5.170)
Comparison of the two sides of this equation suggests that we should make the fol­
lowing identifications:
h12 =  -^=e° =  -)=(e0 +  ie7) (5.171)
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^  =  ^ £# =  7 5 H e 5  +  e6) (5 ' 172)
Likewise, setting y/2h3 2 = ea gives
h32 = -^=e“ =  - ^ ( e 1 +  ie2) (5.173)
h42 = -j=ea =  -^=(e3 - i e 4) (5.174)
We proceed in a similar fashion for the other coordinates, giving:
h2i = - j f  = ^=(e° -  ie7) (5.175)
ftli =  - ^ e #  =  - ^ H e 5 - e 6) (5.176)
h4i = =  ^ ( e 1 -  ie2) (5.177)
ft31 =  --^=€d =  - i= ( -e 3 - i e 4) (5.178)
This is our orthonormalised complex veilbien basis. We now wish to calculate the
metric and the components of the curvature in this basis. It will therefore be helpful
to study in general how one may express tensor components with respect to different 
basis’.
5.5 Rules for the change of basis
Consider a (dual) vector V expressed in both coordinate systems:
V  =  V ^h*  = Vaea (5.179)
Writing this out in components we have,
Vn h l 1  + V2 ih2i + V3 i h3i + V4 ih4i +  Vl2 h} 2 + V ^h 22 +  V3 i h32 +  Vi 2 h4 2  (5.180)
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= V0 e° + Vie1 +  V2 e2 +  V3 e3 +  V4 e4 + V3 e5  + V^ e6 + V7 e7 (5.181)
Using equations (5.171)-(5.178) then gives
v = ^ { V 2i + Vii )ea + ~ ( V 3i + V4 i )e4 + ^ ( V 3i - V 4 d e 2 + ^ ( V i2 - V 3 i)e3 (5.182)
-TTgW i +  v* )e* -  4 ^ 1  + v 2i)eb +  ^ ( V 22 -  Vn)e6 +  -^ (V 12 -  U21)e7 (5.183) 
Comparing coefficients of the e*’s yields
V* = ^ ( V 2i + Vi2) (5.184)
Kl =  +  V ii)  (5 ' 185)
^2 =  ^ { V 3 2  -  Vii) (5.186)
V3 =  ^ ( V 4 2 -  V3i) (5.187)
V4  = ~ ( V 3i + V42) (5.188)
V ^ - ^ V n  + Vn) (5.189)
V6 =  -^ (U 22 -  Vxi) (5.190)
Vr =  ^ ( V 12 -  V2i) (5.191)
Solving these equations for the V*Q’s gives
Vj! =  -4(»VJi -  Vt ) (5.192)
y / 2 '
Vii = - J g O ' o  -  iVr) (5.193)
V2i =  -^(Vo +  *VT) (5.194)
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-^ (V ,+ .T 4 ) (5.198)
(5.199)
We can now give a set of rules for finding the components of a tensor in this new 
basis. For example, given a 2-form, T, we can write
T  =  Tabea Ae* =  T(jd) ^  h A h *  (5 .200)
where, for example, our particular coordinate change would provide the correspon­
dence
^ li  12 =  ^±=(i5-6) ^=(0—»7) (5 .201)
=  2  ( ^ 50 — *2-^ 57 -^ °6 +  ®^67) (5 .202)
=  2 H T 05 +  T57 +  T06 +  iT^) (5 .203)
We can check that we can recover our original metric using these rules. The non-zero 
components are as follows:
0(ii)(22) =  0^(»5-6) 7 f(6+i5) =  _ 1  (5 .204)
9{ 12) (2i) =  9 -±=(o-i7) ^ (o+*7) =  1 (5 .205)
9{3i)(42) — P ^ (i4 -3 ) ^=(3+i4) =  ~ ^  (5 .206)
0(32) (4i) =  0 ^ ( l- t2 )  ^(i+*2) =  1 (5 .207)
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Using these gives:
g = 2 (hl2 h2i -  h ^h 2 2  + /i32fc4i -  h3 ihi2) (5.208)
= (e0)2 +  (e1)2 +  (e2)2 +  (e3)2 +  (e4)2 +  (e5)2 +  (e6)2 +  (e7)2 (5.209)
as required. As an aside it will be convenient for later use to calculate the determinant 
of the metric in this symplectic basis. Written as a matrix, the metric looks like
( 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 )
and so det(g) =  1. (Incidentally, one could transform the metric above to a diagonal 
form simply by changing the order in which the basis vectors are labeled).
Using the same coordinate change methods we may calculate the components of 
the curvature in this basis. The non-zero results are:
-^ ( i i ) ( i2 )  =  — A h 22 ( 5 .2 1 1 )
i?(ii)(22) =  ~ ^ ( h 3* A h 4i — h 3i A h42) +  \ { h l* A /i2i — h 14 A h22) (5.212)
-fyi2) (2i) = A h‘42 — h32 A /i4 i) +  A h22 — h12 A h2i) (5.213)
fl(ii)(32) =  ^ ( ^ 22 A hil ~  h 2 1  A ft42) (5.214)
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^(3i)(42) -  r 4
^ii)(4 i) =  A ft31 -  * 21 A h32) (5.215
R (i2)(3i) =  ^ ( h 21 A h*2 - h 22 A h41) (5.216
fi(i2)(4i) =  ^ ( ft21 A h32 ~  h22 A h31) (5.217
^ (2l)(22) =  A h 12 (5.218
fl(2i)(32) =  ^ ( h 12 A h41 -  h n  A h42) (5.219
R(2i)(42) =  ^ ( h 12 A h31 -  h n  A ft32) (5.220
R(22) (31) =  ~ i(hU A ft42 -  h ' 2 A (5.221
f i(22)(4i) =  ~ i(hU A ft32 -  h 12 A h31) (5.222
#(3i)(32) =  A *42 (5.223
> 12 A ft2i -  h 11 A /i22) +  ^ ( h 3i A h4i -  h3i A h4i) (5.224
7 (h
11 A ft22 -  ft12 A h2i) +  - i ( h3i A h4i -  h3i A h4i) (5.225
^(4i)(42) =  _ ^2^31 A ^32 (5.226
the hta,s which is given at 
the end of this chapter. We are now in a position to calculate the components of the 
symplectic curvature, (5.153). As an example of the method we calculate the three 
linearly independent non-zero components below, the rest being either zero or are 
related by symmetry.
_  _  4
- ^ ( l i ) ( 1 2 ) ( 2 i ) ( 2 2 ) =  - ^ 1 1 2 2 ^ i 2 e i 2  =
^ R u 2 2  = ~  (5.227)
^ ( l i ) ( 2 2 ) ( 3 2 ) ( 4 i )  =  -^1 2  34 ^ i 2  e 2 i  =  ^ 4
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= » f l l 2 3 4  =  - 4  (5 -2 2 8 )
-^ (3 i)(3 2 )(4 i)(4 2 ) = ^ 3  3 4 4  ^ i 2 e i 2  =  — ^ 2
=> ^3344 =  (5229)
This is our result for the symplectic curvature. We are now in a position to calculate 
the Gauss-Bonnet integral.
5.6 The calculation of the Gauss-Bonnet integral
Written in terms of an orthonormal non-coordinate vielbien basis, the volume-contribution 
to the Euler character of a 2n-dimensional manifold is given by
Xbulk =  ^ ^ n n \ A 1 ’ 2n ^*1*2 A R i 3i4 A ... A -R*2n-l*2n ( 5 .2 3 0 )
=  A * *  A ••• A *** (5-231)
=  ( f e j S  / ( 5 . 2 3 2 )  
where the are the basis of non-coordinate one-forms. In the case in hand these are
given by
9j -> hia (5.233)
In a vielbein basis the volume element is given simply by
dV = hli A h 12 A h2i A h22 A h3i A h32 A hAi A hA2 (5.234)
In terms of the left-invariant 1-forms of SU(3)/U(1) this becomes;
dV = (e° A e1 A e2 A e3 A e4 A e5 A e6 A e7) (5.235)
=  r 3(r4 — l)(d r A <7i A # 2  A Ei A E2 A A u2 A A) (5.236)
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Firstly  we note that the curvature is a function of r  only, so the integral over the  
coset elem ents separates out, giving the volum e o f the coset S U ( S ) / U ( 1 ).
V o l ( S U ( 3 ) / U ( l ) )  =  / M a 2 A E i A S 2 A M M A  =  , 4  (5.237)
This result is arrived at in appendix G by com paring the ADH M  m easure w ith that 
obtained from the m etric of [2 0 ].
The remaining integration is only over the radial coordinate.
Xbuik ^ 4 4 , ^2)  J  d r r  (r — l)e p e9  -^pip2gi<72 ^P3P4 ? 3 9 4  ^ P 5P6Q5Q6 ^ P 7P8Q7Q8
(5.238)
Now we make the change to the double index notation. In th is notation  the tensorial 
part o f the integrand above becomes:
Jildil.-Cisda) J j l Pl ) —(hP&) D f? . . (Z
(*idi) (i2d2) C?i4 i) U2P2) ' * * (*7017) (igds) (j7 0 7 ) (jsPs) ^O.ZOyj
Now recall that on a hyper-Kahler m anifold we m ay write the curvature as in equation
(5.153). Using this gives an expression in which all the spinor indices are contracted:
e 8 8 U ^ j 8 ^ 8 Cq1q2 Cd3Q4 ^dsde ed7d8 ^ $ 7  $ 8  ■^ *l*2jlj2 3^*4.73.74 ^*7*837 j 8
(5.240)
B y laboriously expanding out the term s and using the sym m etry o f the sym plectic  
curvature, one can show, (see appendix B).
A\ d i p . . r .  r .  . f .  . D .  . . . D. . . . D .  . . . D ,  . . .c cQia2 cQ3 a4 ca5Q6 ca7Q8 -t Hil23lj2 -ttt3*4j3j4 -1 ^ *5 *6.75.76 *'*7*8.77.78
=  1 Ri3iij3jt R isisM6 Rilitj7j, (5.241)
With a similar result holding for the terms involving the ji s. We can now write an
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expression for x  m which all the spinor indices have been removed.
1 r°°
xtuik =  /  dr r 3(r4—1) d'™ *  e**** e * ' ehlM * R ^
(5.242)
Using the fact that there are only three linearly independent non-zero components 
to the symplectic curvature, together with the combinatoric arguments given in the 
appendix we may write the above as
1 r°°
x  = j m r° h  d r r v - 1)
(216 (i?H22)2 (^3344)2 + 1152 i?n2 2 -R3344 (i?i234)2 +  576 (i?l234)4) (5.243)
=  45 /  d r  (5 -244)
=  J  (5-245)
This is our final result for the volume contribution to the Euler character of the 
moduli space for a single SU (3) instanton. This is the result that we shall compare 
with that given in [17].
5.7 Summary
We started this chapter with an explicit implementation of the ADHM construction 
for the SU(3) 1-instanton case. We were able to obtain the metric on the moduli 
space and compare it with that previously obtained in [20]. Note that we have 
introduced the non-commutativity parameter, (, as discussed in the introduction. We 
have written the metric in terms of the left-invariant 1-forms of the quotient group 
SU(3)/U(1). We then proceeded to use the Maurer-Cartan equation to obtain the 
exterior derivatives of these basis forms. This allowed us to use the Cartan structure
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equations to determine the spin connection and the curvature 2-form on the moduli 
space. Having obtained these results we transformed to a coordinate system called 
the symplectic basis that exploits the hyper-Kahler nature of our space. We were 
able to ascertain the components of the symplectic curvature tensor and use this 
simplification to calculate the Gauss-Bonnet integral over the moduli space. Since 
the Gauss-Bonnet integral represents a topological invariant, we expect its value to be 
independent of deformations of the moduli space induced by varying £. Thus naively 
we suspect that this value also pertains to the true instanton moduli space where we 
take the limit C —> 0.
5.8 M ultiplication table
ft1’ A ft12 =  ~t=(—ie5 — ee) A - i ( e °  +  ie7) 
y/2 y '  -v/2
(5.246)
= h i e 0 A e5 +  e5 A e7 +  e° A e6 — ie6 A e7)
Z
(5.247)
ft1’ A ft2’ =  l(*e° A e5 — e5 A e7 +  e° A e6 +  ie6 A e7)
Z
(5.248)
ft1’ A ft22 =  - ie 5 A e6 (5.249)
ft’ ’ A ft3 ’ =  1(—*e* A e5 +  e4 A e5 — e3 A e6 — ie 4 A e6) 
z
h 1 * A h3 2  =  ^ ( ie 1 A e 5 - e 2 A e 5 +  e 1 A e 6 +  ie2 A e6) 
z
h 1  ^ A /i4 i =  ^ ( ie 1 A e5 +  e2 A e5 +  e 1 A e6 — ie 2 A e6) 
z






ft12 Aft21 =  —ie° Ae7 (5.254)
ft12 A ft22 =  h —»e° A e5 +  e° A e6 — e5 A e7 — ie6 A e7) (5.255)
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ft12 A ft3i =  h - e °  A e3 -  ie° A e4 +  ie3 A e7 -  e4 A e7) (5.256)
z
h 12 A h32 =  i(e°  A e1 +  ze° A e2 — ze1 A e7 4- e2 A e7) (5.257)
Z
h12A h 4i =  ^(e° A e1 — ze° A e2 — ze1 A e7 — e2 A e7) (5.258)
h 12 A h42 =  i(e °  A e3 — ze° A e4 — ze3 A e7 — e4 A e7) (5.259)
Z
/z2i A /i22 =  i ( —ze° A e5 +  e° A e6 4- e5 A e7 4- ze6 A e7) (5.260)
Z
h21 A h3* = ^ (—e° A e3 — ze° A e4 — ze3 A e7 +  e4 A e7) (5.261)
z
/z2i A /z32 =  ^(e° A e1 4- ze° A e2 +  ze1 A e7 — e2 A e7) (5.262)
z
h2 i A h 4i = i(e °  A e1 — ie° A e2 +  ze1 A e7 +  e2 A e7) (5.263)
z
/z2i A h42 =  ^(e° A e3 — ze° A e4 4- ze3 A e7 +  e4 A e7) (5.264)
Z
h2i A ft3’ =  U - i e 3 A e5 +  e4 A e5 +  e3 A e6 +  ie4 A e6) (5.265)
z
h22 A h32 =  ^(^e1 A e5 — e2 A e5 — e1 A e6 — ze2 A e6) (5.266)
k 22 A /z4* =  A e5 +  e2 A e5 -  e1 A e6 +  ze2 A e6) (5.267)
h22 A h 42 = \{ ie 3 A e5 4- e4 A e5 -  e3 A e6 4- ze4 A e6) (5.268)
h3i A h32 = ^(e1 A e3 4  ie2 A e3 +  ze1 A e4 — e2 A e4) (5.269)
/z3i A /z4i =  ^ (e 1 A e3 — ze2 A e3 +  ze1 A e4 +  e2 A e4) (5.270)
h3i A h 42 = ie3 A e 4 (5.271)
h32 A /z4i =  — ze1 A e2 (5.272)
h32 A h42 =  i ( e x A e3 -  ze1 A e4 +  ze2 A e3 +  e2 A e4) (5.273)
z
/z4* A h42 = ^ (e1 A e3 — ze1 Ae4 -  ie2 A3 —e2 A e4) (5.274)
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5.9 Combinatorial argument
We need to examine the possible combinations of index values appearing in (5.242). 
The e symbols require that all the Vs assume different values, and the same goes for 
all the f  s, fc’s and Vs. Thus there will only be contributions from the following terms
# 1 1 2 2 # 2 2 1 1 # 3 3 4 4 # 4 4 3 3  » # 1 1 2 2 # 3 3 4 4 # 2 4 3 1 # 4 2 1 3  &nd # 1 2 3 4 # 2 3 4 1  # 3 4 1 2 # 4 1 2 3 - Our task is to
determine how these three terms contribute to the Gauss-Bonnet integral.
Let the index set (1122) be denoted by A, and let (1234) and (3344) be denoted 
by B  and C respectively.
5.9.1 Case 1, A A C C
If we fix the first index set to be A — (1122), and if we then fix the second index 
set to be (2211) then there are 6 possibilities for the third configuration of indices, 
namely (3344), (4433), (3434), (3443), (4343), and (4334). This leaves the last set of 
indices completely determined. We can work out the sign of each such contribution 
using the e symbols which appear in (5.242).
A A C C Sign
i i j M i *2j2^ 2^ 2 izhkzh 4^j4^ 4^ 4






Note that there are 6 ways to arrange the numbers (1122) within the set A  and 
there are a further six ways of arranging the index sets AACC. Thus the total number 
of contributions from the AACC  term i s 6 x 6 x 6  =  216.
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5.9.2 Case 2, A C B B
Again we fix the first index set to be (1122) G A. The next index set is fixed as C . 
We must then work through the possible configurations of these index sets.
A C B B  Sign  
i i j i k i h  «2j2&2^2








3434 2341 4213 +
4213 2341 +
3443 2314 4213 +
4213 2314 +
4343 2431 3214 +
3214 2431 +
4334 2413 3241 +
32241 2413 +
Above we have 16 index sets of allowed index values. But we fixed the first index 
set to be precisely (1122). However, there are 6 ways of arranging this configuration. 
There are a further 12 choices for the arrangement of the letters ACBB. Thus 
altogether there are 1 6 x 1 2 x 6  =  1152 allowed terms whose indices are A C B B  or 
some permutation thereof.
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5.9.3 Case 3, B B B B
We fix the first index set to be (1234) G B  and proceed to work out the other allowed 
values of the indices,
B B B B  Sign 
i i j i h h  *272^ 2^ 2 hjsksh
2341 3412 4123 +
4123 3412 +
2413 3142 4321 +
4321 3142 +








3142 2413 4321 +
4321 2413 +
3421 2143 4312 +
4312 2143 +
4123 2341 3412 +
3412 2341 +




4312 2143 3421 +
3421 2143 +
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There are 24 terms represented in this table. Furthermore, there are a possible 4! 
similar tables which may be drawn. This is because there are 4! ways of arranging our 
initial indices, i.e. there are 4! ways of arranging (1234). Thus the total contribution 
from terms of this type is 24 x 4! =  576.
Chapter 6
Integration over the m other space 
and the D -instanton partition  
function
In this chapter we shall discuss how we might calculate the Gauss-Bonnet integral of 
the single instanton moduli space M. by integrating over the mother space M. and 
imposing the ADHM constraints as delta functions on A4.
To restrict the domain of integration one cannot simply introduce these delta 
functions. They must be accompanied by a suitable Jacobian. In section 6.1 we 
explore the general form of this Jacobian J  for a set of unspecified constraints. We 
demonstrate that by solving the constraints we may introduce a coordinate system in 
which the argument of the delta function corresponds to a subset of the coordinates 
themselves. Associated with this coordinate transformation will be another Jacobian, 
J'. The integrations over the delta functions are then trivial and one is left with an 
integration over the remaining coordinates, which correspond to the coordinates on 
the reduced space M . In section 6.3 we follow this procedure explicitly for the 517(3) 
1-instanton moduli space. We solve the ADHM constraints thereby introducing a 
coordinate system that trivializes the ADHM delta functions. We also determine the
124
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appropriate Jacobian factors and thereby identify the volume form on the moduli 
space M.. We adopt the same procedure with the fermionic ADHM constraints. As 
detailed in chapter four, the fermionic collective coordinates of an instanton solution 
correspond to Grassmann-valued symplectic tangent vectors to the moduli space. 
Thus solving the fermionic ADHM constraints corresponds to identifying those sym­
plectic tangent vectors in M. that are also symplectic tangent vectors to A4. We find 
the coordinate change that trivializes the fermionic ADHM delta function constraints. 
Having identified such a symplectic basis we are then able to use equation (H.32) to 
obtain the components of the symplectic curvature on A4. This demonstrates how the 
fermionic ADHM constraints restrict the symplectic curvature of the mother space to 
that of the moduli space and allows us to confirm our previous expressions for these 
quantities.
In section 6.6 we introduce the D-instanton partition function. This is an integral 
over the mother space upon which Lagrange multipliers impose the ADHM constraints 
as delta functions. We can then assemble all the results of the previous sections 
to evaluate this integral. We show that in the 1-instanton sector the D-instanton 
partition function reproduces the conventional Gauss-Bonnet integral on the instanton 
moduli space. The remaining section is then devoted to developing the result of 
[17]. We perform the integrations in the D-instanton partition function in a different 
order and obtain a numerical result providing a general formula for the Gauss-Bonnet 
integral of a class of manifolds. We use this expression to calculate the Gauss-Bonnet 
integral for the SU (3) case and compare this value with that obtained in chapter five.
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6.1 Restricting the domain of integration to  a sub­
surface of a manifold defined by constraints.
Let us start with a general situation in which one is given a manifold M  (called the 
mother space) with Dim(M) =  ra, and coordinates u %. Consider n non-degenerate 
constraint equations, which are schematically of the form
/ V )  =  0 c =  0,1, •••,«.  (6.1)
The imposition of these constraints will restrict us to a subsurface of M, called N, 
which will be of dimension Dim(N) =  m — n. Analogous to the procedure for finding 
the metric, we first find the volume form on the mother space and then impose the 
constraints that will limit us to the embedded subspace. Now consider the embedded
sub-surfaces of M  defined by the n constraint equations f c =  0, c =  1, . . . ,  n. Since the
/ c’s have the constant value zero over the surface, variations in the value of f°  must 
take one out of these surfaces and thus be in a direction normal to them. Thus for 
each c, must be a vector normal to N. Generically, given constraint equations, 
f c =  0 then the volume form on the reduced space, Q, will be related to that on the 
mother space, fi, in the following way:
[  fi =  /  fi n s(fC)J = f c T o j f l  S ( fc)J  (6.2)
J n  J m  C=1 J C=1
The delta function imposes the n constraints f°  =  0 that limit us to the space A/-, 
and J  is a Jacobian factor, given by
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We can confirm that this is the correct choice for the Jacobian by investigating the
consequences of a change of variables. Let f ,c be defined thus:
}'c = M cd. f i  (6.4)
=► n  *(/*) ^  n  «(/*) = det(M~l ) n  8 1 f )  (6.5)
C—  1 C =  1 C—  1
And the Jacobian transforms as;
J ^ J '  =
\
det ' a r det
did \d u j) i = det(M ).J (6.6)
Thus the integral is invariant under the above reparameterisation, so the Jacobian 
serves its required function. Having restricted the domain of integration to the sub­
space, we will next like to make a change of variables that will simplify the integral by 
allowing us to integrate out the delta function constraints. The key idea is to change 
to a set of coordinates in which the f c parameterize the directions in the mother space 
perpendicular to the embedded subspace, i.e. we aim to realize the the f c as coordi­
nates on the manifold M. The remaining coordinates will then naturally parameterize 
the sub-manifold N. We shall denote these coordinates by 0**, // =  1,..., m — n. In 
short we wish to make the following coordinate change: {a;} —> {/, 9} . We therefore 
envisage that the 0^’s be a set of parameters that satisfy the constraint equation, i.e.:
/ » =o, w= wtr, n  =► / x r ,  r w w  = o (6.7)
There will be another Jacobian, J ', associated to this change of variables, giving the 
volume element as:
dmu  =  / ( / ,  9)dHrif.d m~n9 (6.8)
And schematically, the overall integration becomes
/ <* *« = / ■  / ( / ,  9)dnf.c T -n9 f [  S( fc) .J(u(f ,  9)) (6.9)
J N  J  nC = 0
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= J J'(0,9)<r-n0J(u(0,8)) (6.10)
Notice that the delta function constraints have allowed us to eliminate n of the inte­
grations, leaving an integration over the coordinates of N  and an appropriate Jacobian 





















Note that this is just the determinant of the matrix of the inner products of vectors 
that are orthogonal to the constrained sub-surface.
6.2 Quotienting a Space by a Group Action.
Consider the case where a group G acts on a space M.. We wish to determine the 
volume form, Q, on the quotient space M./G. Somewhat schematically this may 
simply be written as
f n = f.tl (6.12)
Jm  Jm  V o I g \ x )
Where V oIq (x ) is the volume of the G-orbit through the point x e  M
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6.3 Solution of the ADHM  constraints
We have already found the form of u  which satisfies the case f c = 0. (We did this 
when calculating the metric). For the case / c ^  0 we make the following ansatz:
LJ = U.
( p+ a \
0 p- 
0 0
P+ 0 0LJ = I | .£/+
a* p- • • • 0
Where p_, p+ G R ;a  G C. Using this ansatz we get;
UJ.UJ =
P+ ap+
\  cx*p+ aa* +  p2_ 
Setting c =  1,2,3 and defining f ' c =  / c +  Cc gives,
0 1 \  (  f?+ ap+f ' 1 = Tr. I ^  I =  p+(a +  a*)
I 1 0 J {  a*p+ ao f + pL J
/ - = 2 V . |  °.  M  p;  a: \  I






(6.18)I '3 = Tr. ( 1 0 '+  2 ) = p l - p l - a a -
0 —1 J \  a*p+ aa  +  p2_ )
To clarify the situation we decompose a  into its real and imaginary parts. Let a  =  
a + ib, a* =  a — ib. This gives;
r 1f ' 1 =  2 p+a => a = 2 p+ (6.19)
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/ ' 2 =  - 2  p+b =► b = - s a2 p +
f '3 = p l -  p i — a2 — b2
(6.20)
(6.21)
To simplify the structure of these equations a little further we shall introduce the 
complex quantity F  where F = J ' 1 — i f '2 and so;
F  1a =
2P +  2 p + i f 1 ~  i f 2)
(6 .22)
The equation for / 3 becomes;
f s =  p2+ - p i -
F.F*
(6.23)
This is an equation for p+ and p_ which is to be solved in terms of Z'1, / ' 2 and / ' 3. 
To find a solution to this equation, let us set
2 2 f  F-F"
p -  =  p  ~  T ~
Substituting this into the equation for f '3 gives,
, F.F* ,  f '3 F.F* ,  2 f '3
5  - p+ + J & ~ p ~ P + ~ P + T
fi3
=► p2+ = p2 + y
(6.24)




Thus u  is now;
u = U.
(  P-b- —  \  V+  2 p+
0 P-
0 0
V o  0 )
(6.28)
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Our aim is to find the volume element on the quotient space. To do this we shall 
need to calculate duj and wedge together all its constituents like so;
diJ1 i A duji 1 A dtJl 2  A du\1 A • ■ • A duJN 2 A du^-7  2 r- 2 (6.29)
Our strategy for making this somewhat easier is to change to a coordinate system 
that explicitly involves the / /c’s. The volume element will then include the factor 
df' 1 A df '2 A df '3 as well as wedge products of other one-forms which correspond to 
the d0’s mentioned above. The function which sits outside this wedge product will be 
the Jacobian J '( / ,  0) of the transformation from {cj} to {/, 0}. We take derivatives 
of the coordinates on the manifold to yield the basis one-forms;
du =  dU.
/  p ,  - Z L \  P+ 2 P+
P-
0 + u.
( dp+ da  ^
0 dp- 
0 0
v 0  0  /  0  0  )
We now calculate the exterior derivatives appearing above;
dp+ = — dp +  -j— d f 3  
P+
1 F
d a = 2 ^ d F - W + dp+
1 dF -  ^ i-d p  -  J ^ -d f '32 p+ 2 p% r 8 p%







We must find the various component one-forms contained in the dU term in (6.30). 
We do this by writing dXJ in terms of the left invariant one forms arranged in the
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matrix £ , as discussed earlier.
dU = U.UldU = iU.C = iU.
( b{Q +  A) v
cr
<7 :
G\ G2 ••• on









i F + iBr(Q -  X)
(6.36)
V *P+< * £ <  + iP -K  /
We are now in a position to write out all the components of du in terms of 
coordinate system. The results are as follows;
doji j — +  A) H——dp +  -— d/32 p+ 4p+
dp -  . .2/4 &P+ 4 p+
du2 i =  ip+v
* * * =  "  3 r dp ~  s z d / 3 + + A )  + ip- v
F o_ o f  F .F*\
^ = +‘t  w ' A ) + I1 + 4^: Jdp
+ r ~  ( t t ~  -  ^  d/ 3 -  - r ~ 7 dF* ~ t —r dF 4p -  V 4/4  /  8P-P+ 8P-P+
du3 j — ip^.(j
F










Where we have used the fact that df,c = dfc.
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6.4 The volume form on the S U( N)  one instanton  
moduli space
In the case of a single instanton the mother space of the ADHM construction is R*N. 
This space is trivially hyper-Kahler. The moduli space is obtained by applying the 
ADHM constraint equations and then performing a quotient by the group U(l). In 
terms of an integration over the mother space this may be achieved by introducing 
the ADHM constraints as delta functions with an appropriate Jacobian, as discussed 
above. The Jacobian we need to introduce is the determinant of inner products of 
those vectors in M. which are orthogonal to the surfaces defined by f c = constant. 
Since we know the constraint equations we could directly calculate the determinant 
in (6.11). However, in the case of a single instanton the level set possesses a U( 1) 
isometry, (so the U( 1) Killing vector X  must be tangent to the level set), so we have
g{IcX , X )  = u c(X , X) =  0 (6.44)
Where g is the metric and Gj the Kahler form on the manifold A4. Consequently a 
basis of vectors normal to the level set is provided by the vectors I CX  which number 
3dim(G) =  3. Thus, using the Hermiticity of the metric, their inner products are
g(FX, I dX) = S^giX, X )  -  F^g(X ,  F X )  =  5cdg(X, X )  (6.45)
This quantity is often denoted in the literature by L and we calculate it below for the 
general k instanton case and then set k =  1. Firstly we shall require the U(k) Killing 
vector fields in the notation established in chapter three (see equation (3.94)),
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g =  &rhnt^dzmidzn*
Therefore we have
-g(Xr, X ‘) = i2n ( d z ^ , J J j  (dz™ , ^
= - C l ™ e ^ z * T ! izie S \ 6 \ 6 ni 6 illl
Setting k = 1 we have
g(X ,X )  = - e ^ z ^ Q T z ^
= z i ( ° 3 ~ h ) j
\  13 O3 /  \  I3 O3 /
Recall that for k = 1 the coordinates z are given by, (3.66),
\  i (  U1u \  2 (  Q2v \
^ r z “ U r  a - J
Substituting this into the above gives (see equations (6.15),(6.24),(6.26) and (6.27))
, ( * , * ) =( V 03 - l 3 ) ( oi- ) - (^ ) ( 03 - l3 V ^  )
-0-„i A  13 03 /  U u  J  U . 2  /  I  13 03 A  - “ui )
= - 2 u)auiUUa = — 4p2
The Jacobian, being the square root of the determinant of inner products of basis 
vectors normal to the level set therefore becomes
j =1 A h a j i  = (2 p f = 8 p3
In the case at hand, which we will treat explicitly, there are three A.D.H.M. con­
straints and one gauge fixing term. We shall attempt to define the coordinates f c
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which parameterize those directions that are orthogonal to the (embedded) A4, so 
that a point which satisfies the ADHM constraints has f c = 0. Thus we define the 
f ’s as
f c = TcapL)Pu.uUa -  c  (6.46)
To complete the ADHM construction we must also impose the further condition of 
gauge-fixing, which for us amounts to performing the U{ 1) quotient. Although this 
condition may be written in differential form as
d/° =  dufaua -  u Z du)ua =  0 (6-47)
we were not able to integrate this equation, so could not find a coordinate that could 
be used to parameterize this direction. In this respect we note that the action of G 
on AA is free, so the U( 1) orbit through each point should be proportional to the 
volume of the f/(l) group space. The scale factor is |det(L)|2 , (see [12]), giving the 
volume of the orbit through a point on the level set is
VolG(x) = \det(L)\WolG
Which in our case gives the factor 2pVolo- Thus, at least schematically, the overall 
result for the volume form is
f n  =  T F T  f- n  S ( n  (6-48)Jm  V oIg Jm  " [
Where u  is the volume form on M. and uj is that on M.. In our case this is just 17(1), 
so Vole = Volu(i) = 27r
[  (l =  -  / .  p2Q n  S ( n  (6-49)
Jm  7r Jm  *=[
It is now straightforward to calculate the volume form on AA. We first calculate the 
wedge product of all the forms given in equations (6.37) to (6.43). As a preliminary
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we note that the one forms o  and E only occur in du2{ and du22. Thus the only 
product involving a and E is;
duj2i A duj2* A du22 A du)22 =  p+p2 <7 A a* A E A E* (6.50)
Wedging all these one-forms together gives
duox i A dQI A du12 A d u 2 A • • • A d u N2 A dQ2N (6.51)
=  j(p+ p_)2pQ  AdpAcr A<T*AEAE*Ai / Az / , AAA dF  A dF* A d f3
=  4p(p+/9_)2<2 A dp A (7i A a 2 A Ei A E2 A i/i A i/2 A A A d /1 A d /2 A d /3 (6.52)
where we have used a A <r* =  —2ic7i A <72 etc. Now recall that from equation (5.88)
we have,
Q =  - 2 d<j> -  (6.53)
Substituting this into the wedge product gives
=  8p(p+p - )2d(f> A dp A (Ji A <72 A Ei A E2 A A A A A d /1 A d /2 A d /3 (6.54)
Here we can read off the Jacobian factor, of (6.8).
f  =  8 (p+p_)V (6.55)
Thus have we changed coordinates to a form which will trivialize the action of the 
delta function constraints. In so doing we have determined the Jacobian factor J
Note that J' is independent of the /  coordinates, despite of the action of the delta
function.
Thus, including the Jacobian factor from (6.49),replacing the / /c’s with the / c’s 
and integrating over the one form d</> (which yields a factor of 27t) gives the volume
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factor
3
=  2  5 / 9 3 ( p + / 9 _ ) 2  J J  S ( f c — ( c) d p A a i  A c r 2  A E i  A E 2 A i q  A v 2 A A  A d/1 A d f 2 A  d f 3 ( 6 . 5 6 )
c—l
Fortunately, this agrees with that obtained from the explicit implementation of the 
hyper-Kahler quotient given previously, (5.111).
6.5 The Fermionic ADHM  constraints
The components of the fermionic instanton solution can be arranged into a vector 
ip = (fi, fi) that can be shown to correspond to Grassmann valued symplectic tangent 
vectors to the mother space. For the 1-instanton case these fields are constrained to 
satisfy the following two equations, labeled by the index a,
l^u^uia T (-^ aiuPu — 0 (6.57)
where Qaiu =  eap^iu and the cj’s  are already known from equation (6.28). The above 
equation is actually the requirement that the vector ip = (//, /a) be a symplectic 
tangent vector to Mk,  as shown in chapter five. Now consider an integral over the 
symplectic tangent vectors to the mother space. If we wish to restrict this integration
to tangent vectors to the reduced space, we shall need to introduce the two delta
function constraints with the appropriate Jacobian factors ,
f  d x p =  f  _ d ^ J l [ S { f a ) (6.58)
JTPM JTPM ^
One should recall that for anti-commuting numbers the Jacobian is the inverse of 
what one would ordinarily expect.
Following the strategy of the previous section we shall attempt to change to a 
coordinate system which trivializes these constraints. The first stage is to again write
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the constraint equations as /<* =  0 where
f a  — P u ^ u ia  T  ^ a iu P u (6.59)
Taking the complex conjugate of this gives
(/a) =  =  / “ =
( / i )  =  f 1 =  h  . ( / i )  =  / 2 =  - h
(6.60)
(6.61)
We set p to be
P =
( n  ^Mi
= (M =  I Mi M2 MnM2 
 ^ Mn y
Substituting this into (6.57) gives an explicit expression for the / ’s
/ i  =  M+Mi “  M -M 2 ? / 2  =  M2P- +  M+Mi
(6.62)
(6.63)
The Jacobian J  required to implement the coordinate change is calculated as previ­
ously prescribed,
J ~ 2 =
d p _ d p _  , d p  d p  d p  d p  . d p  d p
,a ' f)na fina a --a ' a ~cdfia dfj.a dp.a dna dfia d[ia dfia dfj,a
dp_dp_  , d p  d p  d p  d p  . d p  d p
dfia dna dp,a dp,a dfia dna dp.a dp,a
p \  +  M - 0 V
0 P+ +  P- 
Implementing the constraints /d =  0 gives the results
P- P+





As per the prescription in chapter four, we can assemble the fermionic fields that 
satisfy f a  = 0 into a symplectic tangent vector on the reduced space, which we











\  Pn  )
= U
P i  
P2  
Pn
- t o t  
t o t
^ P n  J
(6.67)
This is a symplectic tangent vector to the moduli space, but is explicitly written in 
terms of the tangent basis to the mother space in which M. is embedded. The vector 
ip above leads to the following choice for the 4-dimensional symplectic tangent vectors 
to M .
e'1 = e'2 =





\  0 /
Where for brevity we have set
(  0  ^
1
0



















B = ^ -  
P-
(6.69)
In terms of the basis vectors on the mother space, e* we can write the above as
e'1 =  e1 +  Be5 
e* =  e2 -  i e 4
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However, these are not unit vectors, so we must divide these by their magnitude to 
yield an orthonormal basis on M.. We have the following unit vectors,
®'1 =  ^ ( el + Be5) = ^ ( p- e l+ p + e5 ) 
V 2 , ( e2- l e4)  =  ^ ^ e2 - " - e4)







It is straightforward to determine the orthonormal complement to these vectors in
M,
-  " T P T !  (* ' +  B“‘) ‘  (<’- • ’ +<•*'') <6-78>
s* -  (6 79>
Using the method of images we may write down the matrix which implements this 
transformation of the basis
M  =
pV2
p- 0 0 0 p+ 0
0 p+ 0 - p - 0 0
0 0 pV2 0 0 0
0 - p - 0 -p+ 0 0
p+ 0 0 0 - p - 0
0 0 0 0 0 pyj2
(6.80)
!
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Applying this transformation to an arbitrary symplectic tangent vector of M. gives
t/j h-» -0' =  M'ip =
pV2
/ i lP _  +  / i 2/9+ ^ ( j h p _  +  H2P+ ^ ( A  >
i h p +  -  P i P - P 2P +  ~  P l P - &
PnpV2 1 P n P V 2 Pn
~ P l P +  ~  P 2 P - ”  p y / 2 ~f2
P lP +  ~  P 2 P - h
P n p V i  j  ^ P n P ^ /2  j Pn )
(6.81)
Imposing the delta function constraints, / d =  0 we see that a general vector under 
these constraints has no components in the 4 or 5 directions. An immediate conse­
quence of this is that all tensor components which mention the 4 or 5 direction will 
also vanish (in this particular coordinate system). The Jacobian of the transformation 
from (/i/i) to (p!p!) is just the determinant of M ~ l . Since M  maps one orthonormal 
basis to another it is an orthogonal matrix, thus its determinant is unity. However, 
the Jacobian for the transformation from (/i;, //)  to (/i, / ,  /i) will not be unity since 
we are changing to a basis to include f i  and / 2 and these are not unit vectors. In fact 
we will have J'  = 2p2. (Where we have used the result d/i/ =  d/i which is valid
for a change of variables in a Grassmann integration.) The remaining vectors may be 
assembled into a 4 component object representing a symplectic tangent vector to the 
reduced space A4.
t j j  =





The product of basis one-forms on this space becomes
d/iid/ijd/i^d/iid/ijd/i^ =  d/iid/i2d/ind/iid/i2d/in =  2 p2 dp[ dp!2 dp!ndf\ df2 dfjLn (6.83)
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Since the Jacobian determinant factors cancel, the volume element on the tangent 
space becomes
We can use this information to compute the restriction of the symplectic curvature
6.6 The sym plectic curvature
Using the expression for the symplectic curvature given in the appendix, (H.32), 
[12], we may re-derive the components of the symplectic curvature for the SU(3) 
1-instanton moduli space. To start with, for k = 1, the ADHM gauge group is just 
U( 1) and there is only one group generator. Thus we may ignore the indices i , j  and 
r, s in (4.89). The quantity L "1 becomes an ordinary number and we have
/  - T[S{fa) d ^ d ^ d ^ d f i d f i d v n  = /  . dp!xdpl2 d(j!ndpln =  /  _ < ^M ^2#3#4JTpM Q JTPM JTPM
(6.84)
of M. to the reduced space M ..
=  2L"1 ( ( f tr jg tf tr j jr  +  (ClT)-a(QT)Tk + (fi T);i (HT),,-) (6.85)
We have already calculated the general form of the matrices Cl and T  appearing 
above, (3.73) and (3.96). Specializing to the k = 1 case we have
(6 .86)
(6.87)
We are therefore in a position to find the explicit form of ClT and thus of the symplectic 
curvature. For brevity we shall denote ClT by A , where
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A is a 6 x 6 matrix in terms of which the symplectic curvature becomes
R i j M  =  1 ( A~ijA~ki +  A iiA jk  +  A ikA j i )  ( 6 .8 9 )
=  -  A  ((n r )B(nr)*r +  (nr)jKnr)jt +  («r)a(«r)jr) («•«>)
We shall now write down the results for the components of the symplectic curvature 
on the mother space;
^1144 =  — ^ 2 (^ 1 1 ^ 4 4  +  ^ 1 4 ^ 1 4  +  M aM a) =  ( 6 .9 1 )
R m i  = 2L~ 1 = - ±  (6.92)
^1563 =  2L -1 =  ~  (6.93)
#5252 =  4# 1 =  — 3  (6.94)
r
^6363 =  4L =  ~~a (6.95)
r
R-sm  =  2L -1 -  - E  (6.96)
All other components are zero. We can use these results to calculate the components 
of the symplectic curvature of the reduced space
# 1 2 1 2  =  # (e '\  e'2, e'1, e'2) =  “ j^ p # (e 1 + Be5, e2 -  ^ e 4, e 1 +  Be5, e2 -  -^e4)
= [#  (e \  e2, e1, e2) -  ^ # ( e \  e2, e1, e4) +  RRfe1, e2, e5, e2) -  f l (e \  e2, e5, e4)
—^ ( e 1, e4, e1, e2) +  ^ # ( e \  e4, e1, e4) -  # ( e \  e4, e5, e2) +  -^J?(e\ e4, e5, e4)
+ B R (e 5, e2, e1, e2) -  i?(e5, e2, e1, e4) +  B 2R(e5, e2, e5, e2) — A R (e5, e2, e5, e4)
- R(e5, e4, e \ e 2) +  ^ R ( e 5, e4, e1, e4) -  B R (e 5, e4, e5, e2) +  R(e5, e4, e5, e4) (6.97) B  J
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P~pj
-^ 1254 +  £2^1414 +  -®2^ 5252
  P—P+ t —  1 /   ^ I d 2  o \
~ ^ L {& + B  ~ 2 )
.2 \2
#1212 —
j -(pI - p- )





#(e'3,e'4,e'3,e'4) = # (e 3, e6, e3, e6) =  R W s -6  
= 2 L 1 {A§q + +  A^Aqq)
= 4 l -  =  - 1  =  - 4
p Z  r z
And
P-P+
f i f e V '2, §'3,e'4) =
1 B/.1









2 ^ 2  [fife1,e2,e 3,e 6) -  ^ f i(e ‘,e 4,e 3,e 6) +  fifife5,e 2,e 3,e 6) -  fife5,e 4,e 3,e 6)
(6.106)
P-P+ 
Lp2 ( ' - s )
v ApA
2
=  H— 7
(6.107)
(6.108)
These results compare favorably with those obtained by direct methods, given in 
equations (5.227)-(5.229). Having obtained the correct symplectic curvature, one may 
proceed to calculate the Gauss-Bonnet integral directly, as in the previous chapter.
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6.7 The £)-instanton partition function
In [17] it was shown that the so called D-instanton partition function Z  provides a 
means of determining the volume contribution to the Euler character of the instanton 
moduli space. The D-instanton partition function consists of a series of integrations. 
We will evaluate these integrations in two different orders. First we will choose an 
appropriate order of integration to show that Z  does indeed equal the Gauss-Bonnet 
expression. In this case the ADHM constraints appear directly as delta functions, 
which along with the appropriate Jacobian factors calculated previously in this chap­
ter, restrict the final integration to the moduli space AA. However, if one evaluates 
these integrals in a different order, then one can obtain a general formula for the 
Gauss-Bonnet integral for a single instanton in any SU (N ) gauge group. This calcu­
lation will be reproduced in full in the next section.
The D-instanton partition function is given by;
z  =  2 - 2 N ~ 17!- e N - 9 J  d 2 N 0J d 2 N Q  d e x  d 3D  d i N  p  d i N p, < f \
exp [-w “x2Wud -  iDc(TcapU%Uu& -  C) + 2 s/2 wifi£xABVu +  i^(Puu ua + OJauPi)^}
(6.109)
where, (see[23]),
X a b  =  - ^ j ^ a A B X a  , a  =  l, . . . ,6 ;  A, B  =  l , . . . ,4  (6 .1 1 0 )
Before worrying about any of the other terms we propose to proceed with the inte­
gration over x- This is a Gaussian, so we recall the general formula, given below;
f  dyi...dynexp —^ Y TA Y  + pTY  =  (2^)^det{A)~^exp \-pTA~lp (6 .1 1 1 )  
J —oo L I  J IZ  J
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Setting
A  =  2£JuCJUq,16x6 
P“ = ^fiu^ABPu
we have the result








Substituting this into the expression for Z  gives
Z =  2 - ™ - ^ - ™ - *  [  d2 Nu d 2 Nu,d3 Dd?Ntj,d4 Ntid*\
7— — r r ezp  - i D c ( r c a -  f° )  +  i n ( f i 4 0Jud, +  (Z»d„ ^ ) A 5  -  —   Ca b c d K P Z i
{^u^ua) L
(6.115)
The next stage is to recall the integral representation of the Dirac delta function,
5 ( l - I ' ) = ( 2 ^ / <rpe<P'(^ )
Similarly the fermionic delta function may be represented as
aS{n) = f  ea“ed9
With this in mind we recognize immediately that the integrations over D  and A yield 
delta functions. Furthermore, the argument of these delta functions are the ADHM 
constraints themselves, so these terms act to impose the ADHM constraints on the 
rest of the integrand. Our expression for Z  now becomes





H  S i T ^ ^ L J u a - ^ )  J ]  nf i iRnUua+ UauPu)^
A = 1a= l
7r
2 tABCDVuP uPvPv 
(6.118)
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Also, it is convenient to note that for the 1-instanton case with which we are dealing, 
when the ADHM constraints are imposed, we may write
=  2 p2 (6.119)
This gives Z  to be
Z = 2-2N- 1tt- 6N+5 f  d2Nujd2NQ [  dANfid4Nfl 
J m  j t ( m )
4  n  ««-  f i n  n  exp
P c=l A = 1 a = l
7r2 , j-.A . .B j-.C . .D
t A B C D P u  P u P v P v4 p2
(6 .120)
In equation (6.49) we gave the volume form on the moduli space in terms of 
variables defined on the mother space but constrained to lie on the moduli space by 
a delta function constraint as well as the condition of gauge fixing. We can use that 
result to write the integration above as an integration over the moduli space;
Z  =  2_2Ar_27r_6W+6 f  d2(N~l^ d 2^ Q  f  d*Np d * Nii
J M  JT( M)
~s n  n  (6 .1 2 1 )
p A = l a = l
where we have used the same symbol, u, to denote the coordinates on the moduli- 
space and those on the mother space. From equation (6.65) we know that the 
fermionic Jacobian required to correctly implement the delta function constraint is 
2 2^ . In our case we have four such fermions, each labeled by the index A. Thus we 
need four powers of this Jacobian, giving
Z  =  2~2N+2n~6N+6 (  t fW -V u tfW -V Q  [  TT S N-^iJLAS N- % Ae - & ABCDl* r t r t '
J M  JT( M)  ^
From our previous analysis we know that we may rewrite the quantity in the 
exponent, expressing it in terms of the symplectic curvature tensor. Recall equation
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(6.26), which we reproduce below,
■^eABCDRrfkiM iAM~jB M~hcM iD =  t ABCD( M AM D L~l (M c  M ° ) )  (6.122)
We can identify the M A’s with the fiAls and L =  2p2. As in the last chapter, we can 
assemble the fiA’s into a (real) symplectic tangent vector, if)A = (p,A fiA). These are 
what we called the M tA above. Using this information, Z  now takes the form
z  = 2 -2(N-l)7r-6(N-l) f  d4(N-l)u  f  TT d2{N-l)^Aexp
J M  J T ( M)
(6.123)
From equation (B.16) we know that this expression is going to be proportional to 
the Gauss-Bonnet integral. Looking at equation (B.17) we should set A  =  27t3. 
Expanding the exponential above, only the 2{N — l) th term contributes (since M. is 
of dimension 4(N — 1)). Thus the prefactors of 2 and n cancel exactly, yielding the 
result that Z/ is precisely equal to the Gauss-Bonnet integral over the moduli space 
of instantons.
4 r lz = f  d ^N^ u j  f n  <f{N- l^ Aexp — e V V Ci>iD
JM JT(M) L4o7T — XBulk 
(6.124)
6.8 The D-instanton partition function integrated  
in a different order
Here we reiterate in some detail a calculation first performed in [17]. Although moti­
vated by physical arguments, their result encapsulates the value for the Gauss-Bonnet 
integral for a class of manifolds in one simple expression. We begin with the so-called 
D-instanton partition function with vanishing vevs, equation (6.109).We shall per­
form these integrations in well defined stages and in the interests of clarity we shall
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summarize our progress at the end of each stage.
6.8.1 Integration over fi
After completing the square, the / i / i  integrations become 
/„ =  f  diNn d.akt _ 2y/2iir1 fl e
(6.125)
Shifting the integration variable gives
—  e - ^ i n X < * A Q a u ( ‘X ~ 1 ) A B u } u 0 X B  J  f ^ N ^  ^  e 2 y / 2 T T i p ! ^ X B C ^ ' P
Considering just the integral above we have
y<i4V rf4V e 2'/5"'i:‘Siflc''“C = f  n  d v '\A
(6.126)
/  n  d ^ 2  d ^ 2 »
. A = 1
,2 \/2ir in'fxBCV-'p f  n  dp,'/}, ^ ^ sxbcv.'s
■' A = 1
= det 4 x 4 (2 V 2 irx). det± x 4 (2 V27rx).. • d e t4 x 4 (2 \/27rx)
= (det4x4(2v/27rx))^ = 26N tt4N (det4x4x)~ \ N
The quantity de t^^x  can be determined to be
deUxiX — det4 x4 f ^y^^aABXaJ — 2 6 ^ 1
Thus the fi / i  integrations yield
(6.127)
And our partition function becomes;
z  = 2-2N-17r~2N-9 j  d2Nui d2N0> / f X d3Dd,Nfi dtNp, d*\ (6.128)
|x| *Nexp - a - 2-UuXuv^va ~  iD ^ T ^ ^ U J u a  ~  £C) ~  7^ ™ u(X
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6.8.2 Changing to U(N)  invariant coordinates
To evaluate the remaining integrals we shall find it helpful to first effectuate a change 
of variables to U(AT)-invariant coordinates defined by;
=  ^ iu U u ja  , W g =  ( r c)QfrUjPiuLJ.uja (6.130)
In terms of these quantities the ADHM constraints become linear in the W c’s,
(6.131)
We shall regard the u 1 s as (N  x if)-dimensional matrices where K  =  2k, (k being 
the instanton number), and a is the composite index a =  ia  so we write uua. An 
appropriate SU (N ) transformation will yield an u  in upper triangular form. Explicitly 







Zk k  0
^ f l l  £ l2 
0 £22
0 . . .
0 0
0 0
• • £l K  ^
• • £ 2  K
0  Zkk  
... 0
0 )  
(6.132)
Note that the elements on the diagonal are real and that
K
detiyV) =  det(uj) .det(uj) =  I faa
\ a = l  ,
(6.133)
We shall first effect a transitional change of variables to the f ’s, the Jacobian for 
which is given by
I  dK''w =  2k j  dK\  n  £ a ~ 2a+l (6-134)
a=l
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To motivate this assertion we will consider explicitly the cases K  =  2 and K  =  3. 
For K  =  2, VF is
£ ll Sl2£n o
£l2 2^2
Calculating the various partial derivatives;
1 dWn dW l 2  dW,
£ ll £ l l£ l2

















The Jacobian for this change of variables is thus
J  =
d W n d W n d W n d W n 2£n 0 0 0d i n d i i2 d i2 i di22
















=  2£n 0 £11 0
d i n d i i2 9^ 21 5^ 22







d i  22 0 £1*2 £12 2£22
— 4fnf22
(6.136)




















£ l l£ l2
£l2£i2 +  £22
£ ll£ l3
£l2£l3 +  £22 £23
£ll£ l3  £l2£i3 +  £2 2 ^ 3  £l3£l3 T  £2 3 ^ 3  T  £3 3
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We again calculate the various partial derivatives required for the Jacobian 
1 dWu 9Wl2 9Wl3 dW21 dW31
dWili
2 d£n  <9£i2 <9£i3 <9£2i d&i ^
dWu dWn dWn dWn 9WU 9Wn li
d£i2 $£21 £^31 d£i3 d£22 d£23
dWl2 dW22 dW32 ,
d& 2  9£ 33
=  0
<9£ll % 1 ^£31
dw 13 <9w23 <9w33
d£ll % i <9£3l
dW2i <9w22 dW23
d£ll % 2 9£i3
i dw 22 <9w23 dW32
2 <9^22 9^23 9^32
dW23 9W33 
<9^ 22 <9£32
^ 3 1 d w 32 9W33









The Jacobian is therefore
J  =
2£n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
£l2 £n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
£l3 0 £ll 0 0 0 0 0 0
?21 0 0 £n 0 0 0 0 0
0 £l2 0 £l2 2?22 0 0 0 0
0 0 £*2 £l3 £23 2f22 0 0 0
?13 0 0 0 0 0 £11 0 0
0 a 0 0 £23 0 £12 £22 0
0 0 £l3 0 0 £23 £13 £23 2£33
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Notice that the Jacobian matrix is taking a lower diagonal form. Thus the determi­
nant is the product of the diagonal entries. For K  = 2 the diagonal entries were
3Wn dWn dW2l dW22 =  3
d£ll <962 9&1 ^ 2 2  11
4fn£22
and for K  =  3 we had
dWn dWi2 dW13 dW21 dW22 9W23 9W31 dW32 dW33
9£n  <9^12 <9£l3 <961 9^22 9^23 9^31 9£32 9^33 
= 23f15l?232?33
Thus we can speculate that the Jacobian for a general K  will be
J  =  2K C ~ 2“+1 (6-137)
a = l
And in going from K  =  2 to K  =  3 we required the extra terms
( dW n 9W3i \  ( 9W23 9W32\  9W33
\  9£  13 9^31 J \  9^23 9^32 )  9^33
In general, in going from K =  n — 1 to K =  n the extra terms required will be
'"jj1dW„„dW„A dWr,
\a = l  9^an 9£na J 9£nn
And thus the Jacobian for the case K  = n is related to that for K  =  n — 1 by
'n~l dW„„ dW„A dW„(n—lI I
a= 1
9^an 9£na J 9^Ti
Using (6.137) for K  =  n — 1 gives
7 -  ( u  eyn—\  TT ,
K- U Vail 9£,an 9 (na J 9{nn
2n—2a—1 
aa
However, we can calculate the partial derivatives;
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which finally yields
( n  & )  2 " - 1 n  e -20-1= r u  f f  f 2r 2o+i= 2 " n  e _2o+i
\a = l /  a=l a=l a=l
(6.138)
as required.
We need to go further to calculate the change of variables from uj to {£, C/}. 
Consider how uj is defined
^ U\\ U\2 . . .  Uin \  (  £11 £12 £13 ••• £1,2* ^
uj =
C/01 U22 U,23 U,2 N
C/2fcl U<2k2 C/2U • • • U2kN
U 2k + l l  U2IC+12 C / 2 A H - 1 3  • • •  U 2IC + IN
0  £22 £23 • • • £2,2 k
0 0 0 . . .  £2fc,2fc
0 0 0 . . .  0
 ^ Uni Un2 Unz • • • Unn /  \  0 0 0 . . .  0
Carrying out the matrix multiplication we can see that the only block in U to con­
tribute to uj is the first N  x 2k block. Note that u  is an TV x 2 k matrix whose first 
column is given by
'  E/ 1 1 6 1  ^
UJu 1 — C/2A:,l£ll
C/2A:+l,l£ll
 ^ C/^l£ll )
Which we can write as
&ui — Uu i£n (6.139)
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Likewise the next column in uj is given by
WU2 =  Uu\fli2 +  Uu 2^ 22 (6.140)
And in general we have
a
Uua = Uubiba (6.141)
6= 1
It is useful to consider the columns of the matrix U as vectors, u , defined by ua =  Uua- 
Since U G SU(N)  we have
UlUub = (u<)aub =
Thus the vectors u are orthonormal. Selecting 2k such vectors, one can show that 
they furnish a representation of the coset in terms of a product of spheres. ul is 
a unit vector in an A/-dimensional complex space and consequently parameterizes 
S 2N~1. The second vector u2 is also a unit vector and is orthogonal to it1. Thus u2 
parameterizes an S 2N~3 which is orthogonal to the S 2N~l . That is to say, the vector 
u 1 parameterizes a (2n — l)-sphere. At every point p on this sphere, there will be a 
unit vector, namely u2 that will be orthogonal to u 1 and will therefore parameterize 
a (2N — 3)-sphere at p. There will then also be a unit vector us orthogonal to both 
of these that will describe a (2n — 5)-sphere, and so on. Thus we have
S U ( N ^ -K )  “  52*~1 X S 2 N ~ 3 X -  X s 2 N ~ 2 K + 1  (6-142)
From (6.139) we see that ujui parameterizes a sphere of radius £n in a complex N-  
dimensional space. We may therefore write the volume element associated with the 
a;ui ’s in polar coordinates as follows,
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where d?N is the standard angular solid angle measure in 2N — 1 dimensions. 
The next vector in the series is cjU2 , (6.140). We can therefore write
(^u2 “  Uui£i2 )(uju 2 — Uui^u)* = ?22 (6.144)
Recalling the standard complex representation, (z — a)(z — a)* = r2 for a circle of 
radius r, center a, we conclude that the lju 2  coordinates parameterize a sphere of 
radius £22 in (2.W — 3) dimensions, centre Uui£i2- Thus in polar coordinates we may 
write
[  n  du>u2 <K2 =  2 " - 1 f  df12 dCn  22 d?N~3Cli (6.145)
0 = 1
Continuing this iterative process, in general we have,





C ' 2“+1^22 d2 N~2a+lQa (6.146)
where f2a is parameterized by ua. Multiplying these terms together we have
[  n  duiuadoj*ia =  /
J  0 = 1  J
r 2 k
II C “2“+1^ aad2JV-2“+1 II (6-147)
.a=l J a <b
Using equations (6.133) and (6.134) we may now finally write the integrations over 
the SU (3)invariant coordinates as
- N  r  2k
j  j j  dwuadwla = 22fcAr-*(2*+i) j  dik' W  |det(W)\N~2k d2 N~2a+1Qa (6.148)
J 0=1  ^ 0=1




From (6.130), we may write
J n  dujuacL}'ua = 22N“3 J d4W  \det(W)\N~2 d:2N- ' a 1d:m - 3 Q2 (6.149)
W*a = \  (tc^ W c +  S^&W°) (6.150)
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Taking the determinant gives
\det(W)\ =  -  |(W0)2 -  \WC \2 (6.151)
We also wish to change variables in the integration from an integration over the 
components W ap to an integration over the W c and W°. The Jacobian for this 
transformation is
J  =
i  0 0 i
awA 6 awag 0 i  - I  0 — i
aw” aw°
o n  ° 4
I 0 0 i
(6.152)
Finally, we may calculate the angular factor with recourse to the general result for 
the measure on S N~11
N —2 N —2 p
[  d(lN =  27T J I  f  sink9k =  27r(v/7r)7V 2 II ^ (6.153)
J k=iJo k=i r
Which gives
r(N)
J  c f N- 3n 2 =  2wN- 1 r ( 1 )
r ( N  - 1)




d2Nw = T(N)T(N  -  1)
Thus the partition function integration becomes
-r- J  dWad3 W{{W0 ) 2 -  IW C\2 ] N ~ 2 (6.156)
Z  = T(N)T(N -  1)
XU i»
—— I  dW° d3W  <?x d3D <f A [(IT0)2 -  \Wc\2\N~2xiN (6.157)
(6.158)
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6.8.3 Integration over A
The A integral is
IX = J ^|det8x8
=  \^jdetgx» [W cr c<i^ CB. ( x - 1)AC^ ]
7F4 /--------------------------------------------= 7p \ j d e t  ( W ° t c <g> l4x4) de£ (x_1 ® 12x2)
-nAB
7T
= ^-cfei(T^c7-c)2det(x l )
Where we have used
det (W t <g> l 4x4) =
We can now determine det(Wcrc) 
det(Wcrc) =
Therefore
W CT° 0 0 0
0 W CT C 0 0
0 0 W CTC 0
0 0 0 W ct
=  ( d e t ( W cT c) Y
W 3 W 1 -  iW 2
W1 + iW 2 - W 3
=  - I  w c 12
/ a =
7T4 |WC|4 _  _4 |WC|4
=  7T
26 det(x) |xl
Thus Z  is now
_  2~2N7T~ 6 f  dW°d 3 W<fix d 3 Dd?>\ x 4 (N~1)\Wc\4 [(W0 ) 2 - \W
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6.8.4 Integration over x
We proceed to the x integral;
/ „ - / <fXX4 (N- l)e -w^  (6.168)
We will write this in terms of polar coordinates where
d?X = \x\5 d\x\d& 5 (6.169)
Therefore
= f d £ k f  IxMxIx4'"-1^ 0*2 (6.170)
= f d t l s f  d\x\x4N+1e~w°xl (6.171)
Let
t = W°x2 ^ x  = ^  (6.172)
=► dt =  2W°xdx  => dx = 2 y W ° dt (6.173)
Substituting this into the integral gives
i> A p +2N _3
Ix ~  J d&5 j  dt 2 \ y 2N+ie = (6.174)
where we have used the standard results
roc
T(z) =  /  e~Hz- ldt (6.175)
Jo
fdCl5 = 7T3 (6.176)
This last equation follows from the general result for the angular measure given in 
equation (6.153), which for N  = 6 gives
t d O  -  9 W  M _  . 3  ( ,  1Tr tJ 5 “ (v^  r(|) r(§) r(§) r(|) “ ( }
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Again, we substitute our progress so far into Z  to get 
2-2 ^ -i7r-3F(2Ar + 1)
J d W ° < f W <f x d 3 D d&X x i(N~1)\Wc\i [{Waf  ■T(N)T{N -  1)
6.8.5 Integration over W °
We now proceed with the W° integral.
Iw 0 =  [ dW°[(W° ) 2 -  \ w c\2]n ~2 {W° ) - 2 N - 1
This integral is of the general form
/„ =  [°°(X 2  -  a2 )N~2 X ~ 2N~1dX  
Ja
To evaluate this let A =  N  — 2 and B  =  2N +  1.
j 0 =  [°°(X 2 -  a2 )AX ~ BdX  
Ja
Now we integrate by parts,
U i  =  ( X 2 -  a2 ) N ~ 2 => dux =  A {X 2 -  a2 )A~1 2XdX
X ~ B + 1
dv\ =  X - BdX =>Vl = - ---- 5 -1 — B
Using these results gives
/„ =  j H  ^ g X 2- B(X2 -  a2)A~1d X  =  r ^ X ^ h  
Next we integrate by parts again, setting
U2 =  (X2 -  a2)"*-1 =4- du2 =  (A -  1)(X2 -  a2 )A- 2 2 X dX
160
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y 3—B
dv2 =  x2~BdX => v2 =   — (6.187)
6  — ID
Therefore
~cc A -  1
=  2 / - — - X 4 ~B( X 2 -  a2)A~2dX  (6.188)
Ja tJ — 3
Proceeding just one more step gives
A -  2
=  2 /  - — - X 6 ~B( X 2 -  a2)A~3dX  (6.189)
Ja D — 5
If we had A  = 3 then our final result would be
233!
In  =
 o '  f ° °
(B -  1)(B -  3)(B -  5) L  B<iX 6^'190^
Generally after A  iterations we would get
2 aA\ roo
In  = (B — l)(ff — 3)...'(B + 1 — 2Aj i* X"-‘dX
Setting A = N  — 2 and B  =  2./V +  1 gives 
2n ~2(N — 2)!
In  = r x ~, d x - m N - w  (6192>0 (2N)(2N-2) . . . (2N + 2 - 2 N  + 4) J* “  27V(JV-l)a4
Thus the VP0 integral becomes
Iw° = 2 N ( N -  l ) \W ° \ 4  6^'193^
and Z  is now
*  =  2 ~ 7 ( N ) t[ n ? V  1} /  ^  S D  e- iDC(WC~iC) (6-194)
6.8.6 Integration over D  and W c
There are now only two remaining integrals to be done, namely that over Dc and W c. 
In fact, from equation (6.116) we should recognize the remaining integration as one 
over a delta function,
J  d3De-iDC^wc- (c) = (2 tt)3 S(Wc -  C) (6.195)
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Integrating this over all W  then yields
2V  J  d3 W c (5(3) (W c -  f )  =  23tt3 (6.196)
6.8.7 The final result
We may now assemble these results to give a remarkable result;
2 -2W+1r(2AT +  l)
r(jv)r(jv + i)  ^ ^
There is just one final trick to perform to put this result in its final polished form.
We expand the gamma functions so that we may perform some cancellations. This
will also remove the ugly prefactors of two.
„  2-2W+1(2TV) x (21V -  1) x (21V -  2) x . . .  x (2) x (1)
r (N )N  x (TV -  1) X . . .  x 2 x 1 1 J





2(JV—l )x(TV —| ) x . . . x ( | ) x ( l ) r ( l )  
r(TV) r ( i )
_  2T (TV+ 1)
“  r  (§) r(JV)
At the beginning of this chapter we demonstrated that this integral for the D- 
instanton partition function should yield the (volume contribution to) the Euler char­
acter on the 1-instanton moduli space.
We can now recover the result for the Euler character of the SU(S) 1-instanton 
moduli space by setting N  = 3 in the above. This gives
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2 x  I  x  I  x  2r  (2 )= ----- -----2 2  W  (6.203)
2r (I)
= y  (6.204)
which fortunately is in agreement with the result obtained by brute force computation.
6.9 Summary
We started this chapter with a discussion of the machinery necessary to implement the 
construction of [17]. We explored how one might restrict the domain of integration 
to a sub-surface of a manifold by imposing constraints in the form of Dirac delta 
functions. We also reviewed the problem of quotienting a space by a group action as 
discussed in [12]. We were able to take the mother space of our SU(3) 1-instanton 
moduli space and change to a coordinate system in which the ADHM delta functions 
were trivialized. In this way we were able to determine an explicit expression for the 
volume form on this moduli space, in agreement with the result obtained in chapter 
five. Furthermore, we were able to solve the fermionic ADHM constraints and so 
arrive at the Jacobian necessary to implement the fermionic ADHM constraints as 
delta functions. We then verified that such a method does actually yield the same 
symplectic curvature components as we found previously, (chapter five). With this 
apparatus in place we then showed that the D-instanton partition function of [17] 
reduces, in the 1-instanton sector, to the Gauss-Bonnet integral over the moduli 
space. The D-instanton partition function consists of a series of integrations and one 
is free to choose the order in which they are implemented. Following [17] we chose an 
order of integration that yielded a general numerical result covering all the SU(N) 
1-instanton moduli spaces. The result obtained for the Gauss-Bonnet integral for
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the case N  = 3 agrees with that calculated earlier in chapter five. This offers some 
support for the validity of the result of [17].
A ppendix A  
Cartan’s equations o f structure
In a non-coordinate basis the tangent space is spanned by a linear combination of 
coordinate basis vectors
With e f  € Gl(m.R) and dete£ > 0 The {ea} is the frame of basis vectors obtained by 
a Gl(m,R) rotation of the coordinate basis eM. If we require the ea to be orthonormal 
then we have
Gb) =  9 n v  ~  $ ab
We define the inverse of the m atrixe/
=  6^
Using these expressions we may now invert the equation involving the metric tensor 
to give
9nu =  c v8ab
9 hu ~  v
165
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Where Sab has been used to lower the tangent space index. Since a vector V is 
independent of the basis chosen, we may equate the expressions for V in these two 
basis.
V = V %  = V aea = W*ea%
=> v *  =  V ae£  and V a =  ea^
We now introduce the dual basis such that (e°, eb) =  6 g Since the dual basis transforms 
oppositely to the tangent-space basis, so we must have:
e° = eaadxtl
In this non-coordinate basis the metric becomes
9  =  Q^dx^ ® dxu
=  e ^ J a b i e ^ e 0) ® (ejV*)
= ea ® e6
The coefficients e0M are called vielbeins. The non-coordinate basis has a non-vanishing 
Lie bracket:
[eajC6]|p =  [ea efiieb eA\p
-  dv { e f  ep)\v
= (Ca d«e-b ~  ^bdvea )eC^ C\p
i.e.
[ea,eb] |p =  cab(p)ec\p
Where
cab(p) =  -  e^d„e^)(p)
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Consider a non-coordinate basis of one forms ea and vectors e° where
[cq, ca£ ec
We define the connection coefficients with respect to the basis ea by
^ a^ b ^ ea^ b ^  ab^ c
If we now write ea = e^e^, then we have
^ a e b =  p { e 'b
= ea {dpe^.ev +  e£Vpeu)
= ^a(dpeb-eu + e f r ^ e x )
= + ebxr ; x)e.
However, we also have the following:
V0e6 =  ujcabec = u cabe ”eu
Equating these two expressions gives
wcb = + ebxTx„)
We will now calculate the components of the torsion T and the curvature R in this 
basis.
T°bC = (e°> T(eb, ec))
  5 ^ b^ c ^ c&b [^ i>5 eel)
j ^  bc^ d ^  cb^ d Cbc ^d)
““be -  ““eh ~ Cbca
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And
Rbcd =  (e > — V d V ceft — V [ec)ede&)
= (e“, Vc(w/(Be/ ) -  Vd(w^6e/ ) -  c J V , e b)
= (e“, -  e ^ u / je ,  -  -  c j u 9f i eg)
= ec[w“J  +  -  c ju i “fb




The spin connection satisfies Cartan’s equations of structure:
de° +  wfl6 A eb = T a
dujab +  ojac A  u cb =  R ab 
Where we have introduced the Torsion two-form
and the curvature two-form
R \  =  ^ e c A ed
To verify Cartan’s structure equations we let them act on the basis vectors ec , the 
L.H.S. of the first Cartan equation then gives
dea(ec, ed) +  [ < o ec)(eb, ed) -  (e6, ec)(uab, ed))
= de°(ec, ed) + [(uab1 ec)Sbd -  6 bc(uab, ed)
= dea(ec,ed)+ ujacb- u j adc
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To proceed we make use of the following identity
du(X, Y) =  X[{u, y>] -  Y[(U, X)] -  w([x, Y\)
Using this gives
dea(ec, ed) = ec[(e°, ed)\ -  ed[(ea, ec)} -  e“([ec, ed))
=  ec[5ad] -  ed[5“] -  (e“, c j e f )
Substituting this into eqn? gives
n ° _J_ / i° / ,a   T aCcd ~T~UJc b ~ UJd c ~ 1 cd
Simmilarly, we now consider the R.H.S. of the first Cart an equation acting on the 
basis vectors.
T a(ec, ed) = ^ T abfeb A e/ (ec, ed)
=  \ T<bf((eb e^c)(ef , ed) -  (eb, ed){ef , ec))
= \ T abf(8 bcSfd - S bdS{)
  rpa
cd
as required. Next we consider the L.H.S. of the second structure equation acting on 
the ea
dujab(ecj ed) +  (uaf  A u fb)(eci ed)
= duab(ec, ed) +  (uaf , ec)(ufb, ed) -  (uaf , ed)(u){, ec)
= du>ab(ec, ed) +  u)adbu fdb -
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As before, we use the coordinate independent expression for the exterior derivative 
of a form, which gives
du%(ec, ed) = ec[{ujab, ed)\ -  ed[(u)ab, ec)] -  u ab[ec, ed]
=  ecK<ft] -  -  (uab, c j e f )
ec W  -  ed[ -  c j u } ajb 
Thus the L.H.S. of Cartan’s second structure equation becomes
ecKdJ -  e<<K<*] -  c j u afb + wV* *6 -  u adjJ ch
  p a
— n  bed
As required. The R.H.S. follows easily
R ab(ec, ed) = i Rabgf(ef  A e»)(ec, ed)
=  \ Rab9f[(e f ’ec)(eg,ed) ~  (ef , ed)(e9,ec)]
=  l-IF bgf(S{S°d -  S f a )
  p a
— n  bed
Thus are the two equations verified.
A ppendix B 
The Gauss-Bonnet integral for a 
hyperkahler manifold
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the different ways in which one may 
write down the Gauss-Bonnet formula for the (volume contribution) to the Euler 
character for a hyper-Kahler manifold. Usually we shall find it convenient to work 
in an orthonormal vielbein basis. The Gauss-Bonnet theorem states that the volume 
contribution to the Euler character of a 2n-dimensional manifold M. is given by
 ^= (47r)nn! I  C 1 2  ^^ ili2  ^  ^  ^-^ *2n-l*2n (®*1)
=  031 A e h  A A 0 h " (B -2) 
—  _ t l l _  f  J l i 2 - i 2 n J l j 2 . . . j 2 n r > .  . . . D.  . . . D.  0 1 A  0 2 A  A  Tl(87r)nn! J r i ^ \ 1-2j \ 3 2 r i ^ Z U 3 i 3A ' " 1X^2n - \ l 2n 32n - \ 32n W ,XV
where the 0J are the basis of non-coordinate one-forms. In a non-coordinate basis the 
invariant volume element is given simply as
d,v = e 1 A 02 A ... A 02n (B.4)
We can express x  i*1 terms of a coordinate basis by introducing the vielbien matri­
ces e f  which allow us to transform tensor components back and forth between the
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orthonormal non-coordinate basis and the coordinate basis with metric glll/. The co­
ordinate basis indices are //, v and those of the vielbein basis are i , j .  The matrices 
e f  have the following properties,
—  S i j  (B.5)
9 l i u  =  ^  v & i j  ( ® ' ^ )
e \ e f  =  ^  (B.7)
We can find the components of an object in the coordinate basis from its components 
expressed in the non-coordinate basis as follows
yn  = y i e .n (B g)
We can use this information to rewrite B.3 as follows
=  J  — ) ___ f  f i l i 2 - i 2 n f j l j 2 - j 2 n X .  k l  f .  k2n X . l l  X . l2n D . . . A y
( 8 7 r ) n 7 l !  J ”  l 2 n  U J l  * * * J 2 n  r l k i k 2 l i l 2 j r * 'k2 n - i k 2 n l 2 n - i l 2 n  U V
—  ( ~ ^ )  f  ,<l*2—*2np. Ml p .  V 2 n  J \ j 2 - h n  p  . V\ p .  V2n
~  ( 8 7 r)»n! J  n  t 2 n  J l  3 2 n
Rkik2l\he 1 flie 2 fl2e 1 V\e 2 ^ 2^ k2n-lk2nl2n-ll2ne  ^ ' H2n-ie  ^H2ne ^  1 ^ 2n-l e ^  ^2n 
—  - t i l —  f  p V i M . - M n f A p f t p i  \ \ 2  u i i / 2 . . M 2 n r y  d  j t r  f D  q \_ (87T)nTl\ J VUCt,Ve fij) C tilti2l/ll/2"’ ti2n—lti2nl/2n—ll/2n
We can evaluate the determinant of e in terms of the metric by taking the determinant 
of B.5
det{ei")2 =  d ^ 9 )  (B10)
Recalling that the invariant volume element expressed in terms of a coordinate basis
is dV = fl/i ^Jdet(g)dXfl, we have
f— 1 r n  d X ^
•w —  V '  /  L L fi  r H \ H 2 - H 2 n r t ' l t ' 2 - V 2 T i ' D  D  1 l \
* ~ (87r)"n! J  J d r t ( g )
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On a hyper-Kahler manifold it is possible to split each index into a pair and 
express the curvature in terms of the so called symplectic curvature,
R abcd  ^  ■ft(td)(jj8 )(*7 )(W) =  ed/36 7 S ^ i jk l  (B.12)
Naively we could just replace each index in the integrand above with an index 
pair. However, this would yield e symbols with the unusual double index structure; 
e(tiai)(ji i^)...(*nan)(j„^„) jjow are we interpret these objects? One method is to use 
a trick involving Grassmann quantities. Consider the integral
J  d^)n xJjA lipA2 ...ifiAn
Clearly the result will yield a tensor like quantity involving the Aj’s, call it B AlA2- An. 
Furthermore, B  should be totally antisymmetric in the Aj’s since Grassmann quan­
tities anti-commute. In fact, using the rules of Grassmann integration we can see 
that B 123 "n =  1. These results suffice to fix B  as it has the same properties as the 
Levi-Civitta tensor in n-dimensions, i.e. we have B AlA2"'An =  eAlA2- An. (We should 
note that there are at present no subtleties involving factors of the determinant of the 
metric when considering levi-civitta symbols with upper indices as we have chosen 
a vielbein basis in which the metric is Euclidean.) This result therefore allows us 
to express the totally antisymmetric tensor in terms of Grassmann integrations. It 
is this form that we will use to explore the meaning of the double index structure. 
Labeling our Grassmann quantities with two indices now gives ( at least formally),
ciio i...i„o„ =  f  f [ Y [  dtpiaxpiiai ...ipinan
^ i = l a = l
For definiteness we will concentrate on the two cases, n =  2 and also that which is 
most relevant to us, namely n =  4, although the results we derive may be extended
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to cases involving e’s with arbitrary n. We illustrate the method first for n = 2. The 
entity we require is
eQlfceQafc«(<1“l)Wlft)(" aa)(* W = /  #  W i  
=  / dip (ipillip:i1 i^pl2 l ipi22 +  iptllipjl2 ipi2 l,tpi2 2  + +  ipillipil2 ipi2 ltpi22^
Our convention is to define the element dip as dip2 2 dip21 dip1 2dip11. Notice that all ip 
term with the same numerical index in the second place, must all differ in their first 
index entry. Thus we may write
Coi/31Ca2/32c(<iai)(j'l/Jl)(<2aa)(i2/3a) = J  dip (eili2 ej l j 2  + eilj2 ej l i 2  + ejli2 ehh + ejxj2 eili2) ipu ip12il
= 2 (eili2 cj l j 2  +  eiuV li2)
Pursuing a similar method for the case n =  4 gives the result
ea /3 eQ p e (*la l)0 ’l^l)(*2Q!2)(i2^2)(i3a3)(j3/33)(*4Q!4)(j4/94)
_  2  ^ £ * l* 2 * 3 * 4 g jl j2 i3 j4  _|_ e * l* 2 * 3 j4 e j l j 2 i3 * 4  _|_ £*1*2.73*4 £ J I j2 * 3 j4
_|_£* 1*2.73.74gjlJ2*3® 4 _|_ £*1.72*3*4£.71*2.73.74 _|_ £*172*374 £711273*4 _|_ £*172 j3*4£ jl*2 .73*4  _|_ £*1.72.73.?4 £.71*2*3*4 ^
Note that when we substitute this result into the expression for x it will be contracted 
with the symplectic curvature, which is symmetric in za and j a for a =  1,..., n . Thus, 
upon this contraction, the above can be written simply as i6c*1*2*8,4cJ'1J'a^ 4. Our final 
result for D = 4 then becomes,
x(M) = ^ 3 4 1 J  (B.13)
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B .l The Gauss-Bonnet integral re-written
The Gauss-Bonnet integral may be written in a convenient form involving integrations 
over Grassmann valued symplectic tangent vectors. We will require 4 types of these 
objects, labeled by the index A . We start with the integral
[ n  n  d^ iA e^‘ABCDRi’kl'l,iA^B'l'iC^D (B.14)
 ^ i= l  A = l
Where d is related to the dimension D of the manifold by D = 2d. Expanding the 
exponential in a power series yields
/ n
To saturate the fermionic integrals we need only retain the term in the expansion 
which contributes exactly 4d Grassmann fields, i.e. we require An =  Ad => n =  d, 
leaving us with
/ d 4 1 /  1 \ dJJ  I J  6^ 0 487ry ^AlBl( '^lDl'"^AdBd(^ dDd^ il l^lcill' " ^ id^ dkdld
^ h A ^ n B ^ h C i ^ l i D ^ ^ i d A ^ j a B d ^ k d C d ^ l d D d  (B.15)
Consider the quantity e A B C D ^ P l A 'lP^B 'lP k C 'lP l D • There are 4! permutations of the indices 
ABCD. Since this is contracted with an entity which is symmetric in i jk l , a moments 
thought should convince the reader that, subject to such a symmetric contraction on 
these indices, we must have,
^ABCD^%A^ jB^ kC^ W — 4!'0*1'0j2'0fc30*4
Using this result we may write (subject to the symmetric contraction mentioned 
above)
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=  ( 4 ! ) V 1V il2 ^ fclV /l4 - ' 0 idV Jd2^ A:d3V;Zd4
= (4!)d ^ * ll‘0t2l...'0*d1^  (ipi12^ 22...^*2^  (i/jkl3 tpk2 3 (ipll4 'ipl2 4 ...'ipld/i^
=  (4 !)d € i i i 2 - - i d e j i j 2 - - j d ^ i k 2 - - - k d € l i l 2 - - l d ^ p ^ ^ p ^  l p d l l j j 1 2  ' l p d 2  -0d4
Substituting this into B.15,
= b  ( i ) “ - R i M
Which is precisely the Euler density, giving the Gauss-Bonnet expression for the 
Euler character when integrated over the manifold. Using this result we may write 
the Gauss-Bonnet integral for a hyper-Kahler manifold M. as
X(M) = f  d(VolM) / n  f [  W *  e&;**BCDRiiH<l’iAV a<l>kC¥ D (B 16)
d J  2=1 A =  1
As an aside, note what would happen had we started with a different numerical coef­
ficient in the exponent. Following through the analysis above, but with an arbitrary 
numerical coefficient A gives;
f  d(VolM) /  n  n  <WA e ^ (ABC‘>Ri‘l“'l’iA^ B'l’hc^ D = {A)“x  (B.17)
J  J  2=1 A =  1
Appendix C 
Calculation of the spin connection
Recall the basis 1-forms of our metric,
e° = dt, e1 = acJi, e2 =  a<72, e3 =  6E1, e4 =  6E2, e5 =  cjq, e6 =  ci/2, e7 = /A,
One can use Cartan’s first equation of structure to calculate the spin connection given 
that the torsion tensor vanishes. One proceeds by writing out the spin connection with 
undetermined coefficients and using Cartan’s equation to give a set of simultaneous 
equations which will fix these coefficients. The spin connection is a matrix-valued
1-form which we shall write in the following manner:
uj j^ =  Aijdt +  CijO'2 +  DijY,\ +  E ijY/2 +  F*jV\ H- Giji^2 4- H*jX +  J*jQ (C.l)
where i =  0,1,..., 8 . Note the inclusion of the one-form Q in the spin connection. This 
is because the exterior derivatives of some of the e*’s include Q, so Q must necessarily 
appear in the spin connection. Due to the antisymmetry of the spin-connection we 
must have lj\  = 0, (no summation over i). Thus we have,
A \  = A \  = A 2 2  = A 3 3 =  A \  = A55 =  A6  6 =  A 7 7  = A8s = 0 (C.2)
d O    n l    j d 2 __  d 3 __  d 4   t d 5__ __ d 6  __  d 7   d 8    rv ( r *
D  o  —  £>  i —  i ? 2  —  ± > 3  —  —  ± > 5  —  ± > 6  —  - 0 7  —  - 0 8  —  U W - O j
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C°„ =  C \  = C 2 2 =  C 3 3 =  C \  =  C 5 5 =  C 66 =  C 7 7 =  C88 =  0  (C.4)
£>°„ =  =  n 22 =  D 3 3 =  D 44 =  D 55 =  D 66 =  D 77 = Ds 8 =  0 (C.5)
ZT’O _ TTll   T7l2   7713   77*4__ 7715__ 77l6__ 7717__ 77l8___ n /F'' 75'\Ei q — Ei i — Ei 2 — Ei Z — Ej \ — Ei 5 — Ei q — E/ 7 — Ei $ — U I'-'.OJ
F° 0 =  F 1! =  F 2 2 =  F 33 =  F \  =  F 55 =  F 66 =  F 77 =  F 88 =  0 (C.7)
G O _ s~il _ *~i2   /^3   /o4__ /-v5__ / ^ 6__ ril__ /08__ rv ( o\0 — 1 — 2 — '-7 3 — ^  4 — t* 5 — Lr e — vjt 7 — (j g — U
F°o =  =  F 22 =  H 33 =  F 44 =  H 55 =  H 66 =  F 77 =  F 88 =  0 (C.9)
_/% = J 1! =  J 22 =  J 3 3 =  J 44 =  J 55 =  J «6 =  J 7  7 =  J 88 =  0  (C.10)
C .l Is* Cartan equation, (i = 0)
Since e° =  d?t =  0 we have, for the first of these expressions,
co°j Ae’ =  0 (C .ll)
(C.12)
Substituting in from equation (C.l) gives
0 — a(A°idt +  4* C°i(j2 +  Z}°iEi +  E Qi l l2 -b ~b G°\U2 4- H Q\X 4* «7°iQ) A <7i
+a(yl02C?t +  BQ2^ 1 “b C,°20'2 +  DQ2^1 +  E°2^2 “b F°2^ 1 “b G®2^ 2 “b 2 ^  “b J°2Q) A  <72 
+ 6 (^ 4 °3 c/t 4" +-f?°3 <7 i +  C,°3 0 r2  +  .D^Ei +  E ° 3 E 2  4" ^ 3 ^ 1  +  3^2 “b H°sX 4 * J°sQ) A El
+6(yl04</t +  4-5°4<7i +  C,04<72 +  £>°4Ei 4" E®4 E 2  +  ■f1°4^1 4* G® 4 V2 “b H®±X +  J°4Q) A E 2  
+c(A05</t +  4--B°5<7i 4- C^ 5<72 +  D q^Yj\ +  E®5 E 2  4" F®§V\ 4- G^^i/2 4- H °5X 4- J^sQ) A 
4"C(A°6<it +  +5°6<7i +  07% 02 +  D°6^1 4* E°qYj2 +  F QqVi 4- G°qU2 +  H°qX 4" */%Q) a  1^2
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+ f(A°7dt +  + -B °7<7i +  C®7 (T2 “I- £>°7£ i  "I- F®7S2 A F®7 v\ +  G®7^2 7A + J^iQi) A A
+  (A°8<it +  +5°8CTi +  Cr°80'2 "I- “I" -^°8^2 H“ F®8^1 +  8^2 "h "I" J°8Q) A
Setting the coefficients of each of the 2-forms to zero yields the following set of 
equations.
=  0 i =  1, .2,..., 7 (C.13
A°s = 0 (C.14
B° 2 =  C°, (C.15
6S°3 =  aZA (C.16
6B°4 =  a£?°i (C.17
cB° 5 =  aF°! (C.18
cB° 6 =  aG°i (C.19
/ B ° 7 =  a H \ (C.20
bC° 3 = a D \ (C.21
bC° 4 =  a£ ° 2 (C .2 2
cC° 5 =  aF° 2 (C.23
cC° 6 =  oG°2 (C.24
/G °7 =  aB ° 2 (C.25
B°4 =  E° 3 (C.26
c B ° 5 =  6F°3 (C.27
c B ° 6 =  6G°3 (C.28
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}D ° 7 = bH° 3 (C.29)
cE° 5 =  6F °4 (C.30)
cf^a =  6G°4 (C.31)
/ £ ; ° 7 =  6h ° 4 (C.32)
F °6 =  G°5 (C.33)
fF °  7 =  cff°5 (C.34)
/G °7  =  cH°a (C.35)
C.2 2nd Cartan equation (i =  1)
Passing now to the second torsion-free equation and recalling previous expressions for 
the exterior derivatives, we have
de1 -I- ujli Ael +  w18 A Q =  0 (C.36)
where
dd f  1 3 \de1 = da A o\ 4- ada\ =  ~^dt A a\ 4- a ( -  -A A <r2 — v\ A E 2 — v2 A S i — -Q  A a2J
(C.37)
Therefore
 ^ 3  \
0 =  A <7 i -I- a f —-A A cr2 — ^1 A E2 — ^2  A Ei — -Q  A a2J
-\-{Alodt 4- B 1q(J\C1q(j2 4- D 1oEi 4- E^ qE2 4- F^qV\ +  (71 qv2 4- H 1qX 4- J^oQ) A dt 
+a(Al2dt 4~ B ^2(7i 4~ C l2a2 -1- Z)1 2 Ei -f- E ^2E 2  +  F^2v\ -I- ( j 1 2 i/ 2  +  H ^2\  4~ J^2 Q) A <x2  
-\-b(Al%dt 4- B^$(t 1 4- C,1 3<72  4~ Z ^ E i  4- -E'1 3 E 2  4- F 13 ^ 1  4- 6 ? * 3  ^ 2  +  4- «/1 3 Q) A Ei
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-\-b{Al ±dt + B l4<ti +  C^4 & 2  +  D \ E X +  E^4S 2 “I- F^4^1 A~ G^4^2 A- 4A + t/^Q) A £ 2
+c(A15^  + B^§(J 1 +  C,15<J2 +  +  E^c,Ei2 +  F^^IS 1 +  G^5 V2 +  H^sA + J^bQ) A z^ i
+c(yl16^  “1“ H" C,16<72 “1“ “f" E^qEi2 +  -^16^1 “1“ G^6^2 +  H^qX +  J^bQi) A 1^2
+f{A}7dt +  5 17<ti +  (717^2 +  .DV^i +  E^jYj2 +  F^jui -+- Cr17^2 H- H^jX +  J^7 Q) A A
+(^418^t H- +  C 18<72 +  +  £/18 j^2 +  +  G^ %l>2 +  H 1gX +  J^sQ) A pQ
Proceeding as before, the exhaustive list of conditions following from the above is as 
follows,
a A \  = C° 1 (C.38)
bA} 3 =  D 1 q (C.39)
b A \  =  E 1 o (C.40)
c A \  = F l 0 (C.41)
c^ 416 =  G1o (C.42)
fA 'y  = H 10 (C.43)
B1 - 9a
B ° - d i
(C.44)
B \  = 0 « =  1..... 7 (C.45)
= a D \ (C.46)
b C \  = aE 1 2 (C.47)
c C \  = a F \ (C.48)
c C \  = a G \ (C.49)
f C l 7 = a H \  -  | (C.50)
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D \  = E 1 3 (C.51)
c D \  = b F \  (C.52)
c D \  = 6G13 -  a (C.53)
f D \  = bH l 3 (C.54)
cE's = b F \  -  a (C.55)
c E \  = bG1i (C.56)
f E \  =  bH14 (C.57)
F :6 =  G \  (C.58)
/F * 7 =  cff's (C.59)
f G \  = c H \  (C.60)
C.3 3 rd Cartan equation ( i  =  2 )





=  d(aa2) = A cr2 +  a A <7 i +  Vi A Ei — v2 A E2^  (C.62)
0 =  -£-dt A cr2 +  a ( -A A <7i +  A Ei — v2 ] A E2 (C.63)at \2  /
+(-A2qc££ +  B 2 qO\ H- C 2 o<72 +  D2oEi +  E 2 qE2 +  F 2 qV\ G2 qv2  +  H 2 qX +  J 2oQ) A dt 
-\-a(A2idt +  B 2 \G\ +  C72i<72 +  D 2 1E1 +  £'2iE2 +  F 2 \V\ +  G2 \V2 +  i / 2iA +  J 2 \Q ) A <7i 
+ft(y423C?t +  B 2$0\ +  C 23<72 +  T>23E! +  E 2 $Yj2 +  F 23^ 1 +  G 2"&V2 +  H 23A +  J 23Q) a  El
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-\-b(A2 ±dt H- B V i  + C724<J2 + D^^Ei -+- E 2 ±Tj2 H- F 2 ±V\ +  G2 41*2 P H 2 4A + J^^Q) A £ 2  
+c(A25c/t + i?25<7i + C 25<J2 +  D 2 ^E\ +  E ^ 5 Y12 +  F 2 5^1 +  ( j25^2  H- +  J^sQ) A 1^ 1 
+c(i426<it + B^ qCTi + C^ %(J2 +  -^26 ^ 1  + E^qYj2 +  F 2§Vi +  G2 q1^2 +  H 2 qX +  J 2 qQ) A Z^2 
+ f(A 27dt + B 2 7 (T\ +  C 2 j(72 + Z>27^ i + E 2 7 Yj2 +  F 2 7 v\ +  G2 7 V2 +  H 27X +  J 2 7 Q) A A 
-\-{A2gdt +  B 2^ (j 1 -f- C,280'2 "I- ^ 28^ i + E 2 $Yj2 4- F 2 %V\ +  G2 %V2 +  H 2gX +  J 28Q) A gQ 
Comparing coefficients,
<M2i =  B20 (C.64)
M 23 =  £)2o (C.65)
6j424 =  E 2 0 (C.66)
cA2 5 =  F 20 (C.67)
c426 =  G2o (C.68)
f A 2r =  B 2o (C.69)
f>B23 = aB»2! (C.70)
6B24 =  aB2! (C.71)
cB25 =  a F \ (C.72)
cB2 6 =  aG2i (C.73)
/ B 2r =  aB 2! +  | (C.74)
2 da
C o ~ d i (C.75)
C2i = 0 * =  1, ...,8 (C.76)
B 24 =  E 2 3 (C.77)
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cD2b — bF2 3 +  o 
cD2 6 =  bG2 3  
f D 2 7 = bH2  3 
c£ 25 =  6F24 
cE2  g =  6G24 —
/ F 2r =  6ff24 
F 26 =  G2 5 
/ F 27 =  c tf25 
fG 2? =  c /f2g
C.4 4t/l Cartan equation (* = 3)
de^ 4“ LJ3a€a — 0
Where
db
dc — d(bEiO — Trdt  A Si 4- bdEi dt












0 =  ^ jd t  A Ei +  b Q a  A S 2 -  A oi + Vi A 
+(A30dt 4- B 3 q<7\ 4- C 3 o(72 4- £>3oSi 4- E 3o'E2 4- F 1qV\ 4- G 1 qv2 4- H^qX 4- J^oQ) A dt 
-\-b(A3\dt + ^ 3i<7i 4- C 3 \o2 4- D 3 iS x +  E 3 \E 2 4- F 3 \V\ 4- G3 \v2 +  H 3\X 4- «/3iQ) A Si 
-\-Q,(A32dt +  B 3 2<Ji +  C*32CT2 +  S>32Si 4- E 32Yj2 4- F 3 2 V\ +  G3 2 v2 +  H 32X 4- J 3 2 Q) A 02 
+6(^434^  4- B 3 1 4- Cr3402 “I- T)34Si 4- i?34S 2 4- F 3 ±V\ +  G3 ±v2 4- H 3±\ 4- J^^Q) A S 2
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-\-c(A3^ dt +  B35(71 +  C 3 §<J2 +  D 3 5E1 -f E^^Ij2 +  F 3 §is\ +  G35^2 +  H 3$\ +  */3sQ) A 1^ 1 
+c(yl36^  + B 3 q(J1 +  G3602 "I" -B36^1 "I" E^qEi2 +  F 3 qU\ +  G3 q1^2 +  H 3 qX +  J^qQ) A ^2 
+ f(A 37dt +  B 37gi +  C 3 7 G2 +  B)37Si +  E 3 7 Ei2 +  F 3 7 V\ +  G3 7 V2 H 37X +  J 3 7 Q) A A 
+(A3gc/t +  B38cr1 +  C 3 %(J2 “t- -^38^i "I* E 3 %Yj2 +  F 3 %V\ +  G3 %i>2 +  t f 38A +  «/38Q) A gQ 
Therefore
aA3i =  S 3o (CM )
fl-A32 =  C3o (CM )
M 34 =  F 3o (C.90)
C^35 =  F 30 (C.91)
cA36 =  Cj30 (C.92)
f A 3r = H \ (C.93)
B 3 2 =  C3! (C.94)
6B34 =  OF3! (C.95)
cB3 5 =  aF3i (C.96)
cB3fj =  uG3\ -I- 6 (C.97)
/B 37 =  ai?3! (C.98)
6C34 =  aE 3 2 (C.99)
cC35 =  a F 32 -  6 (C.100)
cC36 =  aG32 (C.101)
f C 3 7 =  aH 3 2 (C.102)
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Dc = 0 i = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8  
dbD \  = dt
cE3 5 =  bF3 4 
cE3 6 =  bG3 4
/ £ 37 =  W 34 +  ^
F 36 =  G35 
f F 3 7 =  CH35 
/G 37 =  C#36
C.5 5t/l Cartan equation ( i =  4)





de — dibl.J2 ) — ~7z~dt A S 2 +  6c?XI2 dt













0 =  ~Q^ dt A S 2 ■+■ b —A A S i +  V\ A <Ti +  V2 A 02^
-\-(A^Qdt +  B ^ q<j  1 -+• C ^ q02  4" B 40S i  +  B 40 S 2 +  F V i  +  Cz40 ^ 2  4" B 4oA +  </4o Q )  A dt 
+a(AAidt -+■ +  C ^\02  T  B 4i S i  +  E^\Yj2 +  F^\V\ +  Cj4 iI ^2 4” B 4 iA  + J 3\Q ) A 0 1
+ a ( .A 42G^ 4- B 42<7i +  C^2&2 4" B 42 S i  +  B 42 S 2  4- B 42 ^ 1  4- Cr42 ^ 2  4- B 42 A +  J 32 Q ) A  0 2  
+ 6 (^ 4 43 ^  4- B 4 3 0 i +  C ,4302 4" B 43S i  +  E *$Y j2 4- F * $ v \  4- (7 4 31^2 T  B 43A +  J ^ ^ Q )  A S i  
+ c (v 4 45 d t +  B ^ § 0 1 +  (7 4 5 0 2  4“ B 45S i  +  B 4g S 2  +  B ^ I ^ i  +  G^^l/2 4" B 45A +  A Q )  a  1^ 1
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- -^c{A^Qdt +  +  C^q(J2 "T ^ 46^i +  E^qEi2 +  F^§V\ +  (j46^ 2 "I" H^qX +  J^gQ) a  1^2
+ / ( A 47<ft + +  C V 2 + D 47E x + £ 47E2 +  F 47^  +  G V 2 +  i / 47A +  J 47Q )  A  A
-\-{A*gdt + + C*48<j2 +  D 48E x + i?48E2 +  i^48t/i +  Gf48i/2 +  i / 48A + J^sQ) A  gQ
Therefore, comparing coefficients gives,
a A  =  £ 4o (C.l 14)
o4 42 = C4o (C.115)
6443 =  D40 (C.116)
cA45 =  F 40 (C.l 17)
c^ 446 =  G4o (C.118)
=  H 40 (C.119)
B42 =  C41 (C.120)
6B43 =  aZ)4! (C.121)
cB4 5 =  a F 4! +  b (C.122)
c B \  = aG4i (C.123)
/ B 47 =  a B 4, (C.124)
6C43 =  a D \ (C.125)
cC* 5 =  a F 42 (C.126)
cC46 =  aGi 2 + b (C.127)
f C \  =  a ff42 (C.128)
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c D \  =  6F43
cD4 6 =  bG \
f D 4 7 = b H \  -  -
F4 _  9b 
E o ' d i
E \  = 0 i =  l ,2 , . ..,8
F 46 =  G4 5
/ F 47 =  cH4  5 
/G 47 =  c F 46
C.6 6 i/l Cartan equation ( i  =  5 )
dtp + oj^aca — 0
Where
dcde5 = d(ci/i) = — dt A^i +  cc^iC/6
dc
Therefore
= — dt A +  c (—A A z/2 ~  02  A Ei +  <7i A E2)C/6













-\-{A^odt 4~ S 5 0 (Ti 4~ C^q<72 +  Zl5oEi 4- F'^oE2  4~ F^o^i 4" G^0 ^ 2  4" H ^qX 4~ J^oQ) A dt 
+ a(A \d t + B V i  +  C V 2 +  ^ i S i  +  +  F V i  +  G5i ^  4- t f  5x A 4- J \ Q )  A <7 x
4~o(.452(11 4- E^ 2<7\ 4" G^2 (j2  +  7A52Sx 4- F 5 2 E 2  4- F 5 2 i/i 4~ G^2 1^2  4" i / 52A 4~ ,/5 2 Q) A <72  
4"6(^ 4^ 3(11 + F^ 3 <j 1 4" G^3 <t2  4" 3 E 1 +  F^ 3 E 2  +  E^%is\ +  G^3 ^ 2  4~ H^$X +  <!**3Q ) A Ex
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-\-b(A5$dt +  B 54<7i +  C 5 4 ( 7 2  +  £>54£! +  .E, 5 4 £ 2  T F^±v\ +  GP±v2 +  JT54A +  «/5 4 Q) A £ 2  
-\-c(A5 §dt +  B^q&i +  C*56 ^ 2  “I- ^ 5 6 ^ i  E^qEi2 +  F 5qi i^ +  G 5qV2 T  H 5qX +  J 5&Q) A 1/2 
+ / (A^jdt +  7a 1 +  (75 7<72 +  £>57£ i +  E ^7Y12 +  F^jV\ +  G57 ^ 2  +  H 5?X +  «/5 7 Q) A A
+(-A5 8 ^  “I- £ V i  +  C 5sc?2 +  D 5 8 ^ i  +  E^%Ei2 +  F^%V\ +  (jt58 ^ 2  T H 5^ X +  J 58Q) A gQ 
Therefore, comparing coefficients gives,
<M5! =  B5o (C.141)
a ^ s2 =  C50 (C.142)
M 53 = i f  o (C.143)
M 54 =  B5o (C.144)
c A  - G5o (C.145)
S A S  = H \ (C.146)
b 52 =  c 5! (C.147)
6B53 =  a D \ (C.148)
bBbi = aES\ — c (C.149)
cB 5 6  = oG5i (C.150)
/ B 5 7 =  a H \ (C.151)
bCs 3 = aD5 2 +  c (C.152)
6C54 =  aB52 (C.153)
cC 56 =  aG52 (C.154)
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f C 5 7 =  aH 5 2 (C.155)
D \  = E 5 3  (C.156)
c£>5 6 =  bG5 3 (C.157)
/£»5 7 =  bH5 3 (C.158)
c£ 5 6 =  bG'\ (C.159)
} E !>7 =  6ff54 (C.160)
f . - |  (C.161)
f 5j =  0 * =  1,...,8 (C.162)
/G 57 =  cH5 6 -  c (C.163)
C.7 7th Cartan equation (i = 6)
de6 +  =  0 (C.164)
Where
dcde6 = d(ci/2) =  i rd t  A i/2 +  c (A A i^ i +  <7i A £ x +  cr2 A £ 2) (C.165)CJ I#
Therefore
dc0 =  d(cz/2) =  — dt A i;2 +  c (A A z/i +  A £ 1  +  <r2 A £ 2)
C / 6
+(^46ocft +  £ V i  +  H- P 6o £ i  H~ ^ 6o£2 +  i ^ V i  + G^qi^2 +  H 6oX +  J^oQ) A dt 
+ a{A \d t  +  S V i  +  C V 2 +  £>6i £ i  +  £ 6i £ 2 +  F \ v l +  G \ v 2 +  6iA +  J \Q )  A a x 
+ fl(y l62rfi +  B 62cti +  C>62<72 +  Z)62£ i  +  £/62£ 2 +  .F62^i “I- G ^ 2^2 "I- H e2X 4- «/62Q ) A t72 
+ 6(2463^  +  F 63(Ti +  G ^ 3 0  2 +  T^ 63£ i  4 - F 63£2 4- 1 +  G^3V2 4- 4 - «/63Q ) A £1
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+b(A6idt  +  4<7i +  C^4(72 +  4S 1 +  E^4S 2 "I- F^ +  G^4^2  H- H^^X +  A £ 2
+c(A 65C?t +  -6 5^(71 +  C,65<J2 +  D 6 5 E\  +  E^§Yj2 +  F^$V\ +  Ct65Z/2 "I- +  J^ 5 Q) a  1^ 1
p f { A QY<It +  B 67<Ji +  Cf67<J2 +  +  B 67E2 +  F ^ 'jU i  +  Ct6 71^2 "h H^jX  +  J^jQ)  A A
+(^4 68(i£ +  B 6g<7 i +  C 6g(T2 +  -D6gX)i +  -B6g S 2 +  F^% V\  +  G ^  %V2 +  i / 68A +  J ^ s Q )  A q Q  
Therefore, comparing coefficients gives,
a 4 6! =  £% (C.166)
a^ 62 =  C60 (C.167)
6>163 =  £>6o (C.168)
6>164 =  B 60 (C.169)
c^ 65 =  B6„ (C.170)
/ A  =  ff6o (C.171)
B 62 =  C61 (C.172)
bB6  3 =  a£>6i — c (C.173)
6fl64 =  OB6! (C.174)
c B 5^ = « i ' ' 6 1 (C.175)
/B 67 =  a i /6i (C.176)
6C 63 =  a£>62 (C.177)
6C64 =  oB62 -  c (C.178)
c C 6 5 =  o F 6 2 (C.179)
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f C 6 7 =  aH6 2
D \  = E° 3
cD65 =  6F63
f D \  = bH63
cF65 =  6F64
/ F 67 =  6H64 
}F 6 1 = cH% +  c
C* -  9c
G o ~ m
G6i =  0 i =  1 , 8
C . 8  8 th Cartan equation ( i  =  7)
Where
de7 +  u /ae° =  0
d fde =  d(/A) =  —  dt A A +  /dA at
d f
Therefore,
=  Tpdt A A +  /  (2<Ji A (72 — 2Ei A E2 +  4i/i A 1/2)C/t













+(A70dt +  B 7qct 1 +  C70( 7 2 +  B 7o^i 4- ^ 7oS2 +  F 7qV\ 4- G70^2 4- H 7oA H- J 7oQ) A dt 
+a(A7idt 4- B 7\ 0 \ +  C71 & 2  “I- D7i'Zi +  E 7iE 2 4- F 7\V\ 4- G71 V2 4- H 7\X 4- J 7\Q) A <7 i 
+tt(A72dt + B 72(Ji +  C72&2 4" T)72Si +  E 72^2 4" F 72V\ +  G7 2^2 4" H 72 X 4" J 72 Q) A (72 
+b(A7$dt 4- B 7 $<t 1 4- C7$<72 4- Z)73Ei 4- E 73E2 +  F 7$V\ 4- G7$1/2 “I- H 73A 4- J 7$Q) A Ei
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-\-b{A7\dt  +  B 7 +  C 7 2 +  £>74£ i +  E 7 4 E2 +  F 7 +  G7 4 V2 +  H 7 4 A + J 7 4Q) A E2 
-\-c(A7 t>dt +  B 7 5<Ji +  C 7 5 G2 +  £>75Ei + E 7 5S 2 +  F 7 §V\ +  G7 5 V2 +  H 7^ X +  J 7 &Q) A 
+c(A 7 6 ^  + B 7 1 + C 7q(72 +  D 7qE> 1 +  £ 7 6 £ 2  “I" F 7q1^ \ +  G7 $V2 +  H 7 %\ + J 7qQ) A 1^2 
+(i4 7 gd  ^+  5 7 g(Ti +  C 7$(J2 +  D 7qYj 1 +  E 7^ Yj2 +  F 7gU\ +  G7 %V2 +  H 7%\ +  J 7$Q) A gQ 
Therefore, comparing coefficients gives,
aA7, =  B7o (C.192)
qA72 =  C 70 (C.193)
bA7 3 = D 7 0 (C.194)
bA7 4 =  B 7 0 (C.195)
c A 75 =  F 7 0 (C.196)
cA76 =  (77o (C.197)
aB 72 =  aC7i — 2 / (C.198)
6B 73 =  aZ)7i (C.199)
bB7 4 =  a £ 7i (C.200)
cB7 3 = aF7 1 (C.201)
cB7 3 =  o,G7 1 (C.202)
bC7 3 = aD 7 2 (C.203)
bC7i = aE 7  2 (C.204)
c C 75 =  o F 7 2 (C.205)
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c C \  =  aG7 2 (C.206
bD7t =  bE7s + 2 / (C.207
cD7 5 =  bF7 3 (C.208
cD 76 =  bG7 3 (C.209
cE7i =  bF7 4 (C.210
cE 7 6 == bG7  4 (C.211
cF 76 =  cG75 -  4 / (C.212
H7 — ^
H ° - d i (C.213
H 7i = 0 i =  8 (C.214
C.9 solutions
This set of simultaneous equations is straightforward to solve. We will also make use 
of the antisymmetry of the spin connection u. This follows because in our vielbein 
basis the metric is just the Kronecker delta
ujij = —ujji => L J i jS = —o j j i S (C.215)
=>• utk =  - U ] k i (C.216)
The non trivial simultaneous equations are presented below Adding C.50 to C.74 
gives
C \  = - B 2 7 (C.217)
Substituting into C.198;
B 2r = t  = - ^ C 1 7 = - -  (C.218)a r r
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Substituting these results into C.50 gives
2 r 2
Adding a times C.53 to b times C.97 gives
>1 _  1  —  c b  D 3
~  (C.219)
Substituting into C.173;
D \  =  B 6 6 (C.220)ac
B 3 6 =  = b- ^ D \  = ~ -  (C.221)2 cb r r
Substituting these results into C.53 gives
G l 3  = 0 (C.222)
Adding a times C.55 to b times C.122 gives
Substituting into C.149;
E \  = — - B \  (C.223)ac
B 4  5 =  = -= > E 15 =  - -  (C.224)2 cb r r
Substituting these results into C.55 gives
F 14 =  0 (C.225)
Adding a times C.78 to b times C.100 gives
D\  =  - 1 +  6cC3s (C.226)ac
Substituting into C.152;
C3s =  - -  =*• D \  = -  (C.227)r r
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Substituting these results into C.78 gives
F 2 3  =  0 (C.228)
Adding a times C.82 to b times C.127 gives
E 2 6 = 1 ~  bcCi<i (C.229)ac
Substituting into C.178;
Ci^ ^  = br ^ E2e = --r (C'23°)
Substituting these results into C.82 gives
G2 4 =  0 (C.231)
Adding C.107 to C. 131 gives
E 3 7 =  - D 4 7 (C.232)
Substituting into C.207;
D 4 7 =  t  =  —  =>E3 7 =  -  (C.233)b r r
Substituting these results into C.107 gives
H \  =  -  (C.234)
Adding C. 163 to C. 186 gives
F 6 7 =  - G 5 7 (C.235)
Substituting into C.212;
F67 = Vl -  r - 4 =>• G57 =  -V l -  r - 4 (C.236)
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Substituting these results into C.163 gives
t f56 =  =  h i  +  r~*) (C.237)
Using ?? and ?? gives
Adding ?? to ?? gives
Adding ?? to ?? gives
c 2
A  =  \  (C.238)
B28 =  - C \  =  0 (C.239)
F 48 =  - E \  = 0 (C.240)
Substituting these results into ?? gives
J \  =  |  (C.241)
C . 1 0  Spin connection results
— = == CJ2 7 =  — CTj (C.242)r
up2 ~  up7 — uP§ — — = — <^ 2 (C.243)r
up 3 =  =  —uP § — uj4 7 =  — Si (C.244)r
Up ^  = Up § = —6c^ 7 = ----X/2 (C.245)r
—cj°5 =  o;67 =  \ / l  — r_4z/i (C.246)
UJ 6 =  cj57 =  V l -  r-*v2 (C.247)
—uj°7  = uP 6 =  ^(1 +  r_4)A (C.248)
wi* = - i A+( | ) «  (°-249)
^ 4 =  - ^ A + ( 5 ) q  (C.250)
A ppendix D
Com putation of the curvature 
2-form
We use the spin connection to calculate the curvature 2-form from Cartan’s second 
structure equation.
R? j  =  dujlj  A U)k j
Although I have calculated explicitly all the linearly independent components of the 
curvature 2-form, necessary considerations of concision compel me to include only a 
representative sample of this work as an illustration of the methods employed.
D . l  i ? ° !
R° i =  du)°i -1- LJ°k A u k i
Where
d2a , da (  1
And
. o &  jj. y a /  . 3 \
= “  A(7l~~dt V 2 A 0 2  -  Ul A -  A i -  2 A a2 )
W°2 /V O)2! =  A ( t^ A  -  5 q )
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b 36
- ^ A A +  - f f 2 AQ
a;°3 A w3i =  o;°4 A o;4i =  0
cjJ° 5  A uj5i = — - \ / l  — r _4^i A E2 r
o;°6 A cj6i =  ——y/l — r~4v2 A Ei r
cj°7 A cj7i =  —“ (1 +  r _4)A A cr2 2 r
We now collect term s. The dt A 0 -1  term  is
CL 1  n  -I—7 at A  0 i  =  —re  A  e.^4 7*
The coefficient of the AA<t2 term is
! $  +  _ L ‘ _ I ‘ ( 1 + r -«) =  s /
2 r 2r2 r 2 r r4
Therefore
The coefficient of 1/1 A  E 2 is
Therefore
The v2 A  E i  term is
A (t2 =  — A-e2 A e7
b a /- j  be V l - r ~ 4 = -
p  p  T*
be 1 a r
/ > AE! =  V  A e ‘
*4
The coefficient of Q A  cr2 is zero. 
Collecting our results we have
be _  1 o c
A e
fl°i =  —1  (-e °  A e1 +  e2 A e7 +  e3 A e6 +  e4 A e5)
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D . 2  R° 2
RP2 — d(jP2 “1“ A 07^ 2
Where
i o d 2fl 5 a  ( \
du  i =  A <72 — —  ( — A A 72 +  t'l A Ei -  ^  A S 2 +
And
b b
cj°i A cj12 =  —r(Ji A A — f r a c 3 2 - a i  A Q 2r 6 r
(J^3 A CJ^ 2 =  07% A (J^2 =  0
u;05 A o; 52 =  - y / l  — r~Av  1 A Ei 
r
(j°6 A cj62 =  —- \ / l  — r _4 z^2 A E2 r
u}°7 A 0772 =  “ (1 +  r~4)A A 01  
2  r
We now collect terms. The dt A cr2 term is
CL . I n  9
— dt A (J2 =  - re  A e*^4 T'
The A A (7i term is
Therefore
i - - — -  +  i - ( l  +  r - ^  =  - ^
2  r  2 r 2 r 2 r r 4
a /  1 1 7 7 A A <7i =  —re A eP 4 A
The coefficient of the V\ A Ei term is
CO 
I CM
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Therefore
be 1 o c
— 7 ^ 1  A Ei =  — e A e7*
The coefficient of the v<i A E2 term is
Therefore
b a r,---------- 7  be V l -  r~4 =  —
/jf* j* 7*
be __ be a c
^ A £ 2 =  7 e  A e
The coefficient of Q A <7i is zero.
Collecting all the results we have
R°2 =  — (—e° A e2 — e1 A e7 +  e3 A e5 +  e4 A e6)
D.3
R °3 =  d07°3 +  UJ°k A 07*3
Where
do7°3 d^b db f  3 \=  -~Qpdt A ^ ~  Qt ( 2 ^ A E2 -  A a2 +  v2 A ax -  -Q  A E2J
And
U7^ i A 6i7*3 =  6i7^ 2 A Ci7^ 3 =  0
0 4  1 db_ 3 d b -
w 4A w 3 - - ^ ^ S 2AA +  - - S 2 AQ
6i7°5 A 0753 =  —~ \ / l  ~  r~AV\ A <72r
07°6 A 0763 = - y / l  — r-*i/2 A <7i
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l j ° 7  A u j73 = “ (1 +  r 4)A A E2 
2 r
The dt A Ei term is
~ d t  A Si =  - - A t  A S! =  —-re° A e3 otz r 4 r 4
The coefficient of the A A E2 term is
l a  1 a i l a h i _4x bf
Therefore
The V\ A <r2 coefficient is
Therefore
The v2 A <Ji term is
— I----------1------(1 +  r ) = —
2 r 2 r 2 r 2 r  r 4
b f  \ a V >  1  4 A  7-  =  AA S2 =  - - e  Ae
a b /- 7 ac V l -  r - 4  =  — 7r r  r
ac 1 o c
— 7 ^1  A cr2 =  —re Ae
CC 1 - t  0
—71 / 2 A <7i =  — re A e*^4 7*
The coefficient of the Q A E2 is zero. Assembling these results
R° 3 =  — -r(e° Ae3 +  e1 Ae6 - e 2 Ae5 +  e4 A e7)r 4
D . 4  i t ! 0
RP4 — duP 4 A 6i7^4
Where
526 . „  5 6 / 1n 0 *b  3 \du 4 = —~^pdt A E2 — ^  —A A E i + i/i A <Ji +  1/2 A <72 +  - Q  A E i J
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And
up i A uj1 4 — up2 A o;24 =  0
up % A uP 4 — •" • —Ei A A — ——Ei A Q1 a 3 a.
2 r2 2 r
The dt A E2 term is
(j° 5  A uj5 4 — - y / l  — r~4 i/i A G\ r
up6 A up4 — - y / l  — r~4 i/ 2 A cr2 r
up7 A 6j74 =  — “ (1 +  r -4)A A Ei 
2  r
d2b b - 1 0 4
— dt A E2 =  — reft A E2 =  — re 0 A e ot1 r 4 r 4
The A A Ei coefficient is
Therefore
l a  l a  a 1 . - 4\ _  V
2 r  2 r 2 r r 2 r  r 4
bf 1 o 74 a A Ei =  -re 3 A e7
The i/i A o\ coefficient is
a & r* 1 1- —v 1 — r -4 =r r
ac
Therefore
ac 1 i— vx A <Ji =  — -e A e
The z/2 A o2 coefficient is
a b r j  ac—  + - y / l  -  r - 4 =  —
p  p  7*
Therefore
ac 1 9 ^_ „ 2 A<T2 =  - - e  Ae
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The coefficient of Q A £ 1  is zero.
Gathering results,
R ° 4 = A e4 +  e1 A e5 +  e2 A e6 — e3 A e7)
A ppendix E
Fermionic zero m odes in an 
instanton background
We show that in an instanton background the operator p  has no zero modes. Thus 
there can be no left-handed Weyl fermions in an instanton background. Here we shall 
consider a Dirac fermion, in an arbitrary representation of the gauge group. In the 
presence of an instanton background the Dirac equation becomes
y D jty  =  o
where D% involves the instanton gauge field A We decompose ip into its chiral and 
anti-chiral parts,
A =  ^(1 +  75R  X =  | ( l - 7 5)V>
A Euclidean representation for the Clifford algebra is given by
=
^ \  5 _  1 2 3 4 _  (  1 0
j 7  — 7 7 7 7  — I 
y 0 J \ 0  - 1
The Dirac equation then splits into two independent equations for A and x-
=  P * x  = 0 & =  0
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Where p  is a 2 x 2 matrix of derivative operators. We aim to show that, in the 
background of an instanton, the above has solutions for x but not for A. (Obversely, 
in the vicinity of an anti-instanton there exist solutions for A but not x). Let us 
suppose that we are given a solution of p x  =  0. Given any such x we must also have
p p x  =  0
(Technically, we could write that kerp  C {pp}). We proceed by evaluating p p ,
p p =  a W D ^  = (26** -  <r'/crfl)DfiDl/ = 2 -  o ^^D ^D y
Now recall <r/il/ = — a"a*1). Keeping this in mind we may write out expression
for p p  as
p p =  h tW D p D *  +
= -  ^ ) D llDv +  ^ c vD„Dv
=
= +  oJ“/(£>,,£>„ -  D„D„)
=
The tensor a ^  is anti-self dual whereas the instanton field-strength is self-dual. 
Therefore the second term above vanishes leaving us with
D^D^x = P P x  = 0
We can use this result to show that x  =  0; consider the following manipulations, 
Z P tfD rf) = P t f D jc )  = x'D^D^x + D^x'D^x
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Integrating over all space removes the divergence by Gauss’ theorem, giving
I  d tx E r r D u X  =  0 =s> I  d*x |£>„x|2 =  0 
This implies that X is covariantly constant, since
DpX* = 0
=> XaD„xa =  r(d„ X a -  =  0
=S* Xadt,xa =  0 
=> ^ ( x ax°) =  d A x I2 =  0
i.e. |x| is a constant. The only square-integrable solution which vanishes on the 
boundary is therefore x =  0.
Similarly we may show that
PP =
This time the second term does not vanish in the presence of an instanton, so zero 
modes are possible.
A ppendix F
The A DH M  constraint equations
We will now show that the ADHM constraint equations for one instanton, (5.67)
and (5.76) may be condensed into a single equation. The constraints that must be
satisfied by the u ’s are
= C  (F.l)
du) ' iu^uia ' iud^ Uuia — 6 (K*2)
Now recall that the Pauli matrices satisfy
= 2 ( * V ^  -
Multiplying F .l by r c and substituting in the above,
= T * i c
=* 2(u\„Wuii -  (F.3)
Taking the derivative gives
d k P  % u h Ju i $  h P ~ d u )  i u U ) u i a 5 ^ g — U !  i u d c O u i a ^ S  ^ (L**4)
Using F.2 gives
d u P iu ^ uis iudhJuijj bJ i u d u J w a S ^ — 0 
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(F.5)
Multiplying throughout by
S^(<^PmUui6 + U0iu^uil) ~  =  0
d Q p iu W u ii  +  U ip iu d w uii  -  e ^ U f a d W v i a  =  0
Now recall that the product of e tensors is given by
e -fW —p6 ~
<5“j
S*t
= <5V ^ -
This leads to the expression
dW piuUuijj + U piu d w uijj ( 6  S ^ p S ^ ^ e - g e ^ o j g ^ d u j u i a  — 0
diOpiUu uig H- Ujjiu du juip — 0 (F.6)
This is our final result. It unites the entire ADHM procedure, including the quotient, 
into one equation for the case k =  1.
We have used the convention
A ppendix G
The volume of S U ( 3 ) / U ( 1 )
In chapter six we effected a change of variables from the ADHM coordinates to U(N) 
invariant coordinates. In so doing we were able to integrate over the angular variables 
in the measure. We shall exploit this result to determine the the contribution of the 
left-invariant one forms of equation (5.39), which we interpret as the volume of the 
coset SU(S)/U(1).
To start, recall equation (6.149), which we reproduce here of the case N  =  3.. 
r N r/  n  =  23 / d*W \det{W)\<PSlld3 Q,i (G.l)
^  U = l  J
The W ’s are defined by equation (6.135), which in the notation of chapter five becomes
W  = (  P+ P+a )  (G.2)
\  p+a* aa* +  p2_ )
The determinant of this matrix is p2+p2_. To complete the integral in (G.l) we will 
also need to change variables as detailed in (6.134). Using the fact that £n =  p+, 
£22 =  P- and £12 =  a, we have
d4£ = dp+ A dp_ A da  A da* (G.3)
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Using equations (6.31)-(6.34) gives the result
= jjrydP A df1 A df A df (G.4)
Substituting this and (6.134) into (G.l) gives the result
J  duiduj* =  2 V  J  pp2+p2_dpdfld j 2 d} 3 (G.5)
where we have used the results Vol.(S3) = 2 n 2 and Vol.(S5) = 7r3. However, we have 
yet to perform the U( 1) quotient. The relevant result is given in equation (6.49). 
Using this result and imposing the delta function constraints S ( fc) gives our result 
for the volume form on the moduli space:
[  0  =  257r4 f  p3 p\p2_dp (G.6)
J M  J
Comparing this result with the volume element of (5.111) leads to the identification
J  o\ A cr2 A Ei A E2 A V\ A A A =  7r4 (G.7)
Appendix H
Conventions and formulae
We follow [12] and normalize Lie group generators as
Tr(TaTb) =  8 ab
H .l Index conventions
i , j ,k  : Multi-instanton indices
u ,v ,w  : SU(N) gauge group indices
/i, v : Moduli space coordinate indices
7 7 1 , 7 2 , p : Minkowski or Euclidean space-time indices
i , j ,  k : ADHM composite index notation
a, PiOLij} : Spinor indices
H.2 Symbols
A4: 1-instanton moduli space 
M. : 1-instanton mother space
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H.3 Formulae and results
Below is a list of formulae and results used in the main body of the text. For further 
details on any of these points the reader is referred to the review of [12].
H.3.1 Pauli matrix stuff






M i - i )  (R3)
£2i =  e12 =  1 (H.4)
£21 =  £12 =  - 1  (H.5)
e11 =  e22 =  0 (H.6)
[Ti,Tj ] = 2ieiikTk (H.7)
E ( Ti) V Ti), « =  2 ( * V “* -  ^ V 7*) (H.8)
1 2x2 ) (H.9)
On =  a 1„ =  ( - I T 1, 1 2 x 2 ) ( H .1 0 )
@mn =  T (^ m ^ n  &n &m) (11.11)
®mn =  T i&m&n &n®m) ( ^ . 1 '2 J
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®mn — 2 €rnnkl<Tkl (H.13)
&mn — 2  ^ rnnkl^kl (h-14)
H.3.2 The t ’Hooft rj symbols
These form a basis for the self-dual and the anti-self-dual antisymmetric matrices in 
4-dimensions.
Vab = ^ abcdVcd (H.15)
Vab = tABCDVcD (H.16)
'0CA B  =  '0AB =  t c A B ,  A ,  B e  {1,2,3} (H.17)
vIa^aa = tcA (H.18)
Vab = Vba , Vab =  ~Vba (H.19)
H .3.3 The E matrices
In six-dimensional Euclidean space we define the 4 x 4  matrices
£ a = i7)3, i f ,  t f ,  iff ,  if}1) (H.20)
Ea =  ( -rj3, if}3, -T}2, if}2, —771, if}1) (H.21)
Whilst in Minkowski space we define;
£ a =  (i7)3, i ff ,  V2, Of ,  I 1, if}1) (H.22)
Sa =  ( - ir)3, if}3, - r j2, if}2, - 771, if}1) (H.23)
The next two formulae are valid in both Euclidean and Minkowski space;
^aAB^aCD =  ^aAB^aCD =  2eABCD (H.24)
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^aAB^aCD = “ 2SaC$BD ~ ^AD^BC (H.25)
H.4 A useful result
We shall prove a result used to derive (2.10) in the text above.
J dPx TrN{DrSl(JL8 vAn) = J dPx TrN +  [An, f ^ ] ) S^An} (H.26)
= J dDx TrN {dn(Qn6 uAn)-DftdndvAn} + J dDx T rN {[>!„, ty j 8 vAn) (H.27)
The total derivative gives rise to a surface term which vanishes due to the asymptotic 
form of Ftp and 8 vAn, so we have
J  dPx TrN {-Fl^dnSuAn +  [An, fy j 8 „An} (H.28)
Using the cyclic property of the trace gives
f  dDx T tn { -Q ^dJ .A n  +  O .^ S ^ A n } }  (H.29)
= — J dPx TrN { fi„A A 4 ,}  =  0 (H.30)
H.4.1 The symplectic curvature
The components of the curvature tensor on the moduli space may be written in the 
zia coordinate basis of the mother space as
rs
(H.31)
We can extract from this the symplectic curvature of the quotient
%i = 2 £  [(ftr Jgi-1 (UT)M+ (nr (n ryfk + (ftr fo #  (ftr) *]
rs
(H.32)
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H.5 R esults that employ the ADH M  algebra 
H.5.1 O sborn’s formula
T rN(FmnF mn) =  ~ ( & ) * T r kln(f)  (H.33)
r
H .5.2 Zero m odes of the W eyl equation
The quantity
Aa = U C fbJJ  -  UbafC U  (H.34)
satisfies the covariant Weyl equation
£>da Aq (H.35)
subject to the condition
A dC +  CAd =  0 (H.36)
i.e.
H .5.3 The covariant Laplace equation w ith bi-fermion source
The equation to be solved is
D 2 (f) =  A(C)A(C") (H.37)
subject to the boundary condition lirrix^oo^x) =  <j>° the solution is
<t> = - \ t aABUM A} M BU + U \  * ° ) (H.38)
4 \  0 <Phx2  J
where
if, =  LTl (a>6 <t>°u>& + j E aABM AM B\  (H.39)
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H .5.4 Anti-ferm ion source
XaABlta, A(M B)] = Da^ «  +  A(NA)
H .5.5 The inner product formula
2
I<P x T tnK(C)\{C’) =  - y Trk [^(Poo +  1 )C' -  C'(P00 +  l ) c ]
H .5.6 The fermionic inner product formula
2
j  tPx TrNh.(M)\(N) = - j T r k [MfP*, +  1 )N  +  iV(Poo +  1 )M] 
H .5.7 M iscellaneous identities and definitions
where
 ^ 1 - daa r -
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